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 This dissertation examines Albania’s fine art world after the end of state socialism 
in 1991. Drawing on two years of anthropological fieldwork (January –August 2006 and 
January 2010-August 2011) in Tirana, Albania’s capital city, I investigate how the 
withdrawal of state support and oversight on the arts, the introduction of a market 
economy and efforts toward European belonging have been reflected, responded to and 
challenged in the discourses and practices of aesthetic production. Viewing art as a 
productive site of social meaning, where people perform and struggle over their 
identities, their pasts and futures, this dissertation explores the social imaginaries that art 
is employed to construct as Albania navigates European Union integration and tries to 
tame its socialist past.   
 Central to this dissertation is analyzing the increasing prevalence of discourses on 
art’s social relevance, which have crystallized only in recent years. Whereas in 2006, 
when I began to investigate the postsocialist art world in Albania, most artists in my 
study were primarily concerned with producing art for art’s sake and its commodity 
potential, by 2010 and 2011, informants frequently declared that an important aim of 
 viii 
their work was to produce art that could have some relevance for society and the 
Albanian nation state. I show that such claims about art’s social relevance are being made 
in a context where local and transnational cultural flows and processes are complexly 
negotiated in light of both new and old knowledges which art producers strategically 
employ toward achieving the desired politics of the present and the future. These 
negotiations are indicative of the cultural politics of a decidedly postsocialist transition, 
where art producers: react to socialist-era perceptions on art and the role of the artist; 
engage with and respond to the influence of international institutions and foundations; 
and incorporate the universal vernacular of contemporary art which they infuse with local 
histories, knowledges and subjectivities. 
Looking at artists are key agents of globalization and physical embodiments of the 
deterritorialization of culture, this dissertation also examines how Albanian artists 
negotiate the forces of the local and the global in their work in an effort to illuminate 
processes of cultural and economic globalization in postsocialism. Lastly, this 
dissertation is about Albanian artists’ recent engagements with the [socialist] past. In 
their work, the symbols, forms, histories and memories of socialism had been gaining 
momentum, especially in recent years. I argue that their work does significant cultural 
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On January, 2014, in an interview for France’s TV5MONDE well-known L’Invite 
program, Mirela Kumbaro, Albania’s newly appointed Minister of Culture,1 was asked 
about Albania’s position vis-à-vis Europe. In response, she framed Albanian-French-
European relations as profound, historic and cultural, going on to list Albanian cultural 
producers who enjoy international renown and who have spent considerable time in 
France. They included Anri Sala (visual artist), Angjelin Prelokaj (dancer and 
choreographer) and Ismail Kadare (Nobel Prize nominee writer), whose names she 
pronounced with perfect French intonation.   
According to Kumbaro’s initial remarks, that these Albanian cultural producers 
had already made great contributions beyond the country’s borders was proof of the 
existence of a strong relationship between Albania and Europe and provided the basis for 
an even stronger one. In quick retaliation, the interviewer stated that Albania nevertheless 
continues to remain at the doorway of Europe, as the country has been refused European 
Union [EU] candidacy status.2 After emphasizing that Albania endured a most ferocious 
[state socialist] dictatorship with persisting ramifications, Kumbaro explained that the EU 
candidacy status is a process consisting of steps which the Albanian government and 
people have already fulfilled or are in the process of fulfilling. “Cultural diplomacy,” 
represented by the abovementioned cultural producers, has played a crucial role in this 
process, she added. As such, is not secondary to politic or economic agreements but has, 
                                                 
1 Mirela Kumbaro was appointed Minister of Culture by Edi Rama, who became Albania’s Prime Minister 
in October 2013.  A full recording of Kumbaro’s interview in the program L’Invite, from which I have 
paraphrased, can be found at: http://www.tv5.org/cms/chaine-francophone/Revoir-nos-emissions/L-
invite/Episodes/p-27375-Mirela-Kumbaro.htm.  Accessed on 2/3/2014. Translation is my own. 
 
2 After a third attempt, Albania gained EU candidate status in July 2014.   
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at times, preceded them. Europe, Kumbaro concluded, must re-acknowledge us because 
“we are already in it, we are European.” 
That art is a means to Albania’s Europeanization and EU integration is a claim I 
heard time and again, and not only from art producers or high officials like Kumbaro.  
Indeed, I encountered the idea where I least expected it: in the first episode of a didactic 
(and unintentionally ridiculous) telenovela, titled “Dashuri Europiane” (European Love) 
which, in 12 episodes, recounts the adventures of a young, Albanian heterosexual couple 
as they happily and optimistically navigate Europe.3 “Integration through art is the best 
way of presenting yourself to the world,” followed by, “Art is the only way we unify 
states and colors,” followed by, “Art is number one,” statements said in quick succession 
at the Mother Teresa International Airport in Tirana, as three of the series’ characters 
were waiting to board planes to different European countries. 
As the above illustrate, the realm of cultural and artistic production is being 
considered an important terrain of cultural politics in postsocialist Albania as the country 
navigates EU integration and continues to deal with its socialist past. In interconnected 
discourses and practices, Albanian art producers4 have been prioritizing the social 
relevance and impact of their work, priorities which have crystallized mostly in recent 
                                                 
3 “Dashuri Europiane” aired on Albanian Public Television starting January 28, 2014.  The series was 
intended to instruct Albanian viewers of what European Union candidacy might mean for Albania as well 
as various levels of EU legislature.  According to newspaper reports on the series, it is supported by the 
European Union, although it is not exactly clear to which kind of support this refers.  A clip of the first 
episode can be found at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j51JY2HOg84 accessed on 12/29/14. 
Translation is my own. 
 
4 When referring to social actors who are directly involved in making art, I interchange between two terms: 
“art producer” and “artist.”  My informants referred to themselves as artist (artist) with the sole exception 
of a producer who called himself a zanatci (skilled craftsman).  However, I also use the term “art producer” 
because an emphasis on “production” helps demystify the Western image of the artist as a “creative genius” 
who creates independently of social or economic context.  Instead, I seek to emphasize that artists employ 
various strategies to reach their aims. In doing so, I was influenced by Maureen Mahon’s use of the term in 
her review article titled, “The Visible Evidence of Cultural Producers” (2000) on the practices through 
which individuals and groups produce music, video, film, visual art and theater. 
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years. Whereas in 2006, when I conducted MA level research on Albania’s fine art world, 
most art producers in my study were concerned with establishing art as an autonomous 
realm, that is, separate from the direct influence of the state, which had long sought to 
control it.5 Artists were also concerned with establishing the commodity potential6 of 
their work, which they had not been officially allowed to do during socialism exceptant 
to the state. By 2010 and 2011, however, informants who were often working within the 
purview of projects and exhibits organized by non-profit art centers and organizations 
frequently declared that a main aim of their work was to produce art that could have some 
relevance for society. Others claimed an even wider scope of impact: producing art that 
was en par with that of the West could help project a modern image of Albania and 
hasten its process of EU integration. Yet others argued that art could improve cross-
cultural communication in the Balkans and beyond.   
Some of these claims have only intensified, permeating state-level, official 
discourse and practice after Edi Rama (b.1964), an artist by training, became Albania’s 
Prime Minister, in October 2013. More specifically, Rama has singlehandedly made 
systematic efforts to monopolize cultural production also purportedly as a form of social 
and political critique and treat it as a platform for remembering, preserving, exhibiting 
                                                 
5 The notion of “art for art’s sake” which is discussed at length by Marcus and Myers in the introductory 
chapter to The Traffic in Culture (1990) is interconnected with the principle of “artistic autonomy” which 
continues to be central to Western traditions of art production, despite various reformulations and 
contestations in the postmodern era. This notion entails the creation of aesthetic experience through the 
disinterested contemplation of art works removed from instrumental associations. Its roots could be traced 
to Immanuel Kant’s philosophical demarcation of an autonomous aesthetic domain of human judgment that 
was separate from both the means-end calculations of utilitarian practical reason and from the imperatives 
of moral judgment.  These views have informed a view of artistic production as an autonomous real with an 
intrinsic value of its won, independent from daily life (Mahon 2000:478). 
 
6 In The Social Life of Things (1989), Arjun Appadurai has argued that no thing is inherently a commodity 
but everything has the potential to be one i.e. things might lose or gain “commodity potential,” throughout 
what sociologist Vera Zolberg (1990) has called their “careers” or what Igor Kopytoff (1989) has called 
their “cultural biographies” Both terms highlight that artifacts can be in transit and their reception and 
consequentially value can change. 
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and commodifying the state socialist past, indeed, creating a memory economy by 
claiming to simultaneously confront Albanians -- particularly those of the younger 
generation -- with troubled aspects of their past and to attract foreign tourists to Albania 
to the end of increasing revenue. Rama has a long history of incorporating art and 
politics, and his artistic-political work has influenced the work of other prominent 
Albanian art producers. After he graduated from the Academy of Arts in 1986 -- just four 
years before the tumultuous times of the “transition” – Rama had a significant role in the 
student movements of 1990 and 1991 that sought the end of socialism. Then, following a 
few years abroad in Greece and France where he lived as an artist, Rama returned to 
Tirana to serve as Minister of Culture, in 1998. In 2000 he became Tirana’s Mayor and it 
is in the capacity of Mayor, work which he called “the highest form of conceptual art,” 
that he gained international renown for painting Tirana’s gray facades with pastel colors. 
Since 2005, he has also been the leader of Albania’s Socialist Party although his reforms 
after becoming PM have been distinctly neoliberal in nature.   
Taking these discourses and practices into account, my dissertation is an 
ethnographic investigation of how the end of state socialism in 1991, the introduction of a 
market economy and desires for European belonging have been reflected, responded to 
and challenged in the Albanian fine “art world.”7 In today’s Albania claims about art’s 
social relevance are being made in a context where local and transnational cultural flows 
                                                 
7 In his influential sociological study Art Worlds (1982), Howard Becker examines the networks and 
cooperation of social actors involved in the production and trade of art (art producers, state officials, 
curators, gallery owners, art managers, and official of international institutions and policy makers) as well 
as the power dynamics that animate them.  For Becker, the art world is, “a way of talking about people who 
routinely participate in the making of art works.  The routine of interaction is what constitutes the art 
world’s existence” (Becker 1982:161-2), a concept that allows us to look beyond static artifacts (the typical 
focus of various disciplines, such as art history and criticism) and focus on social actors’ interactions in 




and processes are complexly negotiated in light of both new and old knowledges and 
predicaments, as art producers: respond to socialist-era perceptions on art and the role of 
the artist; engage with and respond to the influence of international institutions and 
foundations; and incorporate the universal vernacular of contemporary art that they infuse 
with local histories, knowledges and subjectivities in their efforts to further integrate into 
the transnational art world.8 Viewing art as a productive site of social meaning, where 
people perform and struggle over their identities, their pasts and their futures, this 
dissertation explores the imaginaries that art helps construct as Albania navigates EU 
integration and tries to tame its socialist past. Lastly, I consider the ways art producers 
engage in processes that may objectify and essentialize or “rediscover, reanimate and 
regain” aspects of Albanian identity and especially Albania’s socialist past. 
Theorizing Art Production in Postsocialism 
The theoretical issues my dissertation addresses speak to broader anthropological 
concerns, such as: understanding the social and cultural consequences of postsocialist 
transition and the productive and restrictive interplay of new and old knowledges in a 
context of all encompassing change; accounting for the agency of social actors and the 
institutional, social and economic constraints in which they operate; examining the way 
in which social agents construct and perform their identities via art production; the 
various forms of memory work and social critique art production enables; and the 
motivations for and implications of the commodification of cultural difference and 
identity.  
                                                 
8 By “transnational art world” I mean a specific historically situated art world: the contemporary, Western-
centered tradition of fine art that began with the birth of modernism and a transformed art market out of the 




This study builds on scholarship that considers art and cultural production not as a 
passive expression of ideas, but as a productive site of social meaning where people deal 
with and struggle over their past, present and future and where they produce and enact 
changing identities (Hall 1998; Lemon 2000; Mahon 2000; Marcus and Myers 1995; 
Myers 2005; Svasek 1997; Winegar 2006; Urla 2001; Yurchak 2008; Zolberg 1990). A 
central focus of my dissertation is the increasing prevalence of discourses on art’s social 
relevance and the production of socially conscious art, which have gained momentum 
mostly in recent years. Initially I thought that the current emphasis on art’s social 
relevance represented a reproduction of socialist-era perceptions on the role of art – when 
it was treated as an effective tool that could influence individuals and society by 
indoctrinating them with socialist values. However, my ethnographic investigation has 
revealed that in emphasizing art’s social relevance,9 artists and art organizations are not 
reproducing socialist-era legacies, but are influenced by and responding to new 
knowledges, influences and predicaments, all the while considering the socialist past as a 
frame of reference and comparison. These include: the lack of state support on the arts 
and difficulties with developing and sustaining a stable art market; the “social turn” of art 
in the contemporary, transnational art field; and the governmentalizing efforts of 
international foundations and institutions for which art production is an important terrain 
of development, democratization, regional cooperation and civil society promotion.   
In my analysis, I have engaged with insights form the anthropology of 
postsocialism, a foundational one being the uneven, irregular ways in which old forms 
                                                 
9 In her doctoral dissertation (2011), anthropologist Zhanara Nauruzbayeva has also discussed the 
prevalence of discourses on art’s social relevance in post-Soviet Kazakhstan, which she analyzes as artists’ 
reproduction of Soviet era forms of symbolic capital so as to deal with the dispossessions of the present, 
namely the failure to sustain an art market. 
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interact with aspects of present reality (see, Buyandelgeriyn 2008; Burawoy and Verdery 
1996; Verdery 1996; Hann 2003). Since the early years of postsocialist transformations, 
anthropologists Katherine Verdery and sociologist Michael Burawoy have challenged 
understandings of the transition as entailing total rupture by taking issue with the idea 
that a collapsed system leaves behind a void that can be readily infused with new 
institutions, knowledges and practices (1996). They have likewise argued against the 
commonly maintained ideas that in postsocialism the emergence of the market, left to its 
own devices, is inevitable or that the past continues into the present passively and in 
uncontested ways (Burawoy and Verdery 1999; Verdery 1996).  
Anthropological research that has illustrated and extended these insights has been 
vast, ranging over topics such as worker’s response to privatization and the importing of 
capitalist modes of production (Berdhal 1996; Dunn 2004); gender identities (Gal and 
Kligman 2000; Hemment 2007); taste and attitudes toward consumption (Bach 2002; 
Berdahl 1996); healthcare (Rivkin-Fish 2004); conception of personhood (Dunn 2004); 
social and political activism (Greenberg 2013); and the persistence of the affective power 
of things and their role in the formation of class subjectivity in the present  (Fehervary 
2014). Recent anthropological studies have extended this line of analyis by underscoring 
the flow and circulation of cultural forms and ideas not just West-East, but in multiple 
directions (Adams 2008, 2010; Lemon 2008, 2009; Pattico 2009). My study builds on 
and contributes to this literature by noting the unexpected ways in which the socialist past 
continues to serve as a resource and point of reference for dealing with the present. 
Specifically, I account for the multidirectional flows of practices and ideas have propeled 
discourses on art’s social relevance, including dispossessions of the postsocialist 
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transition; the “social turn” of contemporary art more broadly and its embrace of an 
aesthetics of democratisation; and international influence on the realm of cultural 
production in postsocialism. Studies that consider the interplay of the old and the new in 
the realm of artistic production in postsocialist societies have been few and my work is an 
attempt to fill this void.10 
In my analysis I also engage with and extend scholarship on international 
intervention in postsocialist space. In the early years of the transition, international 
development agencies, western financial institutions, foreign aid programmes and 
humanitarian or other non-governmental organizations, rushed to modernize and 
democratize the East and integrate it into European frameworks. These interventions 
claimed to be partnerships but were in reality, unidirectional, since those in control of aid 
had little background on local cultures (Hemment 2007; Sampson 1996; Wedel 1998) and 
have been analyzed as: part of a “civilizing process” (Elias 1978), as revealing of its 
promoters’ orientalist (Said 1978) or Balkanist (Todorova 1997) view of the postsocialist 
world, indeed, as a way to have intended to establish new forms of governmentality in 
postsocialist space, by defining, creating, classifying and fixing meanings in the world 
(Creed 2010).  Tracing their outcomes, anthropologists have illustrated local responses 
within Eastern Europe that have often shaped them according to local interests, with 
unexpected outcomes.   
                                                 
10 For studies of art production in postsocialist societies based on ethnography, see Zhanara 
Nauruzbayeva’s dissertation Refurbishing Soviet Status: Visual Artists and Marketization in Kazakhstan 
(2011) unpublished and her article Portraiture and Proximity: ‘Official’ Artists and the State-ization of the 
Market in Post-Soviet Kazakhstan (2011); Laura Adams The Spectacular State: Culture and National 
Identity in Uzbekistan (2010); and Alexei Yurchak’s Post-post Communist Sincerity: Pioneers, cosmonauts 
and other Soviet Heroes Born Today (2008) 
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Albania was no exception to international interventions which, along with 
“privatization,” “agricultural reform,” “higher education restructuring,” “democratic 
institutions,” “legal reforms” and “civil society,” were also directed to the realm of 
cultural and art production as a terrain that could produce new forms of subjectivity and 
sociality. Since 1991, following the withdrawal of state support, international institutions 
and foundations have instrumentalized the arts as important terrain of development, 
democratization, cross-cultural collaboration and civil society promotion, and tracing its 
unanticipated outcomes as well as the ways in which such efforts are appropriated, dealt 
with and manipulated at the local level is a contribution of this dissertation. While the 
nature and source of aid and support has changed through the years, international 
foundations accompanied by the Presence of internationals themselves, continue to exert 
significant influence in the Albanian art world (Coles 2006). Specifically, I look at how 
international influence has helped propel the “shift” toward socially relevant art. I also 
account for the ambivalence with which local actors view international influence as well 
as tracing the negotiations that take place in response (especially in Chapter 6).    
My dissertation also investigates the tensions between the forces of the local and 
the global in the work and experiences of Albanian artists. One of my aims is to take into 
account how globalization, which Fredric Jameson has characterized as “the sense of an 
immense enlargement of world communication, as well as of a horizon of a world 
market,” has influenced art production in the context of postsocialist Albania (Jameson 
and Miyosh 1998). Artists are key agents of globalization and physical embodiments of 
the deterritorialization of culture (Hannerz 1990; Waters 1995; Appadurai 1990) and a 
look at how they negotiate the forces of the local and the global in their work can 
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illuminate processes of cultural and economic globalization but also the dynamics of how 
artists produce and perform “the local” in the spaces of “the global.”   
Cognizant that in the Western dominated transnational art world cultural 
difference is highly desired and marketable, many Albanian artists offer spectacles of 
“Albanian-ness,” presented visually and verbally as unusual, chaotic, idyllic, decaying, 
absurd. Some of these exotic representations mirror and affirm long standing Western 
stereotypical notions about Albania. They also tend to present Albania as “other” from 
the idealized and imagined European “self” thus running counter to parallel discourses 
which frame art as a form of “cultural diplomacy” that can hasten Albania’s process of 
EU integration. Yet other artists engage with local matters in ways that create 
opportunities for local and global audiences to engage more deeply and meaningfully 
with the social, political or urban realities they are representing.   
My dissertation also engages with literature on the forms of memory (or post-
memory) work in which art producers engage in conditions of sweeping social change 
(see, Boym 2001; Hirsch 2008; Todorova 2010; Yurchak 2008). In 2010 and 2011, I 
encountered a number of artists primarily from the younger generation for whom the 
symbols, forms, histories and memories of socialism had been gaining significant 
momentum. I show, primarily in Chapter 4, the productive politics of this kind of 
memory work which is often deployed as a form of social and political critique in an 
ever-changing landscape of postsocialist nostalgia and commemoration. By justaposing 
representations of the past with those of the present in ways that highlight their 
similarities, a number of these young artists reveal the ways in which official discourses 
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often misrepresent the past, ossify its myriad meanings or use it as a way to deflect 
attention from the failures of the government.  
Fieldwork and Ethnography 
My dissertation fieldwork began on January 2010 extending to August 2011.  It 
was preceded by six months of fieldwork in 2006, when I met many of my main 
informants. In 2006, a number of friends and acquaintances from the Albanian diaspora 
in Chicago and New York City helped me establish contact with artists in Tirana. Things 
snowballed from there. Most art producers enjoyed speaking to me about their work and 
what motivated it, their aspirations and experiences or that of others. Most of them were 
(and continue to be) concerned with the absence of formal studies on artistic production 
and with the lack of systematic documentation of art events since 1991. Many of the 
artists I met saw my work as an important contribution to the history of Albanian art and 
tried to help me meet other artists, gain access to materials or be aware of relevant events. 
My pool of informants, however, was not limited to only those who produce art. It 
consisted of various other people including: Arts Academy students; gallery owners; 
curators of exhibits; visual art scholars; managers and coordinators of art events; as well 
as the founders and board members of the art organizations Art Kontakt, Tirana Art Lab 
and Tirana Institute of Contemporary Art. Many of these individuals occupied several of 
the abovementioned roles. 
My informants span several generations. In the text I have referred to artists who 
lived and worked during socialism as “artist from the older generation,” whereas to those 
whose careers began after the transition as “artists from the younger generation.” This 
categorization is intended to inform the reader of the historical context for their work, 
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that is, their experiential relationship to the socialist past, but it is not intended to suggest 
anything specific with regard to their current activity. During the initial stages of research 
I was mostly in contact with younger artists and Academy students. It was with the help 
of Beni as liaison that I was able to meet and interview artists from the older generation 
who, while still professionally active, exhibited with much less frequency and were not 
visibly present in most of the art events that I attended. I share their experiences in the 
first Chapter. 
My informants kept me updated on what was happening and when. This was 
crucial information since art events were and continue to be announced with annoying 
inconsistency and most exhibits are open for only a couple of days. To my dismay, I 
sometimes found out about exhibits only after they had already happened. The majority 
of the time such information circulates by word of mouth between constituents of the art 
world; as of yet, there has not been a stable print or virtual platform where art events can 
be announced. However, with the growing relevance of social media as a platform of 
information exchange and communication, artists, galleries and institutions have been 
increasingly more consistent at announcing events and reaching wider audiences.   
My research was based in Tirana, Albania’s capital city. Art is certainly being 
produced all over Albania; however, the center of the country’s art world remains Tirana, 
where the institutional infrastructure on the arts is based and where almost one third of 
Albania’s population of roughly three million inhabitants is concentrated. Principal 
public institutions that concern cultural policy, art education, archiving and scholarship 
are also based there. These include: the Artistic High School Jordan Misja11 (founded in 
                                                 




1945) and Universiteti i Arteve [University of Arts], formerly known as Akademia e 
Arteve [Academy of Arts] (founded in 1966),12 the National Art Gallery (established in 
1946, moving to its current premises in 1956); and the Ministry of Culture. 
 Of the 43 people I asked for an interview, only four never replied to my emails 
and text messages (I found phone calls too direct of a means to approach potential 
informants, especially since text messaging seemed to be fairly successful) and all four 
were influential figures in the art world. Sometimes Beni helped do this work for me, by 
arranging meetings with artists, particularly those from the older generation, many of 
whom had been his professors at the Academy. Artists were generally eager to talk to me, 
both because they liked to talk about their work, but also -- as they repeatedly reminded 
me -- because they acknowledged the lack of discourse and scholarships on the arts, and 
consequentially the value of my work as a rare effort to investigate and document what 
had gone on since 1991 and even before. 13 
The 39 interviews on which this dissertation is based I conducted between June 
2010 and August 2011; I did not conduct formal interviews during the first few months of 
dissertation research in an effort to establish decent rapport with informants.  Each 
interview took between one and three hours. 22 interviews were recorded; for the most 
part, I did selective transcriptions of the discussions that were relevant to the topics of 
this dissertation. The rest, I transcribed with pen and paper during the interview because 
                                                 
12 Despite the name change, I refer to it as the Academy of Arts (or the Academy) since it is the term my 
informants continue to use. 
 
13 This appreciation from informants, however, was accompanied by expectations from their part that in my 
role as anthropological researcher I could not always fulfill.  For instance, even though I tried my best to 
explain the nature of anthropological research and that looking at art production from an anthropological 
perspective did not entail an evaluation of art work based on a global criterion of value, many informants 
expected art criticism from me.  Some informants, too, expected for our interviews to result in newspaper 
articles about their work and some expressed disappointment when this did not happen.   
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that was the most comfortable manner of transcription for some informants: they did not 
wish to be audio recorded. Over coffee, drinks or dinner, many of these interviews were 
preceded or followed by informal conversations. I always sought the opportunity to visit 
artist studios because being surrounded by their work helped facilitate conversation.  
With my informants, I discussed my intention to write a dissertation about the 
postsocialist art world in Albania and assured them of maintaining confidentiality in 
fieldnotes and in other written materials. Most informants, however, expressly asked that 
I refer to them by their real names and I respected their wishes, seeing it as an 
opportunity to give what exposure I could to their work in conferences, presentations and 
hopefully in print.    
My work with art producers – most of whom were mobile – made it impossible 
for me to treat the subject of my research as a physically or symbolically enclosed world.  
The locations important to my informants’ networks and activities demanded my own 
mobility, necessitating a multi-sited research that charts the connections between the 
personal, local and global dimensions of their experiences. My methodology included 
participant observation, visual analysis, archival research, semi-structured interview, and 
focus-group interviews. I conducted participant observation in many art functions such as 
exhibitions, performances, fairs, festivals, symposia and workshops where I recorded the 
visual materials, collected written statements on the works and had informal 
conversations with the participating art producers. I also collected media discourse on 
events in the days that followed them. Most art events unfolded in formal art spaces, such 
as galleries, but this was not always the case. Visual art is, in many ways, ubiquitous, 
present in banks, bars, cafes and other spaces. The National Gallery and the Academy, in 
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particular, were important loci of research, as they were the site of numerous exhibits. At 
the academy’s FAB gallery, I attended several art functions, including the yearly diploma 
presentations (summers 2010 and 2011) and the numerous shows that took place there.  
In addition, I attended events supported by the Ministry of Culture; however, I did not 
meet or interview any officials from the institution. Throughout my fieldwork, the 
Ministry was relatively absent from most art events and its operations were often 
regarded with suspicion from informants. This has changed since Edi Rama became 
Albania’s Prime Minister, although it continues to be regarded with suspicion.   
I also conducted participant observation in functions organized in the several 
private art galleries in Tirana including, Zenit Gallery (founded 2005), Galeria e Vogel 
[Small Gallery] (founded in 2003) and Zeta Gallery (founded in 2007).  Zeta and Zenit 
were all located in the Blloku [Block] area, as were FAB Gallery and the Arts Academy.  
Blloku is the central neighborhood of Tirana and the hub of leisure and nightlife in the 
city, full of bars, cafes, dance clubs and glitzy shops. And like most of Tirana, in fact 
more than anything else in Tirana, it has undergone massive changes, in appearance and 
function, since 1991. During state socialism Blloku was the gated community where the 
socialist elite, including Enver Hoxha, resided and it was closed to the public unless they 
were accompanied by residents or had a special invitation.   
Starting with the summer of 2010, however, it was Tirana Ekspres that became 
the central art space in the capital city, hosting temporary art exhibits, concerts, 
installations, and film screenings. Founded and managed by three men in their late 20s to 
mid 30s, who were interested in the arts but did no have any formal art training, the space 
was located outside Tirana’s center in a socialist-era warehouse behind the capital’s train 
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station, a remnant of which, a rusty, defunct train wagon, became a permanent feature of 
the site. Several factors contributed to its allure. Aside from being very spacious, Tirana 
Ekspres was peripheral and removed from the noise and commotion of city life, which 
made the act of going there feel almost like a pilgrimage. As a former warehouse, it also 
had a grungy industrial aesthetic that made the space unique in comparison to the other 
spaces located around the Blloku area. I attended many shows and conducted quite a few 
interviews in its premises.    
Tirana Ekspres was much more than an exhibition space. It quickly turned into the 
kind of setting where people came early and left well after an event was over, when 
audiences would reposition themselves behind the building, in a dirt-covered, open air 
space punctuated by tables and benches made of wooden crates. As such, Tirana Express 
became a place of prolonged and imaginative social interaction. It was on its benches that 
I often heard my friends make plans about future exhibits and the possibility of 
repurposing similar spaces, including turning several of the vacant socialist-era depots 
adjacent to the main structure into artist studios, something that would allow them to 
work in close proximity to each other. These plans, unfortunately, never materialized 
since to the great disappointment of all those who frequented Tirana Ekpres, the space 
was demolished in 2013 to allow for the construction of a road as part of the new Tirana 
city plan.14   
It was after a show at Tirana Ekspres in 2011 that I first heard three of my good 
friends and informants, Endri Dani, Olson Lamaj and Remijon Pronja, all of whom are 
art producers, discuss their plans to open a small, independent art space. Although they 
                                                 
14 An establishment with the same name opened up in Blloku under a new management, but most art 
producers I have spoken to agree that it has lost its former aura. I have not had a chance to attend yet. 
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frequented Tirana Ekspres, they were in agreement that the Albanian art world was 
deficient with regard to galleries or art spaces whose boards approached art functions 
with rigor and professionalism, where shows were announced in a timely manner, where 
they had an organizing curatorial vision that was then documented in the form of a 
catalogue, thus granting it longevity. They greatly appreciated Tirana Ekspres; however, 
they were troubled by the fact that the space was primarily viewed by its managers as a 
for-profit entertainment venue. 
These were the beginnings of Galeria Miza [Fly Gallery], officially founded in 
early 2013. I have not been able to attend any shows there or visit its premises; however, 
I have been in close contact with its founders and directors, who, on occasion, have asked 
my assistance with organizing shows or translating texts into English. Their activity has 
been relatively easy to follow as they have made painstaking attempts to document their 
work, both in the form of hardcopy catalogues of exhibits and via photography online.  
Their practice has remained consistent with their initial aims: their shows have focused 
on the work of up-and-coming artists and they have remained relatively independent from 
state structures (even though they did welcome a grant from the Ministry of Culture in 
2014).  Unfortunately, they had to give up their current premises in October 2014 because 
they could no longer afford the rent.   
Doing research in the Albanian art world was, in some ways, difficult. As I have 
noted, I had trouble finding out about events or exhibits in a timely manner. Another 
difficulty I faced was related to finding out about or accessing information on what had 
happened before I began conducting exploratory research in 2006. I was able to procure 
catalogues and newspaper articles from art producers and gallery owners who shared with 
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me personal copies they had retained after landmark events. As a result, my analysis is 
focused primarily on what has happened since I started MA level fieldwork (and a few 
years before).  On the other hand, material on the arts from the socialist era was much 
easier to access at the archives of the National Library. What was missing was the 
experiential dimension of life as an artist during socialism, a void that, to the best of my 
abilities, I have tried to fill. 
During my time in the field I wrote two articles in the Albanian language on 
preliminary research conclusions which were published on Shekulli, a daily newspaper, 
and Milosao, a weekly newspaper that focuses mostly on the arts. These articles 
circulated quite a bit online and on social media, where informants and other members of 
the art world offered comments and further questions, discussions which affected my 
impressions and the kinds of questions that I proceeded to ask in the future. Furthermore, 
my informants often asked me to help them curate shows. Most often than not, I declined 
these offers, because I did not wish to be perceived as someone who was directly 
implicated in orienting what was happening in the art world. However, on two occasions 
I did accept, as was the case with Miza Gallery, whose founders and directors are long-
term informants and whose projects were ones I cared about. While these endeavors were 
not related to my research i.e. they were not a means to illuminating research-related 
questions, working closely with informants toward something they cared about solidified 
our relationships and I was ultimately happy to give something back to them. 
 During my last few months in the field my research took on a more participatory 
dimension, when I was invited by the director of Art Kontakt, one of the three art 
organizations in Albania, to work for one of the organization’s projects, titled “Shkolla 
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Krijuese,” [Creative School] which was implemented within state-sponsored initiatives of 
civil society promotion. The project aimed to give high school students from four cities in 
middle Albania the opportunity to use artistic media, specifically mural painting and 
photovoice, to articulate social and environmental concerns endemic to their communities 
to the end of empowering youth to offer social critique via art.  In my dissertation, I 
discuss Art Kontakt’s efforts and struggles to implement and extend this project, and the 
negotiations that had to take place with the various actors that are involved in the 
promotion of civil society promotion in Albania.   
While this study is about visual art production, it is important to note that 
contemporary art is rarely only about the visual but it is also often surrounded, 
accompanied or followed by discourse or art writing. Discourse is offered by the author 
of an artwork or its curator in the form of a statement aimed at explaining, 
contextualizing or directing the works meaning in a particular direction. Indeed, some 
artists consider their statements a crucial aspect of certain art pieces, such as conceptual 
art – without which the piece would be vacuous. Many of the artists I interviewed 
discussed specific pieces with me, their motivations and interpretations for producing 
given works, discourses which I helped elicit by my questions while also taking into 
account the content of their art work. I have considered these visual and textual 
statements as dual but irreducible aspects of an art work, refusing to view “discourse” 
and “figure” as antagonistically opposed but rather viewing them as having the capacity 
to extend the possibilities of the meaning of the other (Lyotard).   
In sum, in this dissertation I often refer to what artists or curators say or write 
about a given art work statements which I sometimes extract from exhibit catalogues or 
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pamphlets or media articles, and whenever that is the case, I cite the source appropriately.  
However, I also refer to what artists have relayed to me during interviews, which I also 
note explicitly in the writing.  Emphasizing the source of discourse is important, I think,  
since artists conceive formal statements on their works as an aspect of their work, 
whereas in interviews or conversation with me their accounts often were exploratory in 
nature, a difference the reader must take into account. However, I also use ethnography, 
including my own interpretation of artworks or art writing, to interrogate artists and their 
work, and to contextualize it within related debates or social, economic and political 
processes. This means that I am engaging with their work on different planes: while I 
present artists’ own discourse on their work, I am using ethnography both to advance 
their claims and to question them, sometimes by confronting them with its implications.   
I was not exempt from being captivated or enchanted by works of art. I found that 
certain works grabbed, provoked or upset me more than others, reactions which reflect 
my own tastes, beliefs and positions. Sometimes I had reactions that were quite strong in 
response to a particular piece, which influenced the questions I asked to art producers, 
something that also depended on the level of comfort I felt toward them.  As I grew up in 
Albania during the same time as many of the authors whose work I discuss, many of the 
subjects that they are grappling have a personal significance for me.  I have included my 
personal reactions in the text, so as to provide further context for the reader to understand 
my analysis.   
Overview of Chapters 
Chapter 1 provides some historical context on fine art production in Albania 
beginning from the early 20th century. This chapter is intended to illustrate the 
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transnational trajectories Albanian artists had before, during and after socialism. Another 
aim of this chapter is to unsettle the notion of “isolation” during socialism, which is a 
main trope through which art production and artists’ experiences during the period is 
viewed and analyzed. While Albanian artists were, indeed, prohibited from traveling 
abroad or choosing a program for their art work during the socialist regime, I note how 
artists’ respective experiences (for instance their training in academies in Eastern Europe 
or the Soviet Union) and how Albania’s changing geopolitical status within the world 
influenced art production.    
Chapter 2 accounts for the recent prominence of discourses on art’s social 
relevance and practices of socially conscious art. Noting that these discourses and related 
practices might resemble socialist-era notions of art as a means of influencing society, I 
argue that they are propelled by factors indicative of the cultural politics of postsocialist 
transition: local reactions to and engagements with the governmentalizing efforts of 
international foundations and institutions, for which art production is an important terrain 
of development, democratization, regional cooperation and civil society promotion, and 
artists’ own efforts to use art as a form of social critique to voice concerns, thus also 
aligning with the broader, universal trends of contemporary art which they also infuse 
with local histories, experiences and subjectivities.   
Chapter 3 looks at the negotiations Albanian artists make between the forces of 
the local and the global in their work. Taking into account their positioning as art 
producers working in what they perceive to be the margins of Europe who are trying to 
further integrate into the transnational art world where cultural difference is both more 
noticeable and more marketable, I examine how various artists blend the modes of 
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contemporary art with local knowledges, subjectivities and histories as well as their own 
motivations and experiences. Specifically, I consider various tropes of difference that are 
represented in art work, including, aspects of Albania’s traditional life; and Albania’s 
exclusion from Europe; the post-socialist transition, as strategies artists deploy to gain 
access and recognition in the global art world. I argue that, in some cases, these strategies 
rely on self-balkanizing representations of Albania, making a spectacle of cultural 
difference, whereas in others, they reveal attempts to extend and connect local concerns 
to global ones. This chapter also discusses the extent to which art participates in the 
commodification of culture and identity as well as the implications of these processes in a 
context where art is entangled in discourses of modernization and European belonging.  
Chapter 4 extends and further illustrates some of the claims I make in chapter 3.  I 
focus on the work of those artists who have, in recent years, turned to socialist era 
symbols, topics and aesthetics, making statements about the state socialist experience in 
Albania as well as the politics of the present and the future. I argue that some artists see 
this work as a form of social relevance, in that they consider a critical engagement with 
socialism a beneficial process for themselves and local audiences. However, I argue that 
arts’ social relevance is also inflected with its marketability since state socialism is a form 
of cultural difference that sets Albanian artists’ work apart from that of their 
contemporaries in the transantional art world. Lastly, I note how artists’ statements on 
socialism tend to be critical of official, state-sanctioned discourses on and practices of 
remembering socialism, thus offering a nuanced and productive form of cultural politics.   
Chapter 5 hones in on the ways in which Albanian artists discipline each other’s 
work, particularly by noting its lack of originality, both in relationship to that of well-
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known Western artists but also their own. Emphasizing the social and organizational role 
this discourse plays within the Albanian art world in postsocialism, I analyze it in light of 
various factors that have become salient after Albania’s transition from post-socialism to 
a market economy.  These factors include the loss of a system of authority following the 
liberalization of art production from state support and oversight and the failure to develop 
a new, stable one since 1991.  I further argue that another reason is Albanian artists’ 
uncertain and marginal status within the transnational art world and market and their 
desire to transcend this status.   
Chapter 6 presents my reflections on my six-month-long collaborative work with 
Art Kontakt, a non-profit art organization based in Tirana, as they developed and carried 
out the art project, “Shkolla Krijuese” [Creative School] which proposed to give high 
school students from four Albanian cities the opportunity to use artistic media to express 
social problems endemic to their communities or to highlight sources of community 
pride.  In discussing Art Kontakt’s efforts and struggles to plan and execute this project, I 
contemplate the role of the Albanian government and international institutions in 
promoting and encouraging the development of civil society in post-socialist Albania.  As 
I trace aspects of the project’s social life, I argue that while both promote and support art 
production as a mode of civil society, art also remains dependent on and limited by their 







BACKGROUND ON THE HISTORY OF FINE ART IN ALBANIA 
Albania, Europe and “The West” 
Located in the Balkans, with a history of one of the most repressive state socialist 
regimes in the eastern block, Albania continues to have a fraught relationship with 
Europe. Albania is geographically “in” Europe but it is also “outside” as a result of 
various mechanisms of exclusion that have spanned centuries. Anthropologists and 
historians have argued that Western representations of the Balkans have projected the 
region as backward, semi-civilized, enslaved to tradition and everlasting ethnic tensions, 
indeed as a bridge between the West and “the Orient” since at least the beginning of the 
20th century (see Coles 2001; Todorova 1996). These ideas continue to persist in political 
discourse today as well as journalistic and travel writing. They are also subject to much 
local debate, with prominent public figures, including cultural producers, arguing that 
Albania is a backward, “Oriental” country whose future in Europe is inhibited by its 
successful Islamisation during the Ottoman past.15   
A sense of otherness and exclusion vis-à-vis Europe was rendered profound 
during socialism. With Enver Hoxha as the First Secretary of the Party of Labor of 
Albania (PLA), the country’s only legal political party from 1945-1991, Albanian 
citizens became increasingly more subject to isolationist politics, especially starting in the 
mid 1970s, once ties with the People’s Republic of China, Albania’s only ally at that 
time, began stagnating to then be severed in 1978. Preceding the Sino-Albanian split, 
strained relations with the Soviet Union over Khrushchev’s politics of de-Stalinization, to 
which Hoxha was vehemently opposed, led to the end of diplomatic ties with the Soviets 
                                                 
15 Maks Velo and Ismail Kadare (Albania’s best known writer) have both made such claims. 
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in 1961 (Vickers 1999). Ties with Yugoslavia had ended more than a decade earlier, in 
1948, resulting from among other reasons Josip Tito’s idea of “separate roads to 
socialism” and the decentralization of economic life which Enver Hoxha saw as standing 
in opposition to Marxist ideals.   
Throughout socialism travel in and from Albania depended on the politics of the 
time. While my informants who lived and worked during socialism tend to interpret their 
experiences through the tropes of isolation, control and restriction, a great number of 
Albanian students and professionals, including those studying the arts, got scholarships to 
train in other socialist countries, particularly in the Soviet Union, China and the Popular 
Democracies of Central and Eastern Europe. The changing economic and diplomatic 
relationships of PLA with other socialist states were directly reflected in these students’ 
trajectories abroad as some students left their academies before graduating and some even 
had to break relationships and families they had formed abroad. Travel restrictions 
became even more profound after the Sino-Albanian split, when Albania became 
altogether self-isolated and, for the majority of Albanians, the country’s borders remained 
closed until 1991, two years after the fall of the Berlin Wall, when Albanians mass-
migrated primarily to the neighboring countries of Italy and Greece, but also beyond.   
I was ten years old when socialism collapsed. Today, I only remember flashes of 
sounds and images from the tumultuous years of 1990 and 1991, which I am certain 
interfere with materials I have seen or read since, blurring the line between fact and 
fiction, dream and reality. Images and sounds of the so-called 1991 Eksodi [Exodus], 
which I only saw on television, are for me perhaps most emblematic of the “transition”: 
boats, overflowing with people, mostly men, desperately hanging on ropes and rails and 
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on each other, as they traveled toward Italy and beyond, many losing their lives in the 
process. The statement E duam Shqiperine si gjithe Evropa [We want Albania to be like 
all of Europe], is another such emblem, chanted by university students who were calling 
for the end of socialism in the demonstrations of 1990, which I heard from inside my 
house. Several weeks later, I remember seeing the empty space in the middle of the city 
where Enver Hoxha’s monument had once stood. Most people, including my teachers and 
family members, were not explicit about what was happening but I was able to put the 
pieces together by catching that the student chants had accompanied the toppling of the 
monument, which was subsequently dragged around the boulevard of Korca, my 
hometown. In the past twenty five years, “E duam Shqiperine si gjithe Evropa,” has had 
resounding force in popular and political discourse as well as artistic representation.    
The fall of the Berlin Wall, however, did not eradicate borders within Europe but 
produced new ones, that might not have consisted of concrete or barbwire, but that were 
just as difficult to penetrate (Sampson 1996). For most Albanian citizens, the sense of 
exclusion from Europe did not end in 1991, as they had hoped. Until 2010 they were 
subject to a two-decade-long visa regime which severely restricted travel abroad. Those 
who did make it abroad, legally or illegally, faced disillusionments in their new countries 
of residence or employment for various reasons, sometimes simply for being Albanian.  
When I concluded fieldwork, in the end of 2011, Albania, Bosnia-Herzegovina and 
Kosovo, were the only countries in Europe that had yet to gain EU candidacy status. In 
response to such disappointments as well as to the failures of the Albanian government to 
institute democratic governance, with perfunctory frequency people turn E duam 
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Shqiperine si gjithe Evropa, on its head to S’jemi per Evrope [We’re not meant for 
Europe].    
The mechanisms that have worked to keep Albania “outside” of Europe over the 
past centuries, have exerted much influence over most Albanian art producers’ 
experiences and work as they seek to integrate into the transnational art world. This, 
however, does not mean that they have not had experiences abroad Albania’s borders 
before, during and after socialism, trajectories which I discuss in the following sections.  
The Fine Arts before World War II 
A rigorous study of the history of art in Albania has yet to be done, with the field 
being particularly porous during the postsocialist period.16 The general consensus among 
Albanian art historians is that the fine arts were not practiced in Albania before the 
middle of the 19th century, an assertion that relies on the modernist distinction between 
art and craft.17 The development of fine art production was related to wider nation-
building efforts made by Albanian scholars and clergy during the Rilindja Kombetare 
[National Reawakening or Renaissance] period spanning from the late 19th to early 20th 
century. This movement, which culminated with Albania’s independence from the 
Ottoman Empire, in 1912, aimed to purge Albanian culture and language of Ottoman 
influences as well as cultivate a national character via different forms of cultural 
production, primarily literature and poetry.   
                                                 
16 Due to lack of more recent literature on the history of Albanian art, I have referred to the socialist-era 
History of Albanian Art II (1986) which offers selective and politically inflected discussions.   
 
17 Folk based crafts were certainly practiced in Albania; however, without being connected to institutional 
structures.  There is also a rich history of religious painting of the Islamic and Christian traditions a great 
majority of which were destroyed during the state socialist regime, particularly after 1967, when Albania 
was officially proclaimed an atheist country and religious practice was rendered illegal.  
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During this period, a number of Albanian artists were trained in the art academies 
of European countries such as Italy, Greece, France and Rumania. For example, Kol 
Idromeno (1860-1939), hailed as one of the first and most talented early Albanian 
painters, was trained in Venice, where he was highly influenced by the art of the 
Venetian Renaissance and its religious thematics. After returning to Albania in 1878, 
Idromeno worked with various artistic forms and media, including painting, photography, 
music, even architecture and continued to travel and exhibit his work abroad. Simon 
Rrota (1887-1961), one of Idromeno’s few students, studied painting at the Academy of 
Brera, Italy, where he also became proficient in photography. After finishing his studies, 
Rrota traveled around Europe, later returning to Albania where he worked as a 
photographer, theater decorator, painter and art teacher.   
On the other hand, Vangjush Mio (1891-1956), known for his landscapes of the 
southeastern region of Albania, studied at the National School of Fine Arts in Bucharest, 
Romania.In 1919, with a number of works produced in Bucharest, Mio organized the first 
art exhibit in Albania, in Korca, his hometown. He then went on to study at the Institute 
of Fine Arts in Rome, Italy, with a focus on painting and restoration, to return to Albania 
permanently after his graduation, in 1924. Zef Kolombi (1907-1949), whose artwork was 
appreciated only after his death, also lived and studied in Rome, Italy, returning in 
Albania in 1933 where he worked as a drawing teacher. The sisters Androniqi Zengo 
Antoniu (1914-19) and Sofie Zengo Papadhimitri (1915-1976), the daughters of a 
renowned iconographer of the Christian Orthodox religious art tradition, both studied 
painting at the Academy of Arts in Athens. After graduation, they returned to Albania 
where they worked as art teachers, also continuing to exhibit their artwork. And lastly, 
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Abdurrahim Buza (1905-1986), studied painting in Italy. He returned to Albania in 1933, 
where he had a productive career, working as a teacher at the Artistic High School 
“Jordan Misja,” in Tirana, until his retirement, in 1966.18 Some of these artists made 
concerted efforts to institutionalize art production on a national scale. In the early 1930s, 
a number of them organized the first national art exhibit in Tirana at Café Kursal, and 
then founded the organization Miqt’ e Artit [Friends of the Arts] which was later 
dismantled. Andrea Kushti (1884-1959), who had studied art in Belgrade between 1912 
and 1914, was instrumental to establishing the first school dedicated entirely to the arts in 
Tirana which lasted only a few years, 1931-1937.  
The Fine Arts during State Socialism  
When the Communist Party of Albania (later called the Party of Labor of 
Albania) came to power after the end of World War II, in November 1944, Socialist 
Realism19 – an aesthetic principle that was enacted as cultural politics -- was adopted as 
the authentic and true art of the masses and simultaneously as the “engineer of their 
souls.” These ideas were based on guidelines developed in the Soviet Union under Stalin, 
where Socialist Realist art was conceived to not look anything like the art of the capitalist 
West, the latter being understood as a decadent, formalist art that rejected the artistic 
values of the past (Groys 2008). Unlike modernist Western art, Socialist Realism was to 
appropriate the artistic heritage of past epochs and use it in the service of socialism while 
purging it of all traces of modernist “distortions” of the classical form (Groys 2008).   
                                                 
18 The art producers I am mentioning in this discussion are some of the most praised by Albanian art 
historians for their talent contribution but this is not an exhaustive list. 
 
19 For a nuanced discussion of Socialist Realism see Socialist Realism without Shores (1995) edited by 
Lahusen and Dobrenko. 
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Comparably to artists in the Soviet Union under Stalin, Albanian artists were 
officially expected to thematize what looked specifically socialist and non-Western about 
their reality and to depict the country’s changing material conditions and communist 
futures: official parades, demonstrations, meetings of Party leaders with each other or 
with the people; happy workers building the material basis of the new society; rising 
industrial complexes (Groys 2008:144). Socialist art in Albania was, indeed, future and 
past oriented in so far as the past came to the service of the production of a desired future.  
For instance, in an effort to exalt the struggle of Albanians to defeat German and Italian 
forces, emphasis was placed on historical and war themes, especially during the decade 
after WWII (Kuqali 1986). Folk and traditional themes were also considered favorable 
because they asserted Albania’s distinct national identity (Kuqali 1986).     
The artists whom I mentioned in the preceding section and who had studied 
abroad before 1944, came to be differently positioned toward the socialist regime. Some 
of them proceeded to work within the newly instituted, official tradition of Socialist 
Realism. Others ceased producing art altogether. Yet others, such as Abdurrahim Buza, 
had successful and prolific careers, even training a new generation of artists without, 
however, explicitly exalting the propaganda of the socialist state. Buza, for instance, 
mostly painted folk and peasant related themes, perfectly acceptable during socialism.  
On the other hand, the work that these artists had produced before 1944 was both praised 
and selectively silenced, depending on the extent to which it aligned with socialist 
standards on the arts.20 Idromeno was considered a great artist, yet some of his works, 
particularly those that dealt with religious themes, were not exhibited.  Zef Kolombi’s 
                                                 
20 There is a vacuum in information as to what happened during the early post-World War II years.  The 
material I discuss here I encountered in conversations with art producers; it is not intended to be a 
comprehensive historical discussion of art production in Albania during that era. 
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work was also considered praiseworthy, particularly that which depicted nationalist and 
historical themes, namely Gjergj Kastriot Skenderbeu, Albania’s national hero who 
fought against the Ottomans.   
Other artists were asked to tweak existing work to better conform to state 
expectations, something that the socialist era books on Albania’s art history I had read 
prior to starting fieldwork had (unsurprisingly) not brought up – this I discovered during 
one of my very first ethnographic encounters, when I visited the National Art Gallery 
(NAG) soon after I arrived in Tirana, in January 2010.  NAG was one of the first places I 
visited, knowing that Alban Hajdinaj, one of my friends and informants, then a scholar 
and curator at the gallery, had reconceptualized the gallery’s permanent exhibit. In his 
late 40s, Alban is also a prolific artist who works with different genres and media and 
who has actively exhibited his work locally and abroad. He is also one of the few art 
producers who occasionally write critical articles on issues prevalent to the Albanian art 
world and with whom I have had a number of thought-provoking discussions.   
That January, Alban not only welcomed me warmly, but also personally 
accompanied me on a tour of the exhibit he had painstakingly worked on in the previous 
year or so. The exhibit seemed like no small feat, considering the small number of art 
historians, theorists and scholars in Albania. As he explained his logic for choosing the 
works on display – which included a selection from the fondi i zi [black archive]21 during 
socialism, never before exhibited to the public -- he also presented an interesting fact 
about one of the paintings by Sofie Zengo Papadhimitri. The work in question was 
produced while Papadhimitri was a student in Athens, and depicted the portrait of a 
                                                 
21 Works which had been criticized at the League or other authorities for different reasons, and deemed not 
fit for public exposure. 
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young man carrying a large hammer on his shoulder. The hammer, as I was to find out, 
had been added to the painting many years after the author had first finished it, to 
promote the image of the hard-working socialist man. Alban along with other gallery 
staff had realized this recently, noting discrepancy in color and texture of paint. 
I had the opportunity to interview several artists from the generation whose 
careers began, developed, reached their zenith or were severed during state socialism and 
whose stories and experiences I have incorporated into this dissertation. While “art 
during socialism” was not a main question of my research, at moments I felt like 
collecting and presenting the stories and experiences of this generation of artists was one 
of the most pressing issues with which I was confronted and consequentially a significant 
contribution of this dissertation. Since 1991, there have not been many rigorous efforts to 
study Albanian art production during socialism (or after).22 Furthermore, those artists 
who have written in detail about their work and experience are few in number, the 
exception  being one of my main informants, Maks Velo (b.1935), whom I met when I 
began MA level fieldwork in 2006, and who has published prolifically and spoken 
candidly about his experiences as an architect and artist during socialism; his experience 
of being surveyed and denounced by “friends” and family; his court arraignment in 1978; 
and his ordeals at the notorious Spac prison, where he spent ten years for having 
produced “degenerate” artwork (see, Velo 1996; 2003; 2005). 
                                                 
22 Stefan Capaliku an artist and professor at the Academy of Arts who also has a chair at the Institute of 
Anthropology and Art in Tirana, published a book titled “On Contemporary Art” in 2013, featuring a 
cursory presentation of the path of various forms of cultural production since 1991, including theater; 
architecture; visual art; film and music, analyzed and illustrated in roughly 150 pages.  Also, in my 
knowledge there is a graduate student working at a university in the US who has done research on socialist 
monumentality but has not formally published any of this work.  
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At the time of my dissertation fieldwork, most other artists of Velo’s generation 
were either dead or out of the limelight i.e. not present in the myriad art shows that took 
place during my time in Tirana. In fact, had it not been for my very close friend, 
interlocutor and informant, Arben (Beni) Theodhosi (b. 1953), an art producer of 
limitless energy and just as wide of a social circle, who introduced me to a number of 
artists from this generation, I am certain that I would not have had the chance to meet 
them or at least the endeavor would have been significantly more difficult. A number of 
these artists had been Beni’s professors at the Academy of Arts, when at the age of 22 
and in his fourth and final year, he was subject to a 14 year sentence of forced labor in the 
mines of the Kurbnesh region, along with his mother and sister. Unlike some other artists 
who were sent to labor camps or prison during the period, Beni’s sentence was not 
artwork related but was a rippling effect of the imprisonment and eventual execution of 
his father, Koco Theodhosi, who was the Minister of Industry and Mining during the 
Hoxha regime, which deemed him armik i popullit [enemy of the people].   
When interviewing artists from the older generation, frequently in Beni’s 
presence, I had the charged feeling that I was capturing stories and experiences that were 
quickly and irretrievably fleeting. This feeling was heightened when Niko Progri (1934-
2011) died suddenly about one week after our interview, which I conducted in his small 
apartment surrounded by many of his paintings -- ranging from female nudes to historical 
themes to still lifes -- and in the company of his wife, who actively participated in and 
sometimes even dominated our conversation. Niko had taught at the academy when Beni 
was a student, and it was lovely to see them reminisce about how Niko would frequently 
burst into operatic canto when looking over the progress of his students’ canvases: in 
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addition to a degree in painting, Niko had an impressive tenor’s voice and a degree in 
music. Praising Niko as an understanding and flexible professor, in the few occasions 
when his wife left the room, Beni would also tease him about his womanizing ways, to 
which Niko responded with an approving, flirtatious smile. His health had been fragile in 
the past few months, but he continued to paint nevertheless. At the time he was working 
on refining a large oil painting depicting a monument from the city of Kruja in his 
apartment’s enclosed balcony.   
Other artists of Progri’s generation were not “visible” in the art world but, like 
him, they were still active, working at home or in their fabulous, brightly lit studios the 
socialist state had granted them, as was the case with Zef Shoshi (b.1939) and Ksenofon 
Dilo (b.1932).  Today, younger artists could not even dream of having the studios where 
Shoshi and Dilo welcomed me with sweets or brandy and where I had the fortune to 
conduct our interviews, surrounded by their art works from different eras, with the 
exception of those from the socialist era, which they discussed and illustrated via 
catalogues or photographs. The originals of their socialist-era works were either at NAG, 
the artists’ homes, or the homes or offices or their collectors.  I found out through Beni 
that the apartment complex where Shoshi and Dilo’s studios and homes were located was 
designed expressly for art producers; other artists, some of whom had died, had had 
studios in the premises, too, their names still listed on the first floor.   
Shoshi, Dilo and Progri were high-profiled artists during state socialism -- Shoshi 
was considered a master of Enver Hoxha’s portraiture – a status that I was to find out has 
not, in the long run, worked to their disadvantage in postsocialism. While starting from 
the very late 80s into the early 90s, the Socialist Realist principle fell out of favor, artists 
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themselves were not necessarily discredited as their compliance with the expectations of 
the state did not automatically devalue their talent and experience, which were, in most 
cases, seen as existing independently of the restrictions and ideologies of the state.23  
Many of the high-profiled artists of the socialist era continued to be respected by artists 
of the younger generation. For instance, Beni had suffered greatly in the hands of the 
socialist regime -- his father was executed, his sister’s marriage was dissolved, and he 
spent his youth working in the mines of Kurbnesh – but I never detected any disdain in 
his words for Shoshi, Dilo or Progri, or their work.  On the contrary, Beni, and other 
informants, respected them greatly.   
Artists such as Shoshi, Dilo and Progri are sometimes profiled in newspapers in a 
dignified way and are actively commissioned by local audiences as well as those from 
abroad. I was particularly puzzled to find out that one of the several paintings on which 
Shoshi was working was based on some sketches he had made in the 60s, which he was 
now rendering into an oil painting of the Socialist Realist tradition, complete with a 
thriving industrial complex in the horizon. Noticing my surprise, Shoshi added that unlike 
in the first decade or so after the transition, when Socialist Realist art was completely 
devalued at the local level, middle-class Albanians now commission him to do socialist-
era “looking” work rather frequently, since originals are both hard to come by and very 
expensive.   
Progri, Shoshi and Dilo all studied abroad: Shoshi in Moscow, whereas Progri and 
Dilo in Prague, since in the early post-war years Albania lacked the institutional 
infrastructure to train artists in the method of Socialist Realism. The Artistic High School 
                                                 
23 On the other hand, some informants have spoken poorly of those artists who had used their privileged 
status re. the Party to hurt the reputation of others. 
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Jordan Misja was founded just one year after the Communist Party of Albania came to 
power, in 1945, whereas Instituti i Larte i Arteve (The Higher Institute of Arts), later 
called the Academy of Arts, was founded in 1966. Progri and Shoshi, however, both 
returned to Albania from their respective academies prior to finishing their degrees, in 
1961, which is when Albania’s diplomatic relationship with the Soviet Union was 
severed. As such, they all brought home the nuances of their training in academies where 
attitudes toward Socialist Realism differed. In Central and Eastern Europe, for instance, 
Socialist Realism, which was always considered an imposition, fell steeply out of favor 
soon after Stalin’s death in 1953, a factor that influenced how Albanian artists trained in 
these academies perceived and practiced the method (Groys 2008; Erjavec 2005).   
My informants approached how their training influenced their work and 
perspective toward Socialist Realism rather reflexively. According to Dilo, who studied 
in Prague, “We [those who were trained in the Czech Republic] worked with softer, more 
subtle forms, we were not as indoctrinated; the Socialist Realism there was not like in the 
Soviet Union, which was more angular, harsher more methodical and more ideological.”  
He was also convinced that his experience in Czechoslovakia led him to be less inclined 
than some of his colleagues to militantly engage with “ideological themes,” a term that 
artists often used to refer to work that directly exalted socialist ideals, often coming with 
direction from above. Progri, too, had similar thoughts.  He described himself as being 
more lenient and easy-going with his students which he attributed to his training and 
experiences in Prague, a statement that Beni affirmed as he remembered several 
occasions when Progri had downplayed what other professors had considered 
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ideologically problematic student works. Nevertheless, all three artists were wel-
respected during socialism, and they produced work that was highly praised. 
While no art producer is (or sees themselves) as only and entirely a product of 
their training, pointing to how their respective experiences abroad might have influenced 
their work is important to understanding the unique character(s) of Socialist Realism in 
Albania. Yet another factor that greatly shaped the trajectory of art production during the 
period were shifting Party attitudes toward what were perceived as western or bourgeois 
influences, which, in turn, were influenced by Albania’s shifting internal politics and 
changing political and economic relationships with other countries. Informants have 
stated repeatedly that during some periods the Party was particularly repressive. More 
specifically, they have described the mid-late 1960s and early 1970s as a period that had 
a fryme perendimore [western air], where artists began experimenting with styles and 
genres associated with western modernism, though most often not overtly so. An analysis 
of the factors that precipitated this phase has yet to be done. The Party did not, by any 
means, change its official position on the arts and the role of the artist in society; 
however, my impression is that the uncertainty following the decay of Albania’s 
relationship with the Soviet Union and the so-called “anti-bureaucratic revolution” 
instituted by the Party in the 1960s might have played a role. The anti-bureaucratic 
revolution entailed the loosening of bureaucratic structures as well as the reduction of 
administrative personnel, which might have encouraged art producers to feel more at 
liberty to incorporate styles and forms associated with western modernism, particularly 
impressionism, abstractionism and cubism.   
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These experimentations with the forms and styles of the West led to some of the 
most trying times for cultural producers, which culminated in the early-mid 1970s, when 
Hoxha, influenced by the Chinese Cultural and Ideological revolution, aimed to curb 
shfaqet e huaja [foreign shows] or western influences in the work of cultural producers.  
In 1973, during the Fourth Plenum of the Central Committee, Hoxha singled out several 
cultural producers and officials as threats to the Party, to Marxism and to society (Hoxha 
1978; Velo 2007). In effect, a number of artists were sent to work and internment camps, 
or to prison – some died there.24 Several of my informants endured these ordeals, stories 
which I share in more detail below.   
An instance from my fieldnotes during a casual conversation with Alban Hajdinaj 
at one of the cafes behind NAG in the spring of 2010, is particularly telling of the 
vacillating nature of the power and influence of the Party on the arts during this 
particularly volatile period. We were discussing precisely the extent to which artists 
during socialism experimented with western modernist forms and aesthetics, when Alban 
told me of a recent and puzzling encounter with some artworks in the studio of Isuf 
Sulstarova, then deceased. Sulstarova’s studio was then managed by the son of the artist 
and Alban was interested in potentially exhibiting some of his works at NAG, where he 
then had a main curatorial role. At the studio, he had encountered a number of 
extraordinary, unexpected artworks, which he described with great awe during our 
conversation. I, too, was in awe. Sulstarova had authored the paintings in question in the 
late 1960s; however, they depicted highly unusual styles for the period. One of them 
                                                 
24 For more information on the experiences of specific artists who were persecuted under the socialist 
regime see the work of Albanian art historian Fioralba Satka Mata (2011), who interprets their work under 
the western modernist, and as such, problematic distinction between “alternative” versus “official artists.”  
Many of the artists who were persecuted, sent to prison, forced labor camps did not see themselves as 
“alternative” or “unofficial” artists; most of them were well-integrated within official structures. 
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Alban described as a Surrealist painting of War World II partisans floating over the 
mountains like zombies. The other he described as a Cubist portrait of Enver Hoxha.  
Both subjects – partisans and Hoxha -- were encouraged during the time. However, the 
styles – Surrealism and Cubism -- were anathema to Socialist Realism with which, in the 
60s and early 70s, artists were apparently experimenting nevertheless. According to the 
artist’s son, in the early 70s Sulstarova had painted over these two works with a material 
that could later be removed without damaging them.   
Alban is a highly knowledgeable and dedicated scholar (and artist) – I certainly 
learned a lot from him -- and like other artists of his generation who began studying the 
arts during socialism and were barely out of the academy when the regime collapsed, 
they are well aware of the fact that there were many artists who hid, transformed or 
destroyed their work during socialism, voluntarily or after being “suggested” to do so by 
authorities, to protect themselves and their families from the potential consequences of 
introducing what Hoxha has called “bourgeois filth” into Albanian society (Hoxha 1978; 
Velo 1996).25  Such disciplining happened at different, often interrelated levels.  
Sometimes artists suggested to their good friends to be more careful after having heard 
rumors that they were being watched or were under the surveillance of Sigurimi [literally 
“Security,” Albania’s Secret Service during socialism], as was the case with Maks Velo.  
Artists could also be singled out for formal or informal discussion or be asked to perform 
autokritike [self-criticism] i.e. speak about the problems of their work, at Lidhja e 
                                                 
25 The extent and nuances of the measures artists took to hide or conceal their potentially problematic 
works are being uncovered more and more in recent years, as the art of the socialist era is becoming 
increasingly a focus of attention for some scholars like Alban, following a decade-and-a-half period of it 
being of little interest to artists, scholars and audiences alike.  This interest is only intensifying in the time 





Shkrimtareve dhe Artisteve [League of Writers and Artists],26 the official organization on 
the arts during socialism, which often had the paradoxical role of both protecting artists 
from potential career ruin or devising and accelerating their demise.   
Such instances have been well-documented, particularly after 1973, when 
meetings aimed at “forcimin e partishmerise dhe te lufes se klasave ne letersi dhe arte,” 
[strengthening partisanship and class struggle in the letters and the arts] occurred at a 
higher frequency and to greater detriment. During one of our many conversations, Maks 
Velo told me about how one of his colleagues and friends, Edison Gjergo (1939-1989) 
destroyed a painting by cutting it up into pieces after it was rejected at the National 
Exhibition and criticized at the League in the early 1970s.  In 1975, after being accused 
of introducing Cubist elements in his work – in his famed work which now has a 
prominent position at the NAG, titled Epika  e Yjeve te Mengjesit [Epic of the Morning 
Stars] -- Gjergo was imprisoned at the Spac prison which is where he died, in 1989, 
serving the last year of his sentence. Another one of my informants, Ali Oseku (b.1944), 
who is now a professor at the academy and a prolific painter – large canvasses of his 
trademark abstract paintings with diffused, pale colors were literally piled on top of each 
other when I visited his large, centrally-located studio – was also “encouraged” to destroy 
his works, which he burned only to be nevertheless interned for 4 years at the Spac prison 
and then sentenced to several more years of forced labor at Enver Hoxha Steelworks 
Complex in Elbasan for reportedly producing art that caused “agitation and propaganda.  
                                                 
26 The League of Writers was founded in 1945, whereas the League of Artists was founded in 1949.  They 
were merged as one association with the decision of the First Congress, in 1957.  Members of the League 
enjoyed various provisions with their leje krijimtarie [creative permit], including artist studios; work 
materials; and reduced work hours.  
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Maks Velo, however, was the only artist whose works were burned by the Secret 
Service after Velo’s arrest, in 1978; in most cases, works that were deemed problematic 
were stored in “the black archive,” out of the eye of the public. Prior to his arrest, Velo 
had been warned by close friends and criticized several times at the League, prompting 
him to burn some of his works. After 1991, Velo had commemorated this dreadful event 
by framing a half burned, colorful and abstract oil painting, the only work he had pulled 
out of the fire, the one he loved the most, and one of the first images I saw when I entered 
his studio, in 2006. A few other works he had smuggled to France with his French 
girlfriend, who visited Albania in the 60s; these works he retrieved in 1992 (Velo 2005).  
In Velo’s case, the League had played a detrimental role in his arrest; however, this was 
not always the case as the League could also play a protective role in the event that art 
producers were, for whatever reason, singled out by higher Party officials not necessarily 
directly involved in the art world.  Velo and other informants have recounted occasions 
when secretaries of the League downplayed issues considered problematic by higher 
officials, preventing the potential arrest or imprisonment of artists. 
Starting in the early 1970s, even perceived infractions could have dire 
consequences for art producers. In total, 156 men and women of the arts were persecuted 
during the state socialism regime. The aggressive backlash from the Party on the work of 
cultural producers, which culminated in the mid 70s, is a factor that sets apart the 
Albanian art world from that of other socialist countries. Experiences of socialism in 
Central and Eastern Europe were dissimilar compared to that of the Soviet Union, and the 
same was the case for the arts. Just as the socialist system was not viewed as indigenous 
but associated with external Soviet power and imperialism, Socialist Realism was seen as 
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an imposition, falling out of favor soon after Stalin’s death in some Central and Eastern 
European countries (Erjavec 2003; Gyorgy 2003).  Even in the Soviet Union, where 
Socialist Realism remained the only official artistic style until the late 1980s, an 
unofficial art scene formed following the death of Stalin, and from then on developed 
parallel to the official culture industry (Groys 2010). Artists who belonged to this scene 
did not engage with the official art of Socialist Realism, often attempting to link up with 
the traditions of Western and Russian modernism, without necessarily taking a dissident 
position toward the system (Groys 2003, 2008, 2010; Yurchak 2006).27 A number of 
them did, however, subvert the forms, symbols and aesthetics associated with the Soviet 
Union so as to express playfully cynical stances toward the regime (Groys 2008; Yurchak 
2008).  Nevertheless, artists who belonged to this group have refused the label 
“dissident” which has been often applied to them from the West (Yurchak 2008). 
As I have tried to illustrate, art production in socialist Albania was neither 
uniform nor static. Many art producers wished to engage and actually engaged with the 
forms of Western modernism, even though these were not endorsed in official channels 
and could be cause for the persecution of their author. Other artists valued the method of 
Socialist Realism, some of its goals and aesthetics, to which they dedicated their careers, 
something they vocalize even today. Importantly, in most cases, art producers were aware 
of happenings in the Western art world, either via books or magazines that were 
smuggled into Albania from Western visitors,28 encounters with Western visitors in 
                                                 
27 As Boris Groys further argues, artist who were part of the unofficial scene were assured of physical 
survival and continuing to pursue artistic work, but they were cut off from the official museum, exhibition 
and publication system, as well as from the possibility of traveling abroad and establishing connections 
with Western art institutions.  
 
28 According to an informant, those who were in privileged positions were subscribed to Western 
magazines of their choice.  This was not, however, the case for the general population.  
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Albania, and official accounts on the arts published to criticize Western approaches to art 
production.29 However, an unofficial scene never developed in Albania. Its existence, my 
informants agree, would have been unimaginable.       
The Fine Arts in the Immediate Years of the “Transition” 
In the above I have illustrated that before 1991, the fine arts in Albania have had a 
variegated history starting from the late 19th century, one that has involved trajectories 
with the traditions of Western and Eastern European modernity. After the end of 
socialism, economic liberalization and privatization reforms unraveled the structures of 
the centralized economy, including state support and oversight of cultural and artistic 
production, something that was the case in other Eastern European contexts as well 
(Faraday 2000; Mandel 1998; Wedel 1998). While these all-encompassing political, 
economic and social transformations “touched” the lives of all my informants who were 
active in their profession during the period, they were not lived and experienced in a 
uniform fashion.   
Most informants welcomed the ability to explore themes and styles they had not 
been able to in the past, namely those associated with Western modernism. As was the 
case in some other Eastern and Central European countries, a number of my informants 
viewed Socialist Realism as an imposition; one even used the word “deformation” to 
describe what he thought its effects were on artistic expression. Following 1991, artistic 
expression was in a period of heteroglossia, opening up to the multiplicity of Western 
styles that were considered the most problematic during socialism, namely Impressionism 
                                                 
29 The monthly socialist-era magazine on the arts “Nentori” [November] included articles that discussed 
Western art as the art of shoqerive shfrytezuese [exploitative societies].  Alfred Uci, the prominent art 
theorist during socialism also published three volumes on Aesthetics (the first volume was published in 
1986 where as the other two in 1988) that lauded Marxist views on art, but that discussed other 
philosophical approaches to aesthetics as well.   
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and Abstractionism, something that was predominantly the case even in 2006, which in 
my MA thesis led me to conclude that many artists continued to be informed by socialist-
era notions of Western art. Artists also welcomed the ability to exhibit their work abroad 
as well as market it to local and foreign audiences which had not previously been the 
case: during socialism, the state was the only official consumer of art production although 
artists did sell their work in a hidden fashion, as Niko Progri made sure to tell me, 
emphasizing with [what Beni later called his trademark] a wink.   
These first few years after 1991 informants recall as being exciting and hopeful, 
but also full of waves of challenges and uncertainties related to the processes of 
developing a modern Western art market and system, i.e. dealer – curator – critic system, 
difficulties which persist even today. The art market did not necessarily emerge out of 
thin air whereas a stable modern system of art has yet to emerge, as of now there are very 
few dealers and no art critics. Albanian artists did not, however, resist commodification 
but employed different strategies to propel and sustain the market’s existence.  As I have 
noted, many artists sold their work during socialism, even though this was done in a 
covert fashion since it was not officially permitted. Starting from the very early years of 
the transition, some artists opened small studio-galleries where they produced, exhibited 
and marketed their work and, in the absence of dealers, facilitated artists’ encounter with 
buyers, particularly tourists. Three of my informants, including Beni, had such spaces in 
the past, and all three had to close them down eventually because they could no longer 
afford the rent.   
Most artists, however, tried to make sales based on formal and informal networks 
operating primarily from their studios or homes. Immediately after 1991, large numbers 
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of people from abroad rushed to Albania for different reasons: as part of international 
efforts to “aid” with the transition; to see what Albania, Europe’s most isolated country, 
was all about; to rejoin with family members they had not seen in decades; or to 
commence entrepreneurial endeavors. As part of Albania’s educated elite, artists were 
ideal interlocutors and companions for many of those coming from abroad who also 
bought their art. On the other hand, art producers were highly receptive to internationals 
frequenting their studios, not only because they represented what many of them [artists] 
had longed for – the West – but also because internationals had high purchasing power.  
Urban dwelling Albanians, too, regardless of their economic status, were “thirsty,” as 
Beni once put it, for “a new” kind of art and were purchasing [primarily] paintings in 
abundance, which were marketed at a much lower price than they were to Westerners. 
According to Beni and other informants who were active during that period, buying art in 
the early postsocialist years became one of the ways in which Albanians tried to become 
modern subjects.30 
In other words, in the very early years of the transition, both Westerners and 
Albanians were buying a lot of art, and many artists were in a relatively better economic 
position than the majority of Albanians who experienced economic dislocations, which 
tended to be more severe for those formerly affiliated with the Party, those working in 
public administration and even the academia. A small number of artists, those with strong 
political connections in the new government or who had sufficient resources to pay large 
sums (and according to some informants, a part of their paychecks), filled the limited 
                                                 
30 Informants have told me of instances where artists gave up making art altogether and pursued other 
endeavors to make a living. In 2011, I was introduced to a man in his 60s who had ceased making art after 
1991 to begin a dress shirt production business which eventually became very successful. As I was to find 
out, in recent years he has began making art again, art which he markets at high prices.   
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professorial positions at the Academy of Arts as well as other administrative roles or 
other public institutions related to art production, including: the Ministry of Art; the 
National Art Gallery; and the Institute of Restoration. In turn, relationships that artists 
might have cultivated with moneyed or politically powerful people also helped (and 
continue to do so) with art sales, thus sustaining and perpetuating their prominence and 
visibility in the local art world as well as abroad.  
The market success that artists enjoyed in the very early years of the transition 
came to an abrupt halt in 1997 as a result of the bloody economic crisis that followed the 
failed Ponzi Schemes (also known as the Pyramid Schemes). The lending firms, some of 
which were private, some of which were government supported, began their operations in 
1991 and peaked in 1996, sometimes offering tempting, up to a 100 percent return to 
investors (Jarvis 2000). A great number of Albanians, including those who had 
immigrated abroad, invested money in these firms, and the Albanian government did not 
make any efforts to control their operations; on the contrary, the government was 
implicated in them. The failure of the so-called Pyramid Schemes caused for many 
Albanians to lose their entire savings, pensions and homes, producing economic 
dislocations and social rage that most describe as significantly more impactful than those 
of 1991. The economic crisis erupted in a ten-day-long civil war in 1997, where more 
than 2000 people lost their lives in clashes between police forces, citizens and gangs. 
While a number of artists had already left Albania after 1991, even more left the 
country after the turmoil of the Pyramid Scheme, immigrating to other European 
countries, primarily in Greece (where many worked as iconographers, painting churches 
and icons) or to Italy.  Some have returned to Albania, as has been the case with several 
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of my informants. Beni, for instance, lived in Greece between 1996 and 1999, where he 
managed to live well, but returned to Albania to be closer to his son and mother and also 
because he encountered increasing discrimination following the Serb-Kosovar conflict of 
the late 90s. Another informant, Artan Shabani, returned to Albania from Italy, where he 
had lived for more than two decades, to serve as NAG Director after Edi Rama became 
PM.  Rama, too, returned to Albania after spending time in Greece and France. On the 
other hand, numerous artists have settled abroad and some of them have had significant 
success in the transnational art world and represent their new countries of residence in 
global events, such as biennales. This has been the case with, among others, Adrian Paci 
(b.1960) and Anri Sala (b. 1974). Paci, who studied art in Albania and has been living in 
Italy since the late 1990s, is represented by several galleries in Milan, Italy.  Sala, who is 
Albania’s best known artists on a global scale, represented France at the Venice Biennale 
of 2013.31   
Following the events of 1997 that Albanians experienced as nothing short of 
cataclysmic and which instilling long-lasting, deep-seated fear and distrust in each other 
and the government -- when I visited my 77 year-old grandfather in Albania in 1999, I 
was shocked to find a Kalashnikov and hand grenades in the basement that he still kept 
around for protection -- the art market picked up for a few, short years, only to tumble 
back down severely after the 2008 financial crisis. Artists with strong networks and 
connections, who were previously doing well, even managing to make a living entirely 
                                                 
31 This phenomenon is regarded ambivalently by those art producers who are locally-based.  On the one 
hand, it is experienced as a “vacuum of information, experience and expertise,” as one informant put it, 
especially by the younger generation, since these accomplished artists are not working in close proximity to 
or instructing young artists in Albania on what it takes to “make it.”  On the other hand, their 
accomplishments are lauded and cited as proof of Albania’s integration in “Europe” and the transnational 
art world, even though their absence from the country also hampers the development of the local art world.   
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by selling their art, have been experiencing great difficulties with selling their works.  
Beni, for instance, my only informant who endeavors to make a living entirely from art 
sales, has been struggling for money and to afford his small studio. How “terribly bad” 
things are, is a common topic of our emails and chats. He is particularly disheartened 
from the demeaning bargaining that now takes place, where potential buyers seek lower 
and lower prices to a point that completely diminishes the value of the work. Some even 
neglect to pay altogether.   
As a result, in summer 2014, Beni was considering taking up side jobs, which had 
not previously been the case. If Beni is struggling – considering his experience, 
extremely wide social circle and many connections – other artists, particularly those of 
the younger generation, are in a much more difficult position. None of my informants 
from the younger generation make a living just from art sales – most of them do not even 
nurture that hope -- but have full time jobs in different profiles.  As I proceed to show in 
chapter 2, the highly unstable art market is one of the factors that has prompted art 
producers to call for the support of the Albanian state and the support of international 
foundations and institutions, support they often justify by emphasizing the social 
relevance of art.   
There is yet another factor that contributed to the success of artists in 
postsocialism: that of their perceived dissidence to the socialist regime. Artists who had 
been disadvantaged or persecuted during socialism were generally in a more favorable 
position after 1991. This was also the case with opportunities to exhibit and market their 
work abroad, since in the immediate years of the transition the taste of most Western 
galleries and buyers for East European art was drawn to the “dissident” art of the socialist 
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world (Yurchak 2008).  Indeed, as soon as 1991, ten Albanian artists, including Beni 
participated in “Forbidden Art,” a show in Vienna celebrating the work of artists who had 
been persecuted during socialism. Maks Velo, too, has been invited to give talks about 
his experiences abroad from the Sorbonne to Princeton University, and at this point 
personifies the suffering that some Albanian art producers endured during socialism.  
Some Albanian cultural producers welcomed and even underscored their “dissident” past 
especially when portrayed in Western media. Such claims, however, were often locally 
labeled as opportunistic and subsequentially challenged, considering that some of these 
artists were reportedly either operating within official structures or their perceived 
infractions were not explicit dissident stances toward the regime.32  In other words, while 
the “dissident artist” category has been debated and problematized within art circles in 
Albania, which has also been the case in other postsocialist contexts, some Albanian 
artists, including high profiled ones, have welcomed the designation unlike some of their 
counterparts elsewhere in the East who have downright rejected it, something that has 
been discussed by different scholars (see: Erjavec 2006; Yurchak 2008).  
On the other hand, those artists who had had privileged positions during 
socialism, dealt with the transition in myriad ways, employing different strategies to 
manage uncertainties with regard to the past and the future. As I have mentioned, at the 
local level Socialist Realism was initially devalued, and was removed from the public 
institutions where it was prominently displayed, taking on enigmatic paths of circulation 
now difficult if not impossible to trace. Well-respected artists ceased to work in the 
                                                 
32 One of the longer lasting and most debated instances were regarding Isamil Kadare, Albania’s most 
famous writer who has been nominated for the Nobel Prize in literature.  Kadare has widely been portrayed 
as a “dissident writer” by Western media, particularly France, where he has lived and worked for years.  
Even though a couple of his works were mildly criticized at the League and by Party officials, he was 
generally supported and lauded during socialism. 
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tradition of Socialist Realism, focusing instead on non-ideological material. Shoshi, for 
instance, has focused on landscapes from a favorite region of Northern Albania, which he 
had visited since his adolescence; a huge wall of his studio was covered with framed 
paintings from this region. While none of the artists I interviewed renounced their 
socialist era work, at least not when I interviewed them, I was told that many had made 
explicit attempts to disassociate from the regime, particularly in the early years of the 
transition. In an interview with a former National Art Gallery director in May 2006, I 
learned that art producers had come to the gallery asking to remove their signatures or 
names from their works the archive, confident that socialist art was going to be devalued 
and demonized to such a great extent, that their past would inhibit their future success.   
The initial devaluation of socialist era work at the local level was paralleled with a 
persistent interest from Western buyers in such works, presumably for their kitsch appeal 
as well as the historical difference they embody. I have not heard of any instances of 
Albanian Socialist Realist art being exhibited abroad; however, Dilo, Shoshi and Progri 
had all been approached by Western buyers, particularly diplomats working in Albania, 
interested in their socialist-era work.33 Shoshi, in particular, expressed regret at having 
sold so much of it in the early years of the transition. Now he refuses to sell what is left 
of it. Progri, on the other hand, when he and his wife were seeing Beni and I off after the 
interview, brought a very large, carefully rolled portrait of Enver Hoxha asking for help 
to sell it to foreigners. Beni promised to help – Beni tried to help anyone without reserves 
– but later admitted that nobody would probably want such a large Enver. 
                                                 
33 Informants have also stated that T&G, the first private gallery in Tirana, founded in 1993 trafficked a lot 
of socialist-era work, but this has been difficult to verify, since these operations, if at all, took place in a 
covert manner.   
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In recent years socialist materiality and cultural production has been experiencing 
a renaissance in Albania, something that has only intensified since Rama became PM, a 
point that I develop in the conclusion. At the National Art Gallery, socialist-era art is 
currently displayed with care and takes up one of the larger halls of the gallery. Not long 
ago, Artan Shabani, the NAG’s current director who is also a friend and informant, is 
insistently trying to track socialist art works in more peripheral areas of Albania. Even 
thieves are on the lookout for the art of socialism. Just in the summer of 2014 my aunt’s 
house in Korca was broken into, and one of the few art pieces that the thieves took, was a 
socialist era painting of the house where Enver Hoxha stayed during his time as a student 
at the French Lycee titled Shtepia e Partise [The House of the Party]. My aunt suspects 
that they broke in with the explicit intent of stealing that piece.  
Artists, however, were not the only ones to try to propel the emergence of modern 
art market. Their efforts were accompanied with and encouraged by the presence and 
guidance of international foundations which also attempted to help cultivate an art market 
culture into being by equipping artists with the neoliberal tools of self-survival and self-
accountability. One of the first to do so was the Soros Open Society Foundation Albania 
within the purview of its “arts and culture” program, which offered financial support to 
individual artists and organized endeavors within the rubric of the development of non-
public institutions and NGOs. This program was relatively short lived, going on from 
1993 until 1997; however, countless other international foundations and institutions34 
continue to grant aid to constituents of the Albanian art world. This aid is highly sought 
                                                 
34 The German, Austrian, Dutch and Italian embassies have tended to support art endeavors in a consistent 
basis.  A host of other foundations and institutions that do not have offices in Albania (though some of 
them have in the past), include but are not limited to: the European Cultural Foundation; European Fund for 
the Balkans; the Robert Bosch Foundation; Pro Helvetia, Swiss Cultural Programme in the Western 
Balkans; Goethe-Institut; Freidrich Ebert Stiftung etc.   
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after by art producers and organizations, not, however, without reservation. These 
international institutions and foundations continue to be main donors in the Albanian art 
world, in the process exerting influence, particularly by promoting the deployment of art 
as a tool to development, democratization and civil society promotion. I discuss the 
influence and local reactions to international intervention on the realm of cultural 
production in more detail in chapters 2 and 6. 
Background on the production of fine arts in Albania since the late 19th century, 
which is punctuated and enhanced by material I have discovered during ethnographic 
fieldwork, is not intedended to be an exhaustive presentation of art history in Albania – 
this research remains to be done. It is instead intended to provide some necessary context 
on the historical, economic and social factors that have shaped art production in Albania 
today, including the recent prominence of discourses on the social relevance of art, which 














THE SOCIAL RELEVANCE OF ART IN POSTSOCIALISM 
 
I arrived in Tirana on an afternoon at the end of January 2010. Stavri, an old 
friend whom I met in archaeological digs we had participated in the past, was expecting 
me at Tirana International Airport Mother Teresa (formerly known as Rinas), Albania’s 
only airport. In the past, landing in Rinas had always been accompanied by a distinct 
sensation of having arrived in Albania; its small, concrete buildings had remained 
unchanged since 1995, when my family left the country to move to the United States. 
That January, I felt like I could have been anywhere in Europe, or the US. Along with the 
change in nomenclature, the airport had been renovated into a much larger structure, with 
glass facades and fancy, non-smoking cafes.   
Stavri was not alone; he was waiting with a friend. We hugged, they grabbed my 
bags and we hurried outside into the wet, bitter coldness that exemplifies January Tirana 
weather. Apologizing that they could not take me directly to my apartment, Stavri and 
Koli, a fine arts photographer I had not met before, told me that we would be making a 
detour to a construction site in the outskirts of the capital to get a load of bricks that 
Stavri’s girlfriend, Matilda, then an art student at the Academy of Arts, needed for an 
upcoming exhibit. Once we packed what space remained in the car with bricks, we 
headed toward Blloku, where Galeria FAB was located and where Matilda was waiting. 
The existence of FAB was news to me; I found out that it had recently opened as an 
appendix to the Figurative and Graphic Arts department at the academy, primarily for the 
use of its students and faculty.35   
                                                 
35 Artists and art organizations not affiliated with the institution could also use its premises. FAB would 
proceed to become an important site of research as it was, and continues to be, one of the most active art 
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FAB was airy with four separate spaces on two floors. That day it was particularly 
hectic with students busily moving about materials, as they prepared for the group 
exhibit, Maket [Model], a commentary on the urban, architectural and social 
transformations that go on in ever-expanding Tirana. If there is a constant thing in Tirana, 
it is spontaneous and unexpected change. New structures spring up everywhere, all the 
time; others are demolished overnight; and yet others seem to be stuck in a perpetual state 
of construction limbo. With Matilda’s direction, we placed the bricks at a corner of the 
gallery and then made our way to the apartment I was renting. Moments before leaving, 
Stavri mentioned that Art Kontakt, a non-profit art organization with whose work I was 
familiar, was holding a symposium on art the following day. While Stavri’s description 
of the event was too vague to know what to expect, I thought it would be a great 
opportunity to meet informants, new and old.  We made plans to go. 
“Art Can Bring Us Closer to Europe” 
The next evening, after having spent the majority of the day settling into the 
apartment, I headed off to the Ministry of Culture to attend the meetings organized by Art 
Kontakt, titled, “Gjendja e Artit Bashkekohor ne Shqiperi: Zhvillime te Ardhshme” [The 
State of Contemporary Art in Albania: Future Developments]. The large, bright hall – 
located in an Italian-style villa, which was built during Albania’s Italian occupation in the 
1930s and that during state socialism housed the premises of the now practically defunct 
League of Writers and Artists –was full, with a couple of hundred people in attendance. I 
could spot many artists I knew, waiting for what I later found out was the first 
symposium of its kind in the past 20 years.   
                                                                                                                                                 
spaces in Tirana.  The gallery is located at the back of the Arts Academy, close to the Block and the main 
city park, also known as Liqeni [The Lake], both of which are popular destinations for Tirana citizens.   
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The issues up for discussion were pressing ones, as they had also come up during 
interviews I had conducted with art producers in the past. The first session would focus 
on: 1) the outcome of the yearly international exhibit and competition Onufri36 and the 
role of a curator in an art exhibit; 2) the importance of contemporary art for Albania; 3) 
the role of art in society; and 4) the difficulties with developing an art audience in 
Albania. The second session concerned the promotion of contemporary art in Albania as 
an economic tool as well as strategies for procuring financial support from donors. The 
panel consisted of people of different profiles related to art production.37 It was Andi 
Tepelena, Art Kontakt’s director, who opened the floor, stating: 
It is very important that the Albanian state and other institutions, private and 
public, support contemporary art and create the conditions for it to flourish.  
Contemporary art can present an image of a modern, European Albania […] not 
traditional art a la Kusturica38 […] with traditional dances, drums and clarinets.   
 
This statement, whose sentiments were later echoed others in the audience, was an 
appeal to the Albanian state to provide support for art producers. In Tepelena’s view, 
contemporary art has the power to produce the image of a more modern, Europeanized 
Albania as opposed to a backward, semi-civilized one, ruled by time-old tradition, which 
is how the West has perceive and represented the Balkans, more generally (Todorova 
1997). Support was thus not sought in vain, but to help further the projects of the 
                                                 
36 Onufri is held annually each fall/winter at the National Art Gallery and has vacillated between being an 
international and national exhibition. Its first installment was in 1993.  The first four years were funded by 
the Soros Open Society Foundation.  
 
37 The main presenters were an art historian and former director of the National Art Gallery; that year’s 
Onufri curator; a philosophy professor at the Marubi Film Academy whose work also focuses on aesthetics; 
and two visual artists who had participated in Onufri.  There were also a couple of presenters who worked 
with issues related to cultural heritage.  
 




Albanian nation-state for EU integration. Beyond its modern-image-making properties, 
Tepelena went on to note, a lively contemporary “art scene”39 would also be 
advantageous to Albania’s economy: more contemporary art would lure more tourists 
which, by extension, would increase local profits. The logic presented here was debatable 
as many tourists visiting Albania tend to be interested precisely in its cultural differences; 
however, this did not change the fact that what Tepelena sought to emphasize is that art 
production is not an end in itself.  Art can have an impact on the individual, on society, 
on the economy and, most importantly, on Albania’s European belonging.  And that is 
why the Albanian state should support the arts. 
What followed were overlapping and unstructured debates between the panelists, 
which managed to remain at a heated level throughout the meeting. When they turned to 
the predicaments of the Albanian art world the discussion was quickly picked up by the 
young artists in the audience. No critics! No curators! No collaborative spirit! No money 
and support! No collective work spaces! No work space, period!  Significant time was 
spent on discussing the social role of the artist. Those who spoke out seemed to agree 
that, as part of a [supposedly] uncorrupted elite, artists have a responsibility to articulate 
social issues, to speak out against injustice, to speak with but also for their audiences.  
They also seemed to agree that the Albanian state should support the arts by offering 
grants to artists and art organizations and by acting as a liaison between artists and other 
institutions abroad for professional or educational opportunities. 
                                                 
39 I have refrained from using “art scene” in my dissertation since it focuses primarily on the spectacular 
dimension of art production, which the notion of “art world” circumvents as it is focused primarily on the 
networks, relationships and power dynamics of those who operate within it.  Skena artistike or skena 
kulturore [art scene or cultural scene] were, however, the terms most widely used by informants. 
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 The event lasted more than two hours but discussions lingered even after, initially 
outside the ministry and then in bars, cafes and walks home. Ironically, even though it 
was hosted in the premises of the ministry, not one representative from the institution was 
in attendance, which participants interpreted as blatant disinterest. In the following 
month, a summary of the debates was drafted by Art Kontakt and forwarded to the 
ministry.  Whether it had any impact or not, it is unclear.  
From “Art for Art’s Sake,” to Socially Relevant Art 
I found the emphasis placed on art’s potential for social relevance in “The State of 
Contemporary Art,” somewhat puzzling.  In 2006, very few art producers had spoken of 
their work as a means to tackle matters of social or geopolitical import.40 Most art 
producers I spoke to at that time subscribed to the idea of the artist as an autonomous 
creator who works independently of social and especially political constraints, an idea of 
the artists that is not unlike that which has dominated in the West especially in the earlier 
part of the 20th century. In the narratives of informants who spanned different ages, but 
who had all studied or worked for some time during state socialism,41 the emphasis 
placed on autonomous creativity was often [also] presented as being in direct opposition 
to state socialist imaginaries on art production as a vehicle of Party propaganda. “We had 
enough directives during communism,” said an artist in his mid-40s, “art should come 
                                                 
40 There were a couple of exceptions.  On one occasion, a group of artists had noted on the statement of 
their collective exhibit that art had the potential to “shake asphyxiated Albanian character” and their morals 
by confronting them with works of blatant sexuality that, to my eyes at least, revealed rampant misogynism 
and homophobia.  On another occasion, one art producer in his 30s, who lived and worked in Italy and 
whom I interviewed after his solo show at the National Art Gallery (February 2006) noted that art is one of 
the only ways Albanians can change the dreadful image they continue to have in Western Europe.  In his 
view, by producing contemporary art that was en par with the work of their Western contemporaries, 
Albanians could show that they, too, were capable of making fine things, thus veering away from the 
burdensome and enduring “criminal and prostitute” stereotype attached to them. 
 




from the soul, from within, not from society or politics. That is not art, that’s 
propaganda.” Another informant in his 50s, talked about his art work as abstracted from 
social surroundings and as an expression of his “inner being,” without denying that its 
commodity potential was also a concern. Yet another artist in his late 30s likened his 
work to a “stream of the unconscious” on the canvass. Worded differently, these views 
highlighted creative autonomy as one of the defining factors of art production. They were 
also not at all resistant to commoditization; in fact, most artists I spoke to sought to sell 
their work, some even to me which made me somewhat uncomfortable. 
In contrast, in 2010 and 2011, many art producers I interviewed, many of whom 
belonged to the younger generation, expressed that artistic engagements with social 
matters were central to their concerns.42 Most characterized themselves as a politically-
neutral (but not indifferent) stratum of society and talked about their work as a terrain 
where they sought to explore issues of social import. A number of art producers were 
adamant about art’s potential to arouse debate and ideally propel social change, a 
sentiment that is apparent in the words of Olson Lamaj, an artist in his 20s: “There is no 
room for indifference,” he said when showing me “Shqipe” (2007) from his laptop 
computer, the work he had chosen to exhibit in the 2008 installment of Onufri, which he 
considered as one of his most powerful to date. “We face so much hypocrisy from those 
who lead us, we can’t let it pass us by anymore because nothing is changing,” further 
                                                 
42 My informants, however, have been careful to distinguish between art that is charged with social and 
political critique, and political art, which is seen as art that is in favor of a particular political regime.  
While the latter is not entirely absent from the Albanian art world, it tends to be looked down upon because 
it invokes how art was instrumentalized by the Party during socialism.  Most artists, while seeking to make 
strong social and political critiques, informants were weary of using the term “activist” or “activism” to 
describe their own aims or that of their work.  The notion of activism in post-socialist Albania is often 
associated with working for profit and exploiting western resources toward personal ends or blindly doing 
what international foundations and institutions request.  I understood this as an effort to offer sincere 
engagement with the concerns of today’s society. 
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describing the process of making the photograph in question, which depicted a dead, 
partially de-feathered turkey he had doctored to have two heads, an image that is in direct 
contrast to the black and fierce two-headed eagle on Albania’s flag. For Olson, who had 
just returned to Italy, where he studied art with a focus on photography and was 
contemplating returning to Albania for good, the contrast between the de-feathered turkey 
and the strong eagle in the flag, was meant to expose the hypocrisy between political 
discourse -- which insists on Albania’s progress -- and its poverty, corruption-ridden 
reality and dependence on international aid and approval.   
My fieldnotes abound with narratives that reveal artists’ motivations for engaging 
with social issues, narratives that certainly find visual expression in their art works, 
something that will become evident throughout this dissertation. Indeed, engaging with 
social or political issues that are ignored or considered prominent is a defining feature of 
contemporary art; art historian and critic Claire Bishop, among others, has deemed this 
intersection through her notion of art’s “social turn,” in which much recent art practice 
has sought to intervene in existing social relations and to regain social relevance today 
(2006).  As art historian Anthony Gardner has argued, contemporary art has come to 
embrace an aesthetic of democratization, that is, art’s capacity for democracy building 
now defines its contemporary relevance, as part of a broader, global glorification of 
democracy as the only legitimate model of politics (2015). In other words, contemporary 
many artists everywhere are concerned with offering cultural critique and are often doing 
so in ways that aim to have some impact on society.43 I would thus argue that Albanian 
artists’ turn to socially relevant art is not only a result of their dissatisfactions and desire 
                                                 
43 For an account of how some East-Central European artists have come to negate an aesthetics of 




for debate and social change, it also signals their efforts to further integrate into the 
transnational art world.   
The notion that art should intervene in society found acute expression not only in 
the words of individual artists, but also in the missions and events of the main art 
organizations operating in Tirana, Art Kontakt, Tirana Institute for Contemporary Art 
[TICA] and Tirana Art Lab, which have all been founded on or after 2006. For instance, 
in a 2012 project “100 Vjet Vete-Varesi,” [100 Years of Self-hanging], published online 
with the occasion of Albania’s 100 year anniversary of independence from the Ottoman 
Empire, Tirana Art Lab’s editorial statement was as follows: 
Artists cannot stay silent, or worse, contribute art that is simply entertainment for 
the masses or in the support of political agendas. The artist and his or her work 
cannot be anything else but a critique toward society.44 
 
In this “call to action,” social and cultural critique via art is presented as an 
imperative, particularly in a setting like Albania, where political and economic corruption 
are considered pervasive and the citizenry feels thoroughly abused by those in power.  In 
such a setting, art cannot afford to be indifferent, pretty, entertaining: art cannot afford to 
be “art for art’s sake.”  It has to react to injustice or hypocrisy. Tina Finnas, a founding 
and board member of Tirana Institute of Contemporary Art [TICA], echoed similar views 
during our interview: 
Artists everywhere are working with the present situation, answering questions 
like: What is the reality that they are dealing with?  Where are they going?  Where 
are they coming from?  What is the social and political situation and what kinds 
of difficulties does it present?  These are big topics in Albanian art; the younger 
generation is starting to be more involved, to want more things.  They are not 
satisfied with doing nothing, without their voice being heard […] More and more 
Albanian artists are doing strong, politically charged work. In Finland or Sweden, 
or other European countries, artists are also engaging with social or political 
                                                 
44 Statement accessed from https://100vjetvetevaresi.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/publikimi-njc3abqind-
vjet-vetc3abvarc3absi1.pdf on April 1, 2015. 
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issues, but they are not doing it with the same kind of zeal as here.  When the 
social or political situation is calm, when things are OK, when there are no 
horrible wars or conflicts, art tends to take a more aesthetic point of view. 
 
Finnas, who is based in Norway and has worked in projects all over Europe, 
offers a comparative analysis on the work and motivations of Albanian artists and those 
of Western European ones. In fact, she considers Albania’s social, political and economic 
situation as directly responsible for artists’ engagement with these issues. She suggests 
that there is more to “fix” in Albania, therefore the work of Albanian artists is more 
socially conscious than that of their contemporaries living in wealthier countries. This 
may or may not be the case; but what is apparent is that Finna’s views reflect the 
impression of other internationals that operate in Albania: that art can and should be used 
as a means of development that can ease Albania’s road to democratization. 
Taking into account that all three organizations were founded on or after 2006, I 
suggest that the prominence of socially relevant art in recent years is not only a result of 
the agency of individual art producers, many of whom expressed a genuine desire to use 
their work as a way to offer social and cultural critique, but also their involvement with 
these organizations, which happen to rely primarily on financial support from 
international institutions and foundations.45 To further support my argument, I introduce 
detail on the backgrounds and activities of these organizations, presenting them in the 
order in which they were founded.   
                                                 
45 They also procure funding from private enterprises, [minimally] the Albanian government or ticket sales 
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Art Organizations  
Art Kontakt 
I met Andi Tepelena in 2006 – right around the time Art Kontakt was registered as 
a non-profit organization in Albania. Born in 1972 in Vlora, a city in southwestern 
Albania, Tepelena now lives and works in Tirana, after having spent a number of years in 
Italy, where he continues to have professional connections. Indeed, Art Kontakt was co-
founded in 2003 in Venice by Tepelena and a friend, an Italian national, when the former 
was still studying art management at the University of Venice.   
Since 2006, with the input of mostly non-permanent staff and a yearly budget of 
30,000 – 60,000 Euro, Art Kontakt has implemented various art-centered or -related 
activities, locally and abroad, including: conferences; art exhibits; art and music festivals; 
the Albanian pavilion at two installments of the Venice Biennale, and, when funds are 
low, mass publishing of translated best-sellers and speed-dating activities with live 
music.46 From my interview with Tepelena as well as from analyzing past and current 
events, Art Kontakt’s mission is built upon the premises of difference, exclusion and 
separation: that is, Albania is different and stands apart from Europe. While Albania 
might have had a history of West European contact, due to various historical, political 
and economic factors that have spanned centuries, this history has been suppressed. The 
sense of difference, separation and exclusion was highly pronounced during state 
socialism, as Albania became progressively more isolated from other countries. After 
socialism, this sense of separation became amplified and personally acute for many 
Albanian citizens, including Tepelena, when they immigrated en masse to Western 
                                                 
46 Locally, however, the quality of Art Kontakt’s activities is considered debatable.  On multiple occasions I 
have been told by art producers that events tend to be poorly organized and that artistic output has been of 
low quality.   
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countries.  In the process of trespassing boundaries, legally or illegally, the sense of being 
“the other” European was newly refreshed due to discrimination encountered in new 
countries of residence or employment. As Tepelena put it during our interview, Art 
Kontakt’s aim has been to re-expose Albania’s European heritage and strengthen its ties 
with European countries. While Tepelena did not have any textual or visual material from 
most of these events, he took care to describe them during our interview. 
An effort to appease Albania’s exclusion from Europe is apparent in Art Kontakt’s 
very first event, “Conference about the Connections between Albania and Venice” (2003, 
Venice), consisting of talks on the history of Albanian migration to Italy, which began in 
the middle ages to escape the invasion of the Ottoman Empire and led to the 
establishment of a number of Arberesh communities, primarily in Southern Italy. There 
were also discussions on the work of Pjeter Marubi (b.1934, Italy), a photographer who 
moved to Shkodra in 1850, and established the first photography studio in the country.   
In 2004, Art Kontakt organized another small-scale conference with presentations on the 
language, literature and traditions of Arberesh communities.  
These events were followed by the organization of the Albanian Pavilion at the 
2005 Venice Biennale.47 As Tepelena stated in our interview, “It was satisfying to see 
Albania alongside other European countries […] to present the developments that 
Albanian art has gone through. Many Albanian artists had made it abroad by then, and 
participating in the biennale was an incarnation of our efforts to be in Europe.” The 
event, Ne Krahet e Luanit [In the Arms of the Lion], followed in 2006. In what Tepelena 
                                                 
47 The artist who represented Albania in the 2005 Venice Biennale was Sisley Xhafa (b.1970, Kosovo).  His 
work was an installation titled “Ceremonial Crying System”: a large Ku-Klux-Klan hood with weeping 
eyeholes, speaking to the discrimination that Albanian immigrants have encountered in Italy. Xhafa was 




described as a modern-day pilgrimage, art producers from different countries sailed from 
Venice to the bridges of Croatia, Montenegro, Albania and Greece, to finally dock in 
Istanbul, aiming to highlight old ties between Venice and other Mediterranean ports.  The 
trip was followed by a conference in the city of Shkodra entitled, “Venetian Heritage – 
the Forts, Monuments and Objects in Albania.”48   
In the Albanian art world, however, Art Kontakt is perhaps best known for the 
international art festival organized in and around the premises of the medieval Venetian 
fort, Porto Palermo Castle, located on the Southern Albanian coast. The festival, which 
has happened in 2009, 2012 and 2014, is typically a three day event, and has been locally 
criticized for lacking artistic rigor; for carelessness toward the Porto Palermo Castle, a 
National Heritage Landmark; and lack of organization.   
The events I have mentioned here represent only a fragment of Art Kontakt’s 
repertoire of activities. My exposure to these events has been through press articles and 
interviews, event catalogues and my interview with Tepelena; as such, it is not expressly 
ethnographic. Nevertheless, a look at the discourse that has surrounded these events 
illustrates that Art Kontakt’s mission is founded on the social and geopolitical impact that 
their productions could have, namely emphasizing Albania’s European belonging.  
Creative School, one of Art Kontakt’s latest projects expressly sought to use art as a form 
of social and cultural critique.  
                                                 
48 The idea for “In the Arms of the Lion” was an invocation of what happened roughly 600 hundred years 
ago, when the galleys of the Venetian Republic sailed the seas of the Mediterranean, “carrying merchandise 
and people between countries and between cultures,” as Tepelena put it.  This, however, is an idyllic 
perception of the Venetian presence in the Mediterranean, as it was not founded on a peaceful exchanges, 
but it involved a long history of war and conquest, not acknowledged in the event. 
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Tirana Institute of Contemporary Art  
TICA is a contemporary art center whose activities have been quite pervasive in 
the Albanian art world since its founding, in 2006.49  Its repertoire of programs and 
events includes art exhibits; residency programs; workshops; film screenings and 
performance events which involve local and international artists. Its emergence parallels 
the first installment of the Tirana International Art Biennale, which is when Tina Finnas, 
one of TICA’s founders, first visited Albania in the capacity of biennale organizer. As 
Finnas told me during our lengthy interview, she immediately noted the absence of a 
more permanent platform to encourage and support the endeavors of Albanian artists 
working within the purview of contemporary art. While the biennale did offer local artists 
opportunities to exhibit their work and network with artists from abroad, the event was 
short-lived. “There was a need to fill this void,” Finnas said, “so I began talking about it 
to other people.” As she was to find out, local art producers, some of whom had had 
professional experience abroad, shared her concerns, including Edi Muka an Albanian 
curator in his 40s, now based in Sweden; Gezim Qendro an Albanian art historian in his 
50s, who was trained in Albania and later France; as well as Stefano Romano, an artists 
and curator in his 40s, based in Albania and Italy.50   
 Cross-cultural collaboration and social and cultural critique are at the core of 
TICA’s mission which extends to the center’s activities.51 Although I had followed the 
                                                 
49 For more information on TICA’s projects, see: http://tica-albania.org/new/flip-book/.  Information on the 
centre’s yearly budget was not made available to me. 
 
50 Tina Finnas was the only founding and active board member available for an interview, so it is her 
perspective and experience in relation to TICA that is highlighted in this narrative. 
 
51 The configuration of the board is supposed to reflect this very concern, along with that of gender 
equality. Three founding members are based in Albania (Gezim Qendro; Edi Muka; and Stefano Romano), 
whereas the other three are from other European countries (Tina Finnas; Joa Ljunberg; and Monica Melini).  
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center’s activities from afar, the first exhibit that I attended was in April 2010, at FAB 
gallery. Entitled “What Happened to the General,” the show featured the work of several 
of my informants as well as that of artists from abroad.52 Most works dealt with the 
predicaments of postsocialism, but there were some pieces that engaged with memories 
of socialism, its ideals and lived realities, in Albania and elsewhere. According to its 
curatorial statement, an overarching concern of the exhibit was to think about how the 
introduction of Western cultural forms and neoliberal policies have produced a host of 
problems, including: “[…] the reappearance of archaic social and honor codes, an 
overwhelming consumerist lifestyle, a political rhetoric of hatred, and an increasing 
polarization of society.” 
One of TICA’s main programs is the Artist in Residence (AIR) program, which 
gives local artists and artists from abroad an opportunity to spend time in Albania and 
produce work that is inspired by their experience in the country. AIR was launched in 
early 2007 but it was not until November 2010 that I was able to attend an exhibit 
organized within the purview of the program, the only one. Titled Rewind/Play/Forward, 
it featured the work of two Albanian artists, Enkelejd Zonja and Ledia Kostandini, who 
were to become good friends and main informants, as well as an Austrian art producer, 
Marlene Hausegger. The formal statement on the exhibit, held at Zeta Gallery, was thus: 
                                                                                                                                                 
Also, three of the founding members are male whereas the other three are female, a response to the fact that 
the Albanian art world tends to be male-dominated, with most people in powerful positions being male. 
 
52 The title of this show was inspired by the title of a socialist era film, “Gjeneral Gramafoni” [General 
Gramophone] (1978) about the introduction of the first LP discs in Albania by an Italian man during a 
particularly delicate historical moment: Albania’s occupation by fascist forces.  In line with socialist era 
ideas on art as an important terrain of propaganda and social influence, the LP-s - which played Italian 
music - were presented as implicit but powerful means of “occupation” which introduced another lifestyle, 
to the end of leading Albanians to support the Italian occupation.  According to the exhibit’s curatorial 
statement, the “cultural clash” in this film resonates with what has happened in Albania after 1991. 
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The show came as a reflection on today’s situation in Albania […] to deal with 
and relate to our recent historical past, with a clear focus on the present 
developments of Albanian politics and society, considered from a global/local 
dynamic. The exhibition signals a new shift in the sensitivity of the young 
generation of Albanian artists that seem to be moving […] towards a deeper need 
for understanding of the past/present dichotomy. 
 
The stress on this statement is the need of the younger generation to deal with and 
understand the [socialist] past and its lingering effects on the present, a common trope in 
a number of TICA’s activities. In his delicate pencil drawings, Zonja engaged with the 
figure of the pioneer that had been placed in nightmarish scenarios: Sisyphean feats, rape, 
amputation, suicide. Kostandini’s large oil paintings, consisted of images from Western 
films (depicted in color) juxtaposed with images from socialist era ones (depicted in 
black and white), accompanied with audio from news chronicles on the films, thus 
highlighting the propagandistic role of media, then and now. During the time of this 
residency, which spanned the 2010 fall season, Albania’s visa regime was lifted, which 
was accompanied with a bombastic and euphoric reaction, particularly from the 
government. Hausegger’s conducted interviews with citizens of Tirana, asking them 
where they wished to go now that visas were no longer necessary. For the exhibit, she 
had rendered these answers and the portraits of the interviewees into unstructured 
drawings.   
More recently, in 2012, TICA launched AIR-LAB, a thematic residency program 
that is research and production oriented. Twice a year, during the spring and autumn, two 
sets of artists, from Albania and abroad, are invited to develop a research project based 
on a predetermined theme. In 2012 the theme was, “Re-enactment as Artistic Strategy,” 
where participating artists dealt with past symbols, forms and practices, often also 
contemplating their effects on or relevance for the politics and realities of the present.  
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While I was not able to attend the show as I had already returned to the United States, 
Finnas had spoken to me about it in the context of the preoccupation of Albanian artists 
with memory, especially the memory of the socialist past. Indeed, when she later 
forwarded me the catalogue of the exhibit, two of the participating artists, Astrit Ismaili 
(Kosovo) and Armando Lulaj (Albania) dealt with this theme. Ismaili’s video, Women in 
a Construction Site reenacted collective work during the period, which he infused with 
strained eroticism: the young women participants, uniformly dressed, were moaning 
heavily when pushing picks onto the ground of a contemporary construction site. In his 
piece, Never Lulaj painted the “NEVER” on the face of a mountain wall, precisely where 
Enver Hoxha’s first name was once etched.   
Another program of TICA is Ardhje [Coming] –a yearly competition between 
emerging Albanian artists – of which I have attended several installments. Since its 
inception, in 2008, the number of artists who apply for this competition has been on the 
rise, indicating its popularity and prestige and, as Finnas emphasized, the fact that young 
artists are growing more proficient at fulfilling its criteria: assembling a portfolio; 
composing a written statement on their work in the competition; producing a biography a 
Curriculum Vitae in English; and, more generally, being seen as capable of producing 
work that is relevant on a transnational platform, as evaluated by jurors from different 
countries.  The winner of Ardhje spends three months in a residency in New York City, 
which culminates in an exhibit with other artists from Eastern Europe supported by the 
Young Visual Artists Award (funded by The Foundation for a Civil Society). 
Ardhje is a coveted prize that young Albanian artists seem to take seriously.  
Many of my informants have applied for the competition, some of them several times, 
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and, for all of them, it has been an exciting but also tense time. Beyond the prestige that 
winning this exhibit entails, the potential to spend three months and have an exhibit in 
NYC are considered great perks. Artists, however, have emphasized that a most 
beneficial aspect of this program is its preparatory aspect.  Having to prepare a portfolio, 
write about one’s work, or formulate a CV, are crucial global mobility skills that young 
Albanian artists do not acquire as part of their training at the Academy of Arts. All recent 
graduates I spoke with expressed dismay to have graduated from the academy without 
knowing how to make articulate statements about their work.53 Hence, TICA aims to 
supplant what are widely recognized as deficits of the Albanian art education system.   
I have covered three of TICA’s most prominent and consistent programs although 
the centre’s history of activity has encompassed other events, varied in scope and 
thematic. I have illustrated how these events are preoccupied with addressing social and 
political issues, so as to “reintroduce culture as one of the most effective ways in pushing 
for critical thinking […] to create an independent platform for socio-politically engaged 
contemporary art,” a mission that is delineated in TICA’s homepage.54 These events are 
informed by the notion that art can be socially relevant, indeed, a mollifying agent that 
can increase communication and bridge cultural differences in Europe, more generally, 
and the Balkans, specifically, where unity and understanding is supposed to exist in small 
measure. As Finnas put it, such efforts are particularly important for the Balkan countries, 
as they have suffered a loss of communication, “due to a nationalistic misuse of culture,” 
                                                 
53 Usually the winners of Ardhje are artists who come to have successful careers.  Several of my informants 
have been winners of Ardhje, including, most recently Olson Lamaj and Ledia Kostandini.  Kostandini and 
Lamaj are prolific art producers.   
 
54 http://tica-albania.org/new/index.php/en/about accessed on 8/1/13 
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and are hostage to the effects of ethnic wars and communism, something that TICA’s 
projects aspire to address.   
Tirana Art Lab 
 Tirana Art Lab is the youngest of the three organizations. It was founded in 2010 
by Adela Demetja (b.1983) - who works and lives between Tirana and Frankfurt, where 
she received graduate training in cultural management and curatorial studies – and others 
visual art producers based in Albania. Before Tirana Art Lab, Demetja had organized 
other activities I had followed closely from abroad, made possible by the event 
catalogues and social media. A notable exhibit, the catalogue of which Demetja gave me 
during our interview was, Feedback 1989, which took place in October 2009, with the 
occasion of the 20th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall. The event was housed in 
the premises of Hotel Dajti, Albania’s most exclusive and prestigious hotel during state 
socialism frequented mainly by foreign diplomats and noted politicians. Due to looting 
and neglect, the structure is now barely the frame of its former, glorious self. At the time 
of the exhibit, it was owned by the Ministry of the Exterior, which had plans to restore it 
to it prior use.  With this choice of location, the curators of the show, Demetja and Julie 
August, who is based in Germany, alluded to Dajti’s past and its potential future function.  
Whereas in a future [that would never materialize], Dajti would host diplomats and 
politicians seeking to discuss and resolve issues of regional or global scope, Feedback 
1989 presented art as, “ambassadors, demonstrating cooperation between people of 
various nationalities, which have not proven easily to achieve in the political arena” 
(Feedback89 Catalogue).  In this context, the term “feedback,” referred to its meaning in 
acoustics: the unwanted or perturbing sound that is produced when microphone and 
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loudspeaker are located in the same sound area. Hence, the show was not a celebratory 
ode to the collapse of the Berlin Wall, but an effort to illustrate its unanticipated effects, 
including the erection of new borders and social and economic inequality. This would be 
one of the very first artistic endeavors I had heard about that did not explicitly demonize 
the state socialist past, but attempted to offer a more critical view of the transition.    
The collaborative and critical dimension of this event, among others Demetja had 
organized before Tirana Art Lab was founded, has been prevalent even after 2010.  
Monument Ginger Society, Tirana was carried out in April 2011 within the rubric of 
Tirana Art Lab’s residency program, which invites international artists to spend time in 
Albania to collaborate with Albanian art producers.  I had the opportunity to follow and 
attend two of these endeavors. In spring 2011, Swiss-based Karla Schilliger and Valerian 
Maly, taking Deleuze and Guattari’s concept of the “rhizome” as a point of departure, 
erected a large ginger root monument, consisting entirely of wood and newspaper, as a 
symbol for a non-hierarchical society. The artists had built ginger structures in other 
settings, but adapted the discourse around it to issues that were currently relevant in 
Albania, particularly the upcoming elections and manipulations of political power, 
discussions which overwhelmed the media, the coffeehouses, and daily newspapers.  In 
this participatory endeavor, Albanian artists worked on the piece, which they described as 
a great but rare opportunity to work closely and collectively toward a common goal.   
In June 2011, a couple of months after the Ginger project, Tirana Art Lab 
organized the second installment of the residency program.  Pipifax – Through the 
Looking Glass and What We Found There, was the work of two other Swiss-based artists 
Haus am Gern (Rudolf Steiner & Barbara Meyer Cesta), who, along with Albanian art 
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producers from the younger generation, took large-scale photographs of well-known 
landmarks in Tirana which they then inverted, leading for all the parts of the landscape to 
appear on the opposite side which produced a sense of disorientation, captured also by 
the exhibit’s title: pipifax means “nonsense.” The photographs were punctuated by people 
holding banners which included advertisements and other commercial signs, alluding to 
the power of advertising and consumption in contemporary society as well as the rarity 
and ineffectiveness of protest in the context of Albania.   
A more recent and politically-charged project of Tirana Art Lab, which I have 
already mentioned, was the online publication, 100 Vjet Vetevaresi [100 Years of Self-
hanging], released on November 28, 2012, with the occasion of the centennial 
anniversary of Albania’s independence from the Ottoman Empire.  The curatorial 
statement honed in on problematizing the celebrations that swept over Albania in 
preparation for Independence Day:   
A celebration must be in direct proportion to the event.  One celebrates when one 
[…] has achieved something. Albania is one of the last Balkan countries to have 
proclaimed its independence from the Ottoman Empire, when the empire was at 
its weakest.  At the moment, [Albania] ranks last in the region in terms of social 
and economic development. […] In the ‘90s, when total change was expected, we 
almost had a civil war as a result of the thirst of a blind political order to fulfill its 
personal needs.  Citizens were ruined again.  The next few years led to the 
creation of a state dependent on political parties.  There is total upheaval as soon 
as political changes happen.  Albania is under the lens of Western countries 
because its lack of democracy.  Albania has become a place where life is 
improvised; the only thing that has changed [since Communism] is that there are 
no more food lists and queues.  Albania, along with war-torn Bosnia, is the only 
country in the region that is not included in list of progress.  […] It is 
unforgivable for Albania to remain an enemy of itself.  In this 100 anniversary of 
independence, Albania continues to hang itself. (translation is my own)      
 
Vetevarje in Albanian means suicide by hanging; Tirana Art Lab’s statement on the 
current state of affairs greatly departed from the bombastic celebrations and official 
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shows of pride that had inundated the media at the time. This critique was amplified by 
the art works included in the publication, which articulated problems that Albanian 
citizens deal with on a daily basis, including unemployment; poverty; political 
corruption; and isolation. Various pieces dealt with national symbols, including a 
photograph of Albania’s map formed from spit on the ground, authored by Sokol Peci, a 
commentary on the hateful relationships Albanians have for each other and their country.  
Another image, by Matilda Odobashi, repositioned the heads of the double-headed eagle 
on Albania’s flag, by having the beaks point angrily at each other, another statement on 
the animosity and distrust that characterizes relationships between Albanians.  
I have discussing some of the main programs and events of Art Kontakt, TICA 
and Tirana Art Lab, focusing primarily on the ones I attended during fieldwork. These 
programs or events are all motivated by having different forms of social relevance. Some 
have highlighted art’s capacity to better Albania’s image, thus presenting it deserving of 
being in Europe. They are also stressing the potential of the art making process and its 
product to establish networks between Albanian art producers and those of other 
European countries, thus helping the former supersede the sense of marginality and 
isolation that Albanian artists have considered quintessential of their identity. And, 
thirdly, by engaging with pertinent social and political issues of local and global scope, 
by offering social and cultural critique, these organizations and the art producers whose 
work they have featured, aim to tell another side of the story, produce debate that might 
even spark social change.55   
                                                 
55 These three organizations continue to be active.  In August 2014, Art Kontakt organized its third 
installment of art festival at the Porto Palermo Castle, which was heavily criticized for causing some 
damage to the castle.  Tirana Art Lab inaugurated its center in Tirana in September 2014 with an exhibit 
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I have noted that the discourse on the social relevance of art and the production of 
art work that aims to have social impact has become more pronounced in the last few 
years. The narratives and art works I encountered during dissertation fieldwork were 
markedly different from those I encountered during the exploratory phase of my research, 
when most art producers I spoke with saw their work as irrespective of any social or 
political impact. This detail on the background and activities of the three organizations, 
illustrates that they have helped propel the discourse on art’s social relevance, also 
influenced by the cultural politics of international foundations and institutions that are 
actual or desired donors in the Albanian art world. Furthermore, I would like to suggest 
that emphases on art’s social relevance today – despite some resemblance to socialist-era 
understandings on the role of art and the artit in society – is a strategy art producers and 
organizations use to arouse general responsibility for supporting the arts. In the next 
section I unpack this claim further.  
The Social Relevance of Art 
The Past, Now 
The end of state socialism meant the near end of state support and oversight for 
Albanian art producers – informants constantly stated that state support producers has 
been scant to non-existent, especially for individual art producers. Earlier I also noted 
that while Albanian artists have not resisted commodification, in fact they welcome it, the 
art market has proved to be highly volatile. For my informants, making a living from art 
sales is difficult, perhaps impossible. It is particularly difficult for those artists who are 
                                                                                                                                                 
that featured the work of two Israeli art producers.  And, during my short visit in Albania in summer 2014, 
art producers expressed having lost trust in TICA as it is now headed by people who lack the training and 
competence for the job.   
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working with non-traditional media including video art, installation, or performance, that 
tend to lack commodity potential, and that are most associated with contemporary art 
production, within the purview of which many young Albanian artists are trying to work.  
But even those artists who work with more traditional media such as painting, and who 
made cash in the past, have complained that an audience with purchasing power in 
Albania or from abroad, is ever-more scant to come by, especially since the global 
financial crisis of 2008. 
Some artists speculated that since people have less money, they buy less art. One 
informant in his late 40s, and whose shows have sold out in the past, speculated that 
another reason for this decline is that the work of Albanian artists is no longer as 
“interesting to foreigners” i.e. exotic as it was in the early years of the transition, when it 
entailed a possession of the novel and the unfamiliar.56 Such a hypothesis is hard to 
verify, especially since I did not interview any art buyers or collectors from abroad.  
Whatever the reason for the decline in sales, informants repeatedly stated that they had 
less money coming their way in recent years.  Many informants from the younger 
generation have never even made a sale. A main informant, a female artist in her late 20s, 
who is especially active in the local art world (particularly with the activities of Tirana 
Art Lab), and has attended several residencies abroad, at the time of my research had 
only had one small commission from a foreign diplomat whose son she was babysitting.  
Another male artist in his late 20s, also quite active in exhibits locally and abroad, has 
never sold one of his works and makes a living as a graphic designer.   
                                                 
56 This is not the case with work from the socialist era, which continues to be in high demand from 
Western buyers and, lately, local ones.   
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Indeed, out of the 39 artists I interviewed, only Beni lived solely from the 
commodity potential of his work. A couple of others did so periodically, moving in and 
out of employment in art-related enterprises - predominantly graphic design or 
photography studios – so as to be able to dedicate part of the year to art production. Two 
informants worked as assistants at the Arts Academy, while doing other part-time or 
seasonal jobs in the creative industry, including transient work with the three 
organizations. Yet others occupied the limited positions in public institutions related to 
art production. These hardships had provoked in informants of different generations a 
longing, sometimes an imagined one, for the provisions that artists enjoyed during state 
socialism, when they were guaranteed jobs, studios, stipends for work materials as well 
as “creative permits” that allowed them to have shorter work days. These selective 
longings were expressed even by artists who were not trained or worked during state 
socialism and in contradistinction to the inadequacies of the present, particularly financial 
precariousness and lack of state support, which several audience members emphasized 
during the “State of Contemporary Art” symposium.57  
A concern with subsistence and financial precariousness is not limited to 
individual art producers but also the three art organizations I discussed earlier. The 
Albanian state offers sporadic and very limited support. Furthermore, foreign assistance 
on which they have primarily relied has been dwindling in the past several years. I argue 
that the sense of uncertainty produced by the lack of state support on the arts, dwindling 
foreign assistance and an unstable and unpredictable art market, has led for art producers 
not only to long for certain aspects of support that artists had during socialism, but to also 
                                                 
57 They were never expressed without also noting constraints artists faced during state socialism, namely a 
lack of individual creative freedom.     
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deploy art’s potential for social relevance and change as a way to justify this support. By 
stressing that art has the potential to Europeanize Albanians, better Albania’s image and 
thus support the project of the Albanian state for European belonging, artists and art 
organizations are arguing that their work is worth supporting precisely because it has the 
capacity to procure highly sought out forms of belonging and resources: Europeanness, 
modernisation and money.  
The ways in which the socialist past can serve as a point of reference in post-
socialism or even the selective longings for the past that have emerged due to the 
dispossessions of the present, has been widely discussed within anthropology. 
Anthropological scholarship has critiqued those views that consider such references or 
longing as simply the persistence of past mentalities into the present as these fail to take 
into account peoples’ strategic use of past discourses in response to new situations and as 
measures toward new ends. More recently, anthropologists have suggested that it is 
precisely dispossessions caused by neoliberal change that have stimulated socialist-era 
discourses, and this is precisely what, I argue, we see in the Albanian art world. As I have 
suggested, aspects of the socialist past are brought fourth today to deal with the 
dispossessions of the present: namely the absence of a stable art market and system. 
Today, aspects of what was “good” during socialism as well as the social 
relevance of art are deployed selectively and strategically, not because they wish to be 
wholly dependent on or controlled by the Albanian state – on the contrary, they tend to be 
highly skeptical of the operations of the state -- but because they seek to amend the 
disabling and demoralizing effects of neoliberal restructuring. During socialism art was 
supported by the state because it was considered to have great political and social value, 
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nothing short of creating subjects, histories and futures.The introduction of a market 
economy led to reformulated conceptions of art and the artist: art came to be considered 
primarily as a commodifiable expression of the creative drive of individuals, who were 
responsible for their own success. Not one informant expressed a desire for a return to 
how things were during socialism, although some longed for select things, such as 
stipends, studios or simply more support. The repressive stance of the Party toward the 
arts was mentioned frequently and with disdain. But the present, too, has offered so many 
disappointments, ones that concern artists’ livelihood, sense of worth and the value of 
their work. By emphasizing the impact that art work can have for society and for the 
nation, artists are using a a familiar discourse to rouse responsibility from the part of 
society and the state to support the arts, thus seeking to amend these dispossessions.   
International Funding Streams 
 In the Albanian art world today, an analysis of the discourse on and practice of 
socially relevant art would be partial without a discussion of international influence on 
the arts. Since 1991, international foundations and institutions set up programs geared 
toward supporting “art and culture” in the country, part of wider initiatives to assist 
Albania’s transition from a socialist country, to a pluralistic democracy and a free market 
economy. The assistance however was rarely only financial; instead, it was accompanied 
with specific cultural politics which consider art production a site for Albania’s 
development, democratization, European belonging and civil society promotion.   
It has been difficult to trace the trajectory of foreign assistance or the events that 
have ensued from it, especially those that had transpired prior to my fieldwork, because 
they were rarely documented and offices of institutions based in the past were no longer 
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based in Albania. For instance, in the past Open Society and Pro-Helvetia used to have 
local offices, whereas now they operated out of regional offices responsible for the entire 
Balkan region. However, when printed catalogues of events have been available, the 
sources of assistance were almost always noted, which helped me get an idea of the 
agencies, foundations or institutions that have tended to support the arts. Another 
difficulty with getting such information is that most informants were reluctant to talk 
about money.58 Nevertheless, looking at more recent events gives a clear idea as to the 
influential role of international assistance. In the next section, focusing primarily on the 
work of the three organizations I discussed above, I illustrate how the cultural politics of 
donors have also helped propel the discourse on and practice of socially relevant art.  
When discussing the early trajectory of aid with informants, one landmark 
program they frequently mentioned was, The Arts and Culture Program of the Soros 
Open Society Foundation.  Founded in 1993, with the aim of alleviating, “the tight 
constraint of resources available for artists and creators,” this program also helped 
institute neoliberal restructuring in the arts by supporting non public institutions; the 
creation of NGO-s; and the introduction of marketing and management strategies. 59 The 
program also provisioned grants for individual artists, to support their work or to attend 
residencies and other educational programs abroad.   
The Open Society “Art and Culture” program in Albania was terminated in 1997.  
In the years that followed, foreign embassies -- particularly the German, Austrian, 
                                                 
58 My impression is that this reluctance is linked to artists’ discomfort to make overt associations between 
their creative work and money.  This reluctance also manifested itself in a discomfort with making deals 
with buyers interested in their work. It is also my impression that a reluctance to talk about foreign aid was 
due to its association with nepotism and servility to those in power.   
 
59 This program has supported different endeavors which I discuss in my dissertation, including the yearly 
Onufri exhibition and the Tirana Biennale http://www.soros.al/en/legacy/art.htm   accessed on 11/3/14 
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Spanish, Dutch and Italian embassies – have yielded consistent yet inflexible support on 
the arts, which has led some of my informants coining the term “art ambasadash” 
(embassy art).  This designation is used skeptically to denote the lack of agency artists or 
art organizations are expecte dto exercise when working within the purview of 
embassies’ programs as well as the “uninspired results,” of these endeavors, as one 
informant has put it.  A dependence on the strict, top-down parameters that embassies 
tend to set is considered an assault on creative freedom and autonomy, one that 
informants often likened to the effects of the Party on the arts during state socialism.  
The “top-down” approach became particularly salient to me when Art Kontakt 
sought support from several embassies of European countries for Creative School.  The 
German Embassy was the only to respond, whereas the others did not acknowledge the 
email. Clearly stated in the response was that this interest from the part of the German 
Embassy was the case because the aims of Creative School were in line with those of the 
program of German October, which dealt with the effects of climate change and 
environmental pollution.60 The aims of Creative School were broader than these -- 
namely to encourage Albanian youth to employ art to articulate social issues endemic to 
their communities -- but in order to receive funds solicited from the German Embassy, 
Art Kontakt would have to work within their chosen thematic.  If offered funds, Art 
Kontakt was willing to take them, even if it meant limiting the scope of Creative School 
to environmental problems.  As Andi Tepelena put it quite bluntly, “In Albania, one must 
be a player to get money.”     
                                                 
60 German October was instituted in 2006, and encompasses various cultural and educational events 
throughout the month of October, with the larger aim of representing various elements of German culture 
and language in Albania 
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Ultimately, that year’s German October did not encompass Creative School.  
However, the German Embassy in Tirana has been a consistent supporter of Tirana Art 
Lab’s events.  Feedback 1989, for instance, happened under the purview of German 
October, which, in 2009, encompassed activities that focused on the socialist past, the fall 
of the Berlin war and its aftermath.  The socialist past is generally viewed as inhibiting 
Albania’s road to democratization, and facing or reworking it has become a common 
trope in today’s art production. On the other hand, Monument Ginger Society Tirana 
(2011) and Pipifax (2011), two of Tirana Art Lab’s projects I attended were funded by 
Pro Helvetia’s Swiss-Balkan Cultural Exchange project. Although both sets of artists 
developed works that embodied an element of local cultural critique, this was not 
necessarily a set expectation from the part of Pro Helvetia, whose main requirement for 
funding, were proposed exchanges between Swiss artists and artists from the Balkan 
countries, based on the premise that these forms of collaborations can further open 
Albania to Europe. 61   
Tirana Art Lab has also participated in events organized by Balkans Beyond 
Borders, a nongovernmental organization based in Athens, Greece, which focuses on 
boosting regional cooperation between art producers in the Balkans, a region that has 
historically been considered as fragmented and conflict-ridden. Soon after I left, Who Is 
Afraid of the Big Bad Crisis (2011), which encouraged art producers to respond to the 
notion of crisis via film, took place in Skopje, Tirana and Athens. Financially, this 
                                                 
61 Board members of all three organizations expressed that foreign aid had been significantly reduced since 
the onset of the global financial crisis.  They also noted that funding had, at that point, become redirected to 
regionally-oriented research for collaborative projects between different organizations in the Southwestern 
Europe or beyond.  Whereas in the past many of the abovementioned institutions had funded locally-based 
projects, the focus in recent years has been redirected to regional ones, which entail collaborative work 
between different art organizations in the Balkans.  Indeed, almost all the project these organizations 
attended entailed forms of collaboration with artists particularly from neighboring countries. 
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workshop and event was supported by the European Cultural Foundation which institutes 
democracy-promoting endeavors and collaboration across cultures, in this case, between 
groups that have had recent and past conflicts.  The second installment of the film 
festival, titled Talk to Me – Multilingualism and Communication, (2012) aimed to 
promote the diversity of the region in its linguistic and expressive forms to foster cross-
cultural communication and it was supported by European Fund for the Balkans, which 
aims to “bring the Western Balkans closer to the European Union.” 
Tirana Art Lab has organized several events without relying on any local or 
international financial support, including Squat the City (2010) and 100 Years of Self-
Hanging (2013), both of which aimed to give powerful messages to artists and audiences 
alike.  Demetja is critical of the effects of this assistance and the relationship that 
Albanian art producers have to it, without however, rejecting or boycotting such aid; on 
the contrary, the organization relies on grants from international foundations and 
institutions.  “The fact remains that it is difficult, nearly impossible, to do something 
entirely on your own, start to finish” she stated during our interview, emphasizing that 
international support is inevitably limiting.  Not being able to do something entirely on 
one’s own, start to finish, is seen as particularly problematic by artists, considering that 
the idea of creative freedom and autonomy is a principle that orients most art producer’s 
work and conception of themselves.  This is also perhaps why art producers sometimes 
liken the top-down approach of international foundations to the strictures placed on art 
production during state socialism by the state.  An artist in his mid 40s, expressed 
disquiet precisely with regard to this apparent paradox: “Are we really free to do what we 
want?  Then [during socialism] it used to be the state that controlled us, today it is the 
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embassies, the foundations and their money that tell us what to do,” a common sentiment 
among a number of informants. 
Even though many do maintain critical stances toward assistance from 
internationals, their support is desired from art organizations and, as the interaction 
between Art Kontakt and the German Embassy illustrated, the former are often willing to 
cater their work to the expectations or aims of donors so as to get the funds.  For instance, 
TICA is pitching its willingness to consider art as an arena of development clearly and 
frontally in its website’s “call for support” section: “TICA is planning to approach 
cultural and development agencies interested in using culture as a tool to build politically 
independent networks and platforms, to discuss power structures and to offer possibilities 
of development through artistic practice.”  As a country that is considered to exist in the 
throes of its repressive socialist past as well as its corruption and poverty-ridden present, 
Albania’s development and EU accession continue to be uncertain and TICA is 
addressing these issues in their programs and events.  Discursively art is construed as a 
platform where artists and their audiences can meaningfully deal with, critique or change 
what might be preventing them from moving “forward.”  For instance, in AIR-LAB’s 
2012 installment, Re-enactment as Artistic Strategy, participating artists from Albania, 
Serbia and Kosova, engaged with aspects of the past, “not for the mere sake of 
commemorance, but for its relevance for the current situation. [Because] reaching back to 
historical events that have left a trace […] is a way to question our present times through 
direct engagement not only of the artists but often of the audience as well.”62  The work 
of Albanian artists of the other two installments of AIR-LAB, focusing on the themes of 
Participation and Storytelling respectively, has also engaged with the socialist past.  It is 
                                                 
62 http://tica-albania.org/new/flip-book/  accessed on 11/3/14. 
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telling that these events have been funded by the Amsterdam-based The Prince Claus 
Fund for Culture and Development, which supports, “artists, cultural organizations and 
critical thinkers in spaces where freedom of expression is restricted by conflict, poverty, 
repression, marginalization or taboos.”   
In my conversation with Finnas, I found out that “What Happened to the 
General,” which I had attended, was executed within the rubric of, “Individual Utopias, 
Now and Then,” a regional project that has been active since 2009 and encourages 
collaborative work between Albanian, Serbian and Bosnian artists, three countries that, 
according to Finnas, have been through shared traumatic events: wars and communism.  
The project’s events attempt to reconnect the threads that trauma has severed, particularly 
between the generations, and think about how these ruptures might have affected the 
region’s relationship to Europe via artistic practice.  Financially, the project was 
supported by foundations that aim to promote democracy and a stronger civil society in 
“transition societies”: the Swiss Cultural Foundation for the Western Balkans; Open 
Society Foundation for Bosnia and Herzegovina and the European Cultural Foundation.  
In this section, I have discussed how the efforts of international foundations and 
institutions – that tend to instrumentalize art as a site of development, democratization, 
civil society development and cross-cultural communication – have also contributed to 
propelling discourses on socially relevant art in Albania.  Suggesting this, however, I do 
not mean to propose that art producers do not exercise agency when working for projects 
that are funded by international foundations. While artists might have to produce work 
within particular thematic guidelines, the meanings they convey through their work are 
not entirely dictated by said guidelines.  Many of the artists I interviewed, particularly 
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from the younger generation, were are concerned with and invested in the social impact 
of their work.   
The Limits of Impact 
Thus, far I have argued that the prevalence of the discourse on the social 
relevance of art and the production of art with potential for social impact relies on the 
invocation of state socialist discourses on art production which artists selectively deploy 
in an effort to amend their precarious present; the influence of the cultural politics of 
international foundations and institutions; and the drive of art producers to incorporate 
features of contemporary art, one of which is cultural and social critique..   
But what is art’s impact in Albanian society?  Have these discourses and practices 
actually having impact?  This question is perhaps impossible to answer in an exact way, 
primarily because art’s impact can be subjective.  But what could be better and more 
concretely grasped are the factors that thwart its impact.  One such factor is the caution 
that many art producers exercise, or are encouraged to exercise, when attempting to 
express social and political critiques that could be perceived as inflammatory. Art 
production offers the ability to both offer nuanced critiques in coded ways and lends to 
lead permanence to a statement.  Art can travel in different directions and might even be 
interpreted differently by different people, its meaning escaping the control of its maker.  
Due to these factors, several artists have expressed reluctance to be outwardly critical, 
especially to powerful authority figures, also from concern that this might compromise 
future success but also because art associated too closely particularly with politics is 
looked down upon as it recalls the relationship between art and propaganda during state 
socialism.   
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Several informants have actually expressed being discouraged from authority 
figures for making strong political statements.  This was the case with Olson Lamaj, 
when he participated in an exhibit related to Kosovo’s Independence, with the 
photograph, “Shqipe” [Eagle] (2007), I mentioned at the beginning of the chapter.  Lamaj 
was discouraged by the curator of the show to exhibit this piece, for fear of it being 
misinterpreted as an antipatriotic statement by audiences.  Lamaj, however, was looking 
forward to the piece provoking some debate and decided to present it.  To his surprise, 
when the exhibit was discussed on television, this piece was not featured or mentioned at 
all.  Artists might have the intent to produce debate or social change; however, in order to 
get the necessary exposure to have this impact beyond the immediate artistic circles that 
commonly surround it, their work must pass through various loopholes, the media being 
one of them.  And that does not always happen. In Olson’s case, his potentially 
inflammatory work was entirely ignored by the media.  Furthermore, due to poor 
publicity practices, art continues to be primarily seen by those who frequent the few 
galleries that host art exhibits and who know the right people to find out about their 
happening on time – artists themselves.  Despite the wishes of artists to have impact in 
society, these most often remain limited to the level of discourse.   In practice, art 
continues to be limited to particular spaces and audiences, thus whatever potential it 






THE EMPHASIS ON DIFFERENCE AND ALBANIANNESS IN VISUAL ART 
The fall of the Berlin Wall, the reunification of Germany, the fragmentation of the 
Soviet Union, the rise of global trade agreements, and the transformation of China into a 
partially capitalist economy, had profound influence on the local and transnational art 
world (Belting ; Stallabrass 2004:10).  In pre-1989 Europe, art production had been 
strongly affected by the Cold War division of East and West; with the supposed triumph 
of capitalism, it would also reconfigure itself, taking evermore global proportions.63  This 
new climate produced an exponentially increased audience for and financing of 
contemporary art as well as an expanded travel network and exchange of information 
among constituents of the art world on all points of the compass (Jameson and Miyoshi 
1998:xi; Griffith 2013:7).   
  1989 – or in the case of Albania, 1991 -- and increasing exposure to transnational 
flows of images, ideas, people and information have influenced the Albanian art world, 
too.  In fact, the work of all Albanian art produces I interviewed has been exhibited in art 
shows, biennales or fairs abroad, with or without their physical presence.  A good number 
of my informants from the younger generation have attended art academies in Europe, 
particularly in Italy.  Yet other art producers, who have completed their formal education 
in Albania, have attended art residencies in Europe or the United States, where they have 
worked on individual and collective projects with artists from all over the globe.  Even 
artists who have not worked, lived or studied abroad, are subject to global trajectories.  
                                                 
63 In the 1990s, the work of artists from the non-Western world, which previously been invisible on events 
of global scale, was featured in different major art events; a great number of art biennales were founded 
across the globe, serving as contact zones between the standards of globalized art and local artists; and 
contemporary art museums proliferated in major cities across the world (Stallabrass 2004).   
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As I was wrapping up my dissertation, Endri Dani, an artist in his 20s, asked me to 
translate into English a statement that would accompany his art work which would first 
be featured at an art fair in Stockholm and then at the Marrakesh Art Biennale (2014).  
Whether in Stockholm or Marrakesh, his work will be viewed by local citizens, tourists, 
or other artists and curators who are attending the shows.  Even further, print or internet 
based catalogues and discussions of their work extend to unpredictable and complex 
directions.  Most of my informants are based in Albania and exhibit or market their work 
to local audiences and consumers; yet, their work’s exposure is certainly not limited to 
the boundaries of the Albanian nation state.  While professional success at the local level 
is something to which they aspire, global visibility, recognition and marketability are 
what ultimately entail the quintessence of success.64 
In this chapter, I explore how Albanian artists negotiate the forces of the local and 
the global in their work and in relationship to their status as art producers working in the 
margins of Europe.  I argue that the incorporation of local histories, experiences and 
subjectivities is one way in which they negotiate these countervailing forces.  By 
examining how they blend the universal expressive parameters of contemporary art with 
aspects of Albanian history and culture -- namely, Albanian traditions; Albania’s history 
of exclusion from Europe; the aftermath of the post-socialist transition; and the memory 
of the socialist past and its effects on the present -- I argue that their work offers a way to 
understand the complex dialectic between the local and the global in the globalized era.  
Taking into account theories that argue that globalization has not entailed the 
homogenization of culture or cultural production (Appadurai 1990) as well as those that 
                                                 
64 The relationship between the local and the global are interrelated considering that global recognition 
often follows local recognition, or vice versa.   
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note the high marketability of cultural difference in today’s global art world, I argue that 
an emphasis on local content, is a strategy Albanian artists employ to different ends.  For 
some artists an engagement with locally relevant content is aimed to bear social and 
political potential at the local level by stimulating audiences to reflect pertinent issues.  
On the other hand, it is a strategy artists may use to gain access and recognition on a 
global level, which can reify Albania’s difference from the West and emphasize a need of 
developmental attention. Lastly, taking into account the commodity potential of artworks 
(Appadurai 1990), I discuss the role of art production in the commodification of Albanian 
identity and culture in modernity (Comaroff and Comaroff: 2009).   
This discussion is based on visual and textual analysis of the work of various 
artists, most of whom (but not all) I have interviewed.  All of them are relatively well-
known at the local level and their work has had much visibility; the work of these artists 
is not only prominent in Albania, in recent times it also represents Albanian art abroad, in 
biennales, art fairs or exhibits.  While I was reluctant to engage explicitly with what art 
works communicate, I thought that this was necessary, considering that at times the 
claims that their authors were making ran contrary to what their works potentially 
communicated, disjunctures which I have attempted to point out. 
The Local and the Global in the Work of Albanian Artists 
The globalization of culture is an issue that has concerned many scholars.  While 
cultural globalization is not new -- universalizing cultural processes can be traced from 
the early modern period, rooted in the spread of religion and imperial elite culture – it is 
currently at an accelerated stage of development (Waters 1995; Appadurai).  This is a 
process that has been accompanied by the emergence of new global infrastructures and 
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the increasing dominance of a small number of multinationals in the sphere of cultural 
production (Pinkington and Bliudina 2002).  Structuralist theorists tend to approach 
cultural globalization critically as a process of culture loss, where local values are erased 
by the homogenizing forces of consumerism (Sklair 1999; Wallerstein 1997).  These 
views fail to pay attention to the process of production or reception, both which can be 
locally informed and determined (Adams 2008).  Scholars who have taken a more 
culturalist approach have argued that globalization is a deeply historical, uneven and 
localizing process and that it does not imply homogenization or Americanization 
(Appadurai 1996:17).  Specifically, as culture globalizes, it homogenizes on the 
dimension of form (meaning on a structural level, for example, genre or manner or 
production) and it diversifies on the dimension of content (meaning on an interpretive 
level, for example, symbols or stories) (Appadurai 1990; Adams 2008).   
The arts, including the fine arts have perennially been susceptible to cross-cultural 
influence.  The West has certainly a long history of collecting as well as appropriating the 
cultural productions of non-Western people (Clifford 1988; Fusco 2007).  In the present 
historical moment however, an evermore unified, transnational art world seems to be 
emerging across the globe, one with shared “game rules,” approaches and traditions.  
Furthermore, connections between museums, galleries and large-scale exhibits such as 
biennales are becoming more intensive due to the explosion in the means of 
communication and transportation.  This transnational art world is also underwritten by 
shared presuppositions, languages and sense-making strategies (Carroll).  Despite these 
elements that are presumably shared by all those who wish to be a part of it, criteria for 
the inclusion of non-Western artists have often entailed the portrayal of conditions that 
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exude difference on the level of content, difference which is portrayed in the shared 
vernacular of contemporary art, which, broadly framed, entails critical engagements with 
debated or neglected issues; novel ways of taking positions regarding these issues; and an 
engagement with a variety of new media (Belting 2009; Stallabrass 2004:70).   
As Coco Fusco has argued in an essay that discusses the work of non-Western 
artists, cultural mixing, irony and the over-performance of identity tends to be what the 
Western eye seeks, a statement that holds true for the work of artists from the former 
state socialist world, too.  Western accounts of art in the socialist world have relied on the 
distinction between “official” and “unofficial or dissident art,” which was also the case 
for Albanian artists; as I have explained in the introduction, after 1991, it was the artists 
who had been disadvantaged by the socialist regime those who took the limelight.  These 
categories have been debated and the politics of the taxonomies have been problematized; 
however, they have informed and continue to inform the preferences of Western 
audiences and consumers (Yurchak 2010).   
After 1989, Western audiences have sought a specific kind of art which puts to 
the forefront “the real” of life in former socialist countries and the traumatic [personal 
and collective] effects of the postsocialist transition on the lives of people.  According to 
Stallabrass, “The appeal of such work for Western audiences is clear: an exotic brew of 
burgeoning capitalism (with its robber barons and swashbucklers or, otherwise put, large-
scale swindlers and murderers) and of the sudden birth of a white European Third World; 
of the romance of a crumbling ‘evil’ Empire and a fallen enemy entertaining for liberals 
and conservatives alike); and of an ideology passed into history” (2004:50).  Albanian art 
producers are actively engaging with Albanian culture and identity as well as “the real” 
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of post-socialist life, which they express through the vernacular and shared discourses of 
contemporary art in the transnational art world.  They do so for reasons that concern their 
personal interests; their aspirations for local social relevance; as well as local and global 
recognition and marketability.   
This thesis is illustrated in the words of Enkelejd Zonja (b.1979), an artist whose 
work, particularly in recent years, has dealt primarily with elements of the socialist past 
or the dramas of the transition.  One of the first things that came up in our conversation 
was his active interest in newspapers or books from the state socialist era, and interest did 
not seem to be purely artistic, even though it made its way prominently in his artwork.  
“It’s for me,” he said.  “It’s a process of discovering a past that I experienced but can no 
longer remember very well because it ended so abruptly. I was young when communism 
ended.  Things just happened.  So, it’s a past that both belongs to me and does not.  It’s 
good for all of us [Albanian citizens] to think about our [socialist] past.” Aware that 
Zonja had spent time in Sweden and knowing of his ambitions to exhibit his work beyond 
Albania’s borders, I posed a follow-up question on whether he thought that this work 
would have any currency globally, in Western European countries or biennales, whose 
audiences are not directly implicated in the state socialist experience. He responded, 
“These topics are really interesting to galleries abroad. They are not looking from us what 
they can do themselves. The Swedish might good at installations; they’ve been doing that 
for a long time. They want from us what they cannot do themselves, what is unfamiliar to 
them.”  
This answer indicated that, for Zonja, the art production process and its product 
aim to operate on three interrelated levels: the personal, the local and the global.  The 
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answer also implied that personally and locally he aimed for his work to have relevance 
and impact – art was a way for him and Albanian publics to get to know the past better 
and think about it more critically.  At the global level, his motivations concerned his 
work’s visibility, potential for recognition and consequentially its marketability – by 
treating socialist topics and aesthetics, he hoped to be noticed and appreciated abroad.  
And lastly, it indicated that the socialist period, as an element that differentiates 
Albania’s history from that of West European countries, could be capitalized upon in 
order to gain access to the transnational art world.   
While Zonja’s answer pertains to his personal experience and ambitions, it was 
echoed by the words of many other artists who, in their work, were concerned with local 
experiences, histories and subjectivities.  In the next section I will expand this discussion 
by elaborating on the work of various artists.  My observations have led me to categorize 
artistic explorations of local content into four categories which are not fixed but recurrent 
themes, nevertheless.  First, I discuss the work of artists who have treated aspects of 
Albania’s traditional culture.  Second, I discuss art works of Albania’s history of 
exclusion from Europe.  Third, I discuss works that treat the aftermath of the postsocialist 
transition on Albanian society.  The work of those artists who bring forth forms, 
aesthetics and themes from the state socialist past will be discussed in chapter 4.   
Local Content, Contemporary Expression 
Tradition  
I met Artan Shabani’s (b. 1969) during the very first stages of my MA research in 
2006.  At the time I did not know many artists, and one of the ways I contacted them was 
by visiting some of the exhibits that were taking place.  In this case, I had never heard of 
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Shabani before, but was made aware of his work by the large banner on the front façade 
of NAG advertising his exhibit.  I decided to stop by and at the very least see his work.  
Typically, solo shows at NAG are prestigious affairs – well-established artists are the 
ones whose work tends to be featured in such productions – which indicated that Shabani 
must have had some success in Albania or perhaps even abroad.  It was an especially cold 
and wet day and I was the only visitor at the gallery, where it was also very cold.  I paid 
the 3000 lek (equivalent of 3 USD) to get in, and began to peruse the works on display.   
Shabani’s exhibit, which consisted mostly of paintings and was titled “Balkan 
Metamorphosis” (2006), was on the large hall of the gallery’s first floor.  As I looked at 
the works, I immediately noted two thematic threads that organized the exhibit: idyllic 
paintings of landscapes from the country- or seaside, painted predominantly in an 
impressionist style and disfigured or blurred faces and bodies of men and women.  This 
second series was entitled “Homo Balkanicus” i.e. Balkan man.  Painted in cool colors 
and in front of sparse backgrounds, the protagonists were depicted in traditional clothing, 
head dress and jewelry, perhaps chosen by Shabani as symbols of their “Balkan-ness” 
(see Figure 1).  As expressed in the curatorial statement of the show, the contrast created 
between the idyllic paintings of the Mediterranean landscape and the hardened, disfigured 
faces of the men dressed in traditional costumes was intended to highlight, “the hardness 
and the tragedies of this part of the earth.”  Surrounded by undomesticated natural beauty, 
men and women from the Balkans were disfigured and confused victims of hardships 
endemic to the region.  There were no individualizing characteristics to the numerous 




As I was finishing looking at Shabani’s works I figured out that, on a separate 
wall, he had also exhibited his personal art collection, which consisted of works of mostly 
Italian painters whose names I had not heard before (I was, however, able to discern a 
Picasso, featured rather prominently).  That he had chosen to feature his private art 
collection seemed like a curious move, as though Shabani not only wanted to introduce 
his work to the Albanian public, but also something about his persona, economic status 
and knowledge of art.  It was not clear whether Shabani himself had come to Albania for 
the exhibit, but when I finished looking at his works, I decided to find out and asked the 
woman working at the gallery’s front desk if the artist was present and if he might be 
available for an interview.  He was, indeed, present and apparently free to speak to me 
right away as I was immediately led to the back offices of the gallery.  When I entered 
the room, which was furnished with bright-orange furniture, typical of the socialist era, 
Shabani was wrapping up a conversation with who appeared to be a journalist; he 
assumed I was a journalist, too, and asked which newspaper I was working for.  I tried to 
explain as quickly as possible what I was trying to do and that it was not journalism, 
which, I could see, piqued his interest greatly.  Shabani, then in his late 30s, had a jovial 
and flirtatious disposition.  He was also very eloquent, and spoke with precision and 
clarity.   
Born and raised in Vlora, a southern coastal town, Shabani moved to Italy soon 
after the end of state socialism, where he initially worked seasonally as an apple picker.  
His art training in Albania had stopped at the high school level, but he chose to continue 
to paint and slowly but surely he had acquired a circle of upper-class European clients 
who purchased his work for large sums and also helped him hold exhibitions in Italy as 
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well as Spain.  I found out that he had provisionally returned to Tirana from Milan, Italy -
- where he had been based for the last decade or so – not only for this solo show but also 
to begin efforts to integrate himself in the Albanian art world.  Like other artists who 
have returned to Albania after spending years or decades in other countries, Shabani 
thought that there was a lot that could and should be done in Albania, much more than in 
Italy, for instance, where an art system was already stable.  In his words I discerned a 
great deal of ambition.   
 Shabani and I became good friends.  In 2006, whenever he came to Albania, 
which was frequently, we met and chatted about all sorts of things; beyond his idealism, 
Shabani is also a savvy businessman and always expressed great satisfaction when his 
works sold well and for surprisingly large sums, particularly abroad.  He was also careful 
to nurture relationships with high political figures.  But he is also very generous; for 
instance, he has given me several of his small artworks as gifts.  Many of the plans he 
discussed with me have actually materialized.  In 2007 he founded Promenade Gallery in 
Vlora, a contemporary art gallery that represents the work of various artists from Albania 
and abroad, and that Shabani has described a bridge between Albania and the West, and 
vice versa.  In 2013, he returned to Albania indefinitely to work in the capacity of 
Director of the National Art Gallery in Tirana, after Edi Rama’s election as Prime 
Minister.  His art collection, too, continues to grow and has begun to include the work of 
younger, up-and-coming Albanian artists.   
Shabani continues to produce art work in various media, including painting, 
installation and video.  More recently he has been working with multi-media collage, 
where he typically introduces oil or acrylic paint onto photographs or pre-existing 
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images.  The theme of “Homo Balkanicus” persists even in the new media and this is 
perhaps the series that has come to define his work in the eyes of other artists as well as 
his own (for instance, in summer 2014 he gave a painting from the series to the former 
President of the European Commission, Barroso, a moment that was captured all over the 
news).  The main defining features of Homo Balkanicus continue to be the traditional 
clothing, the fez, the gun and there continues to be a lack of discernable features that 
could grant these figures personhood or subjectivity.  They continue to be troubled and 
stuck in the past.  These messages that emanate from Shabani’s artwork are, however, in 
stark opposition to his perceptions of art’s capacities and relevance: as a tool that could 
help change Albania’s bad image in Europe.  I still wonder how this could actually 
happen if he portrays Albanians or people from the Balkans, more generally, as stuck in 
the past and victim of age-old tragedies that have left them profoundly disoriented.  What 
is clear, however, is that this work is not only desirable abroad, but it is also marketable 
for large sums of money, as Shabani’s success attests. 
















Figure 3. Artan Shabani. Homo Balkancus. 2009 (mixed media) 
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 Shabani is certainly not the only artist for whom elements of Albania’s tradition 
have been a concern.  They have also been treated by younger artists of the younger 
generation, such as Endri Dani, who graduated from the academy in 2010.  Dani is born 
and raised in Shkodra, a northern Albanian town renowned for its scholars, intellectuals 
and artists; he is now based in Tirana and works primarily in graphic design.  Endri is one 
of the most dedicated artists of the younger generation I met; in fact, I have rarely heard 
him speak about anything but art or art-related projects.  Aside from being an ambitious 
and prolific artist, Endri, Olson Lamaj and Remijon Pronja, all of whom have now 
become close friends, founded Miza Gallery, the only gallery that consciously tried to 
address and amend some of what are typically considered the main problematic aspects 
of the art world in Albania, including inconsistent announcements and advertising and 
lack of documentation.  His artwork spans various media, including photography, video 
and installation and he frequently engages with material culture, particularly that which is 
seen as representative of Albania’s traditions.   
For instance, in “Suvenir i atDHEUT tim” [Souvenir of my homeland] (2012, 
video/installation) one of Dani’s most widely circulating projects, recently shown in 
Tirana, Stockholm and in Marrakesh, he slowly scrapes the top layer of small clay 
figurines that one can find in tourist kiosks, which represent Albanian men and women 
dressed in traditional costumes, and which tend to be purchased not only by tourists as 
mementos of their time in Albania, but also by Albanians who have immigrated abroad 
and Albanian citizens living in Albania, who see them as representative of ethnic or 
national identity.  Many of the symbols and motifs with which these souvenirs are 
painted are not necessarily directly based on folkloric motifs but are mostly kitschy, 
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recent formulations – and this disconnect seems to be at the root of Endri’s work.  His 
video records precisely the process of stripping these artifacts of their symbolism and the 
figurines are exposed in the dirt that constitutes their bare essence.  In the numerous 
occasions that Endri has exhibited this video, which records the scraping process, he has 
featured it alongside the bare figurines of different forms and sizes.  The fact that Dani’s 
artwork is a video, an art medium that has little commodity potential, whereas the 
souvenirs are commodities par excellance, seems to imply an inherent critique of the 
commodification of tradition and ethnicity and the transformations that happen in the 
process.    
 
Figure 4: Endri Dani. Still from “Souvenir of My homeLAND”. 2012 (video installation) 
 Another piece of Endri Dani, titled Palimsest 05 (video/installation) (2012), 
focuses on stripping down the color of another object that is considered an important part 
of Albanian ethnic tradition: a quilt.  Whereas the souvenirs are produced and sold en 
masse for relatively little money, these quilts, which consist of intricate geometric and 
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colorful patterns, tend to be produced by skilled artisans.  These quilts are present in most 
Albanian households and, in the past, they were an important part of a woman’s dowry 
and tend to be seen as a quintessential part of Albanian identity.  In his artwork, Dani 
records the process of submerging the quilt in a liquid that can cause a chemical process 
whereby the colors are almost entirely removed from the thread.  As the colors are seep 
out of the quilt, they darken the chemical liquid that caused the separation; the liquid that 
remains is then poured into glass jars where it undergoes a process of sedimentation.  The 
chemical process shatters the aura that surrounds the quilt as representative of Albanian 
culture and tradition, reducing it to its constitutive material elements.  
 Endri is truly tireless.  In addition to producing art work, which he strives to 
exhibit in all sorts of fairs and exhibits abroad, working full-time in a graphic design 
studio and doing freelance work also in graphic design, Endri had a central role in the 
operations of MIZA.  As our friendship deepened, we began asking each others for favor 
frequently.  Endri has introduced me to some of his younger artist friends and has 
facilitated conversation with them, whereas I have frequently helped with editing or 
translating texts they prepared for their exhibits at MIZA.  And it is when Endri asked me 
to edit the curatorial text for Hot Tabu -- a show that featured works on sexuality, which 
they argued is still a taboo subject for Albanian artists, primarily those of the younger 
generation65 -- that I encountered the work of Anila Shapalaku (b.1980).  I had not run 
into Shapalaku (or her work) before, primarily because while she was born and raised in 
Albania, she is now based in Italy, which is also where she has studied the arts.  Since 
Olson and Remijon, two of the other MIZA cofounders, have studied, lived and worked 
                                                 
65 I myself, disagreed, since I had found that many artists, who worked in socialism, did many nudes in the 
early postsocialist years.  
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in Italy, they have also made explicit efforts to exhibit the work of some other artists 
currently based in Italy, including Shapalaku.   
In Hot Tabu, they had exhibited one of Shapalaku’s large paintings that featured 
four people dressed in traditional Albanian costume, in a manner that recalls early 20th 
century black-and-white photography (see Figure 5).  All the bodies of these characters 
exhibited various markers symbolic of Albanian traditional costumes including jewelry, 
head dress, hair styles, and clothing; however the male figure is depicted entirely in the 
nude, apart from his fez, commonly seen as a symbol of traditional masculinity, 
particularly in Northern Albania.  On the other hand, the three other female characters 
were fully clothed.  When I looked at the rest of Shapalaku’s body of work, I noted that it 
encompasses similar paintings and drawings of partially nude yet traditionally dressed 
individuals.  In her statement that accompanied the work, Shapalaku stated that exposing 
the bodies and sexual of the traditionally-clad male character, was a way to expose 
misogyny, erotic desire as well as the gendered and uneven ways of erotic expression in a 
[Albanian] society that, hypocritically, claims to be traditional and conservative.  
Shapalaku’s work is one of many examples of current artworks by Albanian artists that 
appropriate historical themes as a way to make comments about the present, a trope that 





Figure 5: Poster for “Hot Tabu” featuring Shapalaku’s painting 
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 I have discussed at several points about some Albanian artists who have 
immigrated abroad, particularly to Italy, both immediately after the transition and after 
the bloody aftermath of the Ponzi Schemes in 1997.  In postsocialism many artists have 
been trained or are being trained in Italy -- some have permanently returned to Albania 
and others a live and work between Albania and Italy.  Another one of these artists is   
Adrian Paci (b. 1969), who moved to Italy to escape the unrest of 1997 – in fact the video 
with which he first gained attention abroad, entitled “Albanian Stories,” recounted the 
experiences of the riots and unrest of the period from the perspective of his daughter -- 
and is one of the few Albanian-born artists who have a growing, solid reputation beyond 
Albania’s borders, having shown his work all over Europe and the United States.  Paci’s 
work was featured in several of the exhibits I attended while in Tirana although he was 
not himself present.  As a result I have not had the opportunity to speak to him in person.  
Paci and his work, however, were constantly discussed with reverence by younger 
informants, including Endri and Olson, for whom Paci was a role-model and who aspired 
to have similar careers.  For these younger informants, trajectories such as Paci’s 
produced an expanded view of the possible.  On the other hand, his absence from Albania 
created what Endri once called “a void,” in his inability to work more closely with 
younger artists and share the course of his experiences and efforts.   
Paci’s body of work is rather multidisciplinary spanning film and video, 
photography, painting and sculptural installation.  But memory and particularly exile are 
consistent themes in his work, informed also by his personal experience of leaving 
Albania to go Italy.  Quite a bit of Paci’s work has incorporated distinctive and powerful 
elements of Albanian traditions, most memorably, at least for me, that of “Vajtojca” 
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(2002) a video of Paci’s fictive wake accompanied by Northern Albanian ritualized 
mourning.  In a more recent show at the Peter Blum Gallery in Chelsea, New York City 
(2007), Paci featured three large paintings, each depicting scenes from Albanian 
weddings.  Entitled Facades, these paintings were placed against free standing brick 
walls, supported by old wooden beams, recalling the unfinished and unruly constructions 
that overwhelm the landscapes of post-socialist Albania.  Paci’s work seems to imply that 
traditional events, which in Albania ted to be so perfectly executed, serve as façades of 
sorts, covering a dilapidated, crumbled, unfinished reality.  Albanian weddings are 
dynamic and lively events.  In Paci’s work, however, they are presented as fragmented 
and static, which both mirrors the selective nature of memory -- perhaps Paci’s own -- 
and gives the audience an opportunity to focus on particular symbols and ritualistic 
elements of a traditional wedding such as the veiled bride walking toward her husband; 
toasting; intimate chatting in sex-segregated rooms.   
And lastly, within the rubric of art that depicts elements of Albanian traditional 
life, I will discuss the work of Anri Sala (b. 1974) who now lives between Paris and 
Berlin.  Sala graduated from the Academy of Arts in Albania in the early 90s, where he 
studied with Edi Rama.  The two became good friends, a friendship that has endured the 
years and has even yielded various collaborations, most notably Sala’s video “Dammi I 
Colori” [Give me the Colors] (2003) which focused on the transformations that Tirana 
underwent when Rama was Mayor.  Sala has also supported Rama’s politics, frequently 
appearing alongside him in interviews, talks and exhibits. 
Sala left Albania in the mid-90s to study in France with the auspices of the Open 
Society Foundation, where he focused on video.  At this point, he is undoubtedly the 
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best-known Albanian-born artist, having most recently represented France in the 2013 
Venice Biennale.  Sala continues to work primarily with video, and has dealt with topics 
such as his Albanian heritage; Tirana’s transformations; the experience of leaving his 
native country; and the operations of communist propaganda.  One of his earlier videos 
entitled “Byrek” (2000) is a recording of Sala’s grandmother’s skilful arms making 
byrek, a pie-like savory dish that is a staple all over the Balkans.  His grandmother’s 
handwritten recipe, which she had sent to Sala after he had left Albania, is superimposed 
on the recording.  While the video documents a process that is undoubtedly cherished to 
most Albanians, it also captures the nostalgia and longing that many immigrants feel after 
leaving home, particularly for the more prosaic moments of life.66  
But what are the implications of artistic appropriations of aspects of Albania’s 
traditions and its cultural identity? Western Europeans are desired audiences for Albanian 
artists.  For the West, however, the Balkans have, past and present, been seen as a bridge 
between East and West, Europe and Asia, as well as stages of growth, invoking labels 
such as semi-developed, semi-colonial, semi-civilized, semi-oriental, an argument fleshed 
out by historian Maria Todorova in Imagining the Balkans (1996:16).  According to 
Todorova, the Balkans have been objectified since at least at the beginning of the 20th 
century, having been linked with ethnic essentialism, barbarism, tribalism or reversion to 
pre-civilization, a process that she calls Balkanism (Todorova 1997; Cole 2002). 67  
                                                 
66 The authors and artworks I have discussed above are not the only ones that incorporate traditional 
elements of Albanian culture; however, as is the case throughout my dissertation, I have focused on the 
work of the artists with whom I have established closer relationships as well those artists whose work is 
visible on a global platform, namely Anri Sala and Adrian Paci because, as artists who have already 
acquired an audience beyond Albania’s borders, they are particularly conscious of the demands and 
expectations of the transnational art world.   
 
67 Todorova posits her theory vis-à-vis Orientalism and elaborates a similar but also different phenomenon, 
which she calls Balkanism.  According to Todorova, a main difference between Orientalism and 
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Hence, spectacular portrayals of old-time traditions from the part of Albanian art 
producers themselves has the potential to reify Albania’s status as a pre-modern society 
for Western audiences, all the while, paradoxically, local discourse on the social 
relevance of art production is centered precisely on its purported ability to help Albania’s 
process of EU integration.   
Some of the pieces I have discussed -- which I have analyzed based on visual 
content, the curatorial texts that have accompanied them as well as information relayed to 
me during interviews by the authors themselves -- do bear the potential to reify Albania 
as a place that is stuck in the past, and Albanian people as being enslaved to timeless 
conflicts, a common trope about the Balkans especially perpetuated by travel or 
journalistic writing.  This appears to be the case with Artan Shabani’s “Homo 
Balkanicus” series, whose characters are presented as victims of tragedies that have left 
them confused and disfigured, albeit surrounded by the idyllic and beautiful landscapes 
of Albania.  These works present a self-balkanizing and self-exoticizing image of Albania 
and Albanians which Western audiences will find readily accessible and affirming of 
long-standing ideas about the Balkans (Todorova 1999).  Yet other works, such as Endi 
Dani’s engage with tradition as a means to raising questions that are of concern to people 
within but also beyond Albania: namely the commodification of ethnic or national 
identity and the way in which it can become alienated in the process.  In the case of Anri 
Sala, by zooming in on the process of making a traditional, pan-Balkan dish by an elderly 
                                                                                                                                                 
Balkanism, is that the Balkans are historically and geographically concrete whereas the Orient is intangible 
(1996:11).  Whereas, according to Said, in Orientalist discourse the West and the Orient are presented as 
incompatible entities, as anti-worlds, the Balkans are seen as a part of the European self. Ultimately, unlike 
Orientalism, which is a discourse about an imputed opposition, Balkanism is a discourse about an imputed 
ambiguity.  For Todorova, the “in-between” status and transitory character of the Balkans makes them not 
an “other,” but an incomplete, lowermost self 
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woman, his grandmother, Sala’s video relies on a local tradition as a doorway to 
potentially triggering emotional responses from anyone who might fondly remember their 
grandmother’s cooking or presence in the kitchen, whether they have tried byrek or not.  
In other words, artistic appropriations of local, traditional culture can both serve to reify 
prejudices about Albanians, but also to relate local subjectivities, to broader concerns.   
Albania, Europe’s Isolated “Other” 
Another locally-pertinent issue that has been of significant concern for Albanian 
artists in the past 20 years is Albania’s exclusion from Europe.  The problematics of 
working in the margins of Europe always came up with informants, who saw their 
creative identities as being inextricably linked to Albania’s strained relationship to 
Europe, the position of being simultaneously “inside” and “outside.”  Artistic expressions 
of Albania’s exclusion from Europe, whether imposed from the outside or the inside, as 
well as their effects on Albanians have been consistently brought forth by artists in their 
work.   
After 1991 art producers, as representative of Albania’s elite, were typically 
granted visas to European countries with less trouble than the general population.  
Nevertheless, many of them have used their work as a platform to articulate statements 
about Albania’s isolation from Europe.  One of the first instances I encountered was 
during the exploratory phases of my research in January 2006, when I went to visit the 
2005 Onufri exhibit at the National Art Gallery.  Lume Blloshmi’s (b. 1954) painting 
titled “Europa” depicted an old, wooden door with many cracks, closed with a large lock 
behind which supposedly lies Europe, presently out of reach.  There is no key in sight, a 
sign of hopelessness perhaps, referring to the great hopes that Albanian citizens had for 
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freedom of movement, and their inability to do so after socialism.  The other piece which 
Lume had exhibited depicted the same door, this time without a lock and slightly cracked 
open and a pair of slippers on its steps, a comment on the large number of Albanians that 
left the country without looking back. 
Perhaps because the pieces were powerfully simple, they made a great impression 
on me, and noted down Lume’s name, which I had not heard before.  I did not get to 
personally meet and speak with her until later that year, however, when she had a 
personal exhibit at NAG.  Lume was (and continues to be) a stylish and energetic woman, 
whose hair is always impeccably red.  She is also deaf-mute, something which made our 
communication more difficult but not impossible.  I found out that during socialism, she 
was prohibited from exhibiting her work for roughly a decade, between 1974 and 1985, 
since her father was imprisoned with a sentence of “agitation and propaganda.”  Lume 
went on producing artwork nevertheless, some of which is now part of the permanent 
exhibit at NAG.  She continues to be one of the most prolific artists in Albania, one who 
is highly regarded by artists from the younger and older generation for producing 
fearless, performative and critical work, breaching topics such as rampant consumerism, 
misogyny and sexuality.  She is one of the only artists – if not the only – who has 
explicitly ridiculed high political figures through her artistic work.    
Also in 2006, I encountered a number of powerful works that dealt with Albania’s 
isolation abroad, shown within the purview of the show titled, “Ky Ushqim Nuk Permban 
Mish Derri” (This Meal Does Not Contain Pork) (March 2003) organized at Galeria e 
Vogel68 (Small Gallery), a small, private gallery in Tirana.  This show had taken place a 
                                                 
68 Galeria e Vogel still exists however its operations have been nonexistent for some time.  During my 
dissertation fieldwork it did not organize any activities.   
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few years before I went to Albania, but it was one of the few that Genc Mulliqi (1966), 
the owner and curator at Galeria e Vogel – who had gotten his MFA in sculpture at the 
Wimbledon School of Fine Arts in London in 1999, and whose past professional 
experiences had included teaching at the academy in Tirana and serving as NAG’s 
director -- singled out in order to illustrate his work (and that of the gallery) during our 
interview.  As a productive artist, Mulliqi had the opportunity to travel extensively and 
with more ease to different European countries, in the process encountering scorn and 
discrimination.  The premise of “This Meal Does Not Contain Pork” was based on one of 
Mulliqi’s own experiences when traveling to Switzerland, one that mirrors that of 
countless other Albanians when crossing borders, including that of participating artists.  
In the show’s introductory notes, Mulliqi describes his encounter with one of the officers 
at the Swiss airport after presenting him his Albanian passport, writing,  
He grabbed my passport, and asked me to wait. Wasn’t I waiting already? 
He observed my passport very closely –every page of it.  He checked my 
Swiss visa with a UV light and scrutinized my face very carefully, 
probably to discern a hint of criminality in it.  For me it’s not a problem; I 
am used to it.  It happens always, everywhere.  I mean, at every state 
border.  That day in the Swiss airport I witnessed a brutal truth.  The 
differences between people are based on the types of passport they hold. 
[…] With the fall of Berlin Wall our hopes rose.  But for Albanians the 
wall has not yet fallen: it is no longer a concrete wall, but an impenetrable 
one nevertheless.  VISA, EMBASSY, PASSPORT – the most frequently 
heard words in our everyday conversations” 
 
The participating artists had contributed works in different media, including painting, 
sculpture, video and installation, all of which dealt with the issues of isolation and 
separation, and longing for freedom of movement.  Mulliqi described the show as an 
artistic testimony of the discomfort and humiliation experienced by Albanians for being 
singled out as “unwanted pork” in embassies or airports, in the doors that separated 
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Albania from Europe.  Going abroad, freedom of movement in Europe and escaping the 
isolation endured during socialism was a dream that turned into a disappointing reality.   
The difficulties with going to the West as well as the disappointments that 
followed for those who managed to go there, is an issue that has been also considered by 
Gentian Shkurti’s (b. 1977), an artist of the younger generation, in his aptly titled piece 
“Go West,” (2001) (see Figure 6) an interactive video game. Shkurti makes his living by 
making commercial videos, and the focus on false promises, desire and disappointment 
have been constant themes in his work, be it to expose the absurdity of the Ponzi 
Schemes of 1997 (in “Alice in Wonderland” video/1997) or to expose Edi Rama mayoral 
project of painting over Tirana’s facades as a fake veneer under which lies structural 
decay (“Color Blind” video/2004).  In “Go West,” which the audience can actually play, 
is a clandestine trip from the Albania’s coast toward that of Italy, a risky trip that 
countless Albanians have taken at night through the years.  The player who is in the 
position of the Albanian clandestine traveler floats on the open seas with a gomone, or 
small inflatable motorboat, and aims to escape Italian coastguards to make it to the other 
side.  There are two potential outcomes.  In one scenario, the gomone blows up from 
being shot at with machine guns by the guards, at which point the game ends.  In the 
other scenario, the Albanian migrant manages to get to the coast.  If the later option turns 
out to be the case, the dreams of the migrant are materialized: he encounters cheap 
entertainment in the form of naked women, pizza, and TVs which appear on the screen in 
quick, dizzying succession. 
These images however are of low quality, which creates the impression of 
dissonance between how life in Italy might have been imagined by the migrant, and how 
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it turns out to be in actuality, a life of hard work, discrimination and full of the hardships 
that accompany the work of being an illegal immigrant.  As such, Shkurti’s work is a 
commentary on the nature of migration, on the nature of the opening of borders and the 
disillusionment that the path to “West” has led to for many Albanians (and others).   
 
Figure 6: Gentian Shkurti. Go West. 2001. Video Animation 
Artistic representations of the themes of isolation and Albania’s status as 
Europe’s other, do not pertain only to the post-1991 period, but also to the isolation 
Albanians experienced during state socialism, a main symbol of which are the 700,000 
concrete bunkers Enver Hoxha built from 1967 continuing until 1986.  There is roughly 
one bunker per four Albanians.  These round, concrete structures, that are positioned 
halfway underground, were intended to be used by Albanian citizens as shelters or 
fighting posts in order to protect Albania from possible foreign invasions.  They were 
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never used to these ends but the concrete structures are still found everywhere: cities, 
beaches, mountains, even cemeteries.  They persist as ubiquitous parts of the Albanian 
landscape.  A select few have been appropriated as bar cafes, shops, restaurants or public 
bathrooms.   
In postsocialism the bunkers have come to personify Albania’s isolation as well as 
Enver Hoxha’s paranoia.  They are a favorite writing topic for travel writers and 
journalists and bunker-shaped ashtrays or pencil holders are popular souvenirs for 
tourists.  In early 2013, a bunker, two pillars from the notorious Spac Prison, where my 
informant Maks Velo was interned, and a segment of the Berlin Wall (a gift from the 
German Embassy in Albania) were placed in the former Block area as a “Memorial of the 
Communist Isolation.”  Bunkers have also been frequently taken up by artists as an object 
of artistic representation.   They sometimes come up in Beni’s oil and acrylic paintings, 
as semi-abstract but unmistakable shapes, paintings which internationals tend to buy.  
Bunkers were also the main subject of Violana Murataj’s (b. 1984) 2010 MFA thesis.  
Murataj was born and raised in Tirana, graduating from the Arts Academy in 2006.  Then 
she went on to get her MFA from the School of Visual Arts in NYC, where she focused 
in Fine Arts and Photography, and now lives between the US and Tirana, working 
primarily as a freelance video artist.  For her MFA thesis, titled “My Birthday 
Celebration,” she documented her 25th birthday celebrations inside a large bunker, aiming 
to subverting its well-known meaning as a symbol of fear and aggression, into one of 
hospitality.  In the process, she also relayed a history of the bunkers and how some have 
been appropriated.   
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Anila Rubiku (b.1970) has also dealt with bunkers in her work.  Rubiku gradated 
from the Academy of Arts in Albania in 1995, and then went on to get a graduate degree 
at the Academy of Brera, Italy, where several other Albanian artists have studied.  I have 
not had a chance to meet with Rubiku as she lives between Milan, Italy and Tirana; 
however, I have encountered her work frequently in web-based discussions or exhibit 
catalogues, particularly those of TICA, where she was one of the 2012 AIRLAB 
participants, and contributed a project which she did in collaboration with Albanian 
women who were in prison for murdering men after enduring long-term abuse.  Rubiku’s 
work is primarily in the media of drawing and installation, and spans numerous themes, 
history, memory and architecture being prominent ones.   
In this discussion I am preoccupied with one of her installations which she 
featured in the 2012 edition of the Kyiv Biennale, entitled “Bunker Mentality/Landscape 
Legacy,” (2012) featuring clusters of small bunker laid out in a hall.  In the center of the 
many bunkers was one that was made out of neon wire.  Similarly to some of her other 
installations, “Bunker Mentality” emphasized uniformity and repetition, also referring to 
a common Albanian expression “mentalitet i mbyllur” [closed or limited mentality] 
which Albanians tend to use to refer to the effects of the socialist regime on people’s 
worldviews.  Rubiku’s installation was complemented by a curatorial statement, which 
authored by David Elliot, recounted the history of bunkers and their intended use in 
Albania during the Hoxha regime.  It seemed as though the very existence of these 
structures was exotic enough of a phenomenon to make these pieces considered art at a 




Figure 7: Anila Rubiku. Bunker Mentality/Landscape Legacy. 2012 (installation) 
Bunkers are ubiquitous structures in Albania.  When taken up as a subject of 
artistic representation they tend to be of little interest locally, for general audiences and 
artists alike.  Albanian art producers I have talked to consider them as an easy means 
some contemporaries have used to gain attention abroad.  As one informant in his late 20s 
put it, “Bunker art is a way of showing off […] what makes us strange […] to entertain 
foreigners.  That is not art.  That’s prostitution.  And it is dangerous because even though 
people might take a moment to take a look at it, nobody will take you seriously as an 
artist.”   I understood this statement to mean that, while all topics can be the subject of 
artistic representation, those that merely highlight difference without advancing any 
critical statements will not be taken seriously as solid engagements in the transnational 
art world.      
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In this section I have discussed a series of works that consider Albania’s present 
and past state of isolation and marginal status in Europe.  Some of these works, as is the 
case with what some informants call “bunker art,” simply highlight Albania’s spectacular 
difference and strangeness on a global platform.  The other works, including “Europa,” 
“Go West,” and “This Meal Does Not Contain Pork,” produced before Albania’s visa 
regime was lifted, also highlight Albania’s differences, but they do so primarily by 
exposing injustice and articulating social and political issues that have concerned 
Albanians since 1991, including the disillusionment, discrimination and risks faced as 
they try to navigate post-Cold War Europe.   
Albania in Ruins 
In recent years, aspects of the aftermath of the transition from state socialism to a 
pluralistic political system and a market economy – immigration, corruption, urban 
transformation -- have been some of the main foci of artistic representation.  My first 
encounter with works of these nature happened soon after my arrival in Tirana, in 
January 2010, when I visited the 2009 installment of yearly Onufri competition at NAG 
that typically runs through January and February of the following year.  As is probably 
evident from my discussion, both in 2006 and in 2010, Onufri served as an introduction 
to some of the most prominent Albanian artists and their works.  
Enkelejd Zonja’s (b. 1979) entries in that year’s Onufri caught my eye 
immediately, even though I had not encountered it before.  His two large oil paintings 
were of the hyperrealist style, which has been relatively uncommon in Albania’s visual 
art after 1991, perhaps because of its associations with Socialist Realism.  Zonja’s pieces 
resembled theatrical scenes with characters scattered around in apparent dissociation 
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from each other.  For instance, in .Iss, (2010) (see Figure 8), a woman clad in a white 
bikini, stands at the center of the scene, flipping around a large red cloth, red being the 
color of the Albanian flag.  She appears young, sexy and confident and yet, what 
surrounds her leads us to think that her appearance is a façade.  She is smiling and she is 
bleeding.  Behind her other characters are scattered around in a non-descript street, where 
decaying buildings are juxtaposed with new ones, a street that could be anywhere in 
Tirana.  An older woman, dressed in black, looks into the horizon, longing for her family 
that has left Albania.  An elderly man with a cane is standing in front of a stair-case, 
perhaps debating whether he will be able to climb it.  A middle-aged man, dressed in a 
suit, presumably a corrupt politician, stands in front of his reflection in a mirror, which he 
refuses to see.  The other characters, too, represent different aspects of Albania’s post-
socialist transition: fear, abandonment, poverty, hypocrisy.  The symbolic layers of these 
paintings may be more expansive and complex; but the implied ideas are discernable 
even for someone who is tangentially familiar with Albania’s current political, social an 
economic reality.  The title, too, was ambiguous: .ISS could be either “Miss” or “Piss,” or 




Figure 8: Enkelejd Zonja. "ISS” 2010 (oil on canvas) 
His other work “Fairy Tale from 1997,” (see Figure 9) presented a situation 
composed in a similar way to .ISS Albania, with its many characters in apparent 
dissociation from one another.  In the center, a grandmother is telling a story about the 
riots and unrest of 1997.  The children listen to her intently.  On their left, unarmed, thus 
powerless, policemen are looking for something, perhaps in vain, referring to emptying 
of the weapon depots of the Albanian state and were in the hands of the citizens, not that 
of the police, who was rendered innocuous.  A sculpture of the angel of death stands over 
them.  Nude manikins adorn windowless stores, referring to the emptiness, fear and 
hopelessness that overwhelmed Albania at the time.  A heard of sheep, representing 
Albanian citizens, are led by a wolf, representing the corrupt Albanian government. The 
presiding pointing hand, reminds Albanian audiences that they, too, are responsible for 




Figure 9: Enkelejd Zonja. A fairytale from 1997. 2009 (oil on canvass) 
I contacted Zonja on Facebook soon after seeing these works.  At the time he was 
dedicating himself entirely to his painting.  He was one I was surprised to find out that he 
had been painting only for a few years.  Before entering the academy in 2005, where he 
was recognized as one of the most talented students of his year and then granted a year-
long scholarship to study at the Royal Institute of Art in Stockholm, Zonja was a 
professional soccer player and only practiced painting at the amateur level.  I was 
impressed by Zonja’s thoughtfulness – in our conversations, I always had the impression 
that he though about each and every aspect of his work in meticulous detail – as well as 
his work process, which resembled that of a historian or even that of an anthropologist.  
Around the time that we met, he had begun to collect materials from the socialist era, 
including books, photographs and magazines.  He was also having conversations with 
people from the older generation about the experiential dimension of socialism.  This 
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material has been the foundation for most of his recent work, which engages 
predominantly with state socialism, work which has been recognized locally and abroad 
and that I discuss in more detail in chapter 4.  Zonja’s work continues to be quite visible 
in Tirana’s galleries and abroad and as of 2014 he has been preparing for a solo show at 
the NAG.   
 Some of the artists whose work I have discussed this far, including Edi Rama, 
Anri Sala, Adrian Paci and Enkelejd Zonja, were supervised by Edi Hila (b. 1944) when 
they were students at the academy.  Hila continues to be a professor of painting at the 
academy, which is when I first met him, after asking to attend one of his sessions with 
second year art students at his atelier in 2006.  When I met him, his serious, frank and 
formal disposition, with students and with me, led me to approach him with caution and 
slight discomfort.  Edi Hila belongs to the generation of artists who have worked both 
during and after socialism.  His career during socialism, however, was disrupted for being 
accused of producing problematic work.  As a result, Hila had to go through several years 
period of re-education and forced physical labor at a poultry farm.  He stopped producing 
art until the early 1990s.   
 Hila’s work has been widely acclaimed in postsocialism and has been show in 
solo shows in European centers as well as the US.  His primary medium is painting, and 
the subjects of his work are rarely people.  Instead, his focus has frequently been the 
landscape of transitional Albania: unfinished or absurd constructions sites; surreal 
juxtapositions of objects; decaying buildings.  These structures are typically set at the 
center of the canvass and placed in front of phantasmagoric backgrounds whose 
components are difficult to discern.  And although the frequent subject of Hila’s work – 
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the abandoned, decaying or half-finished built landscape – is invariably material, the cool 
colors and the diffuse backgrounds place his painted realities somewhere between fantasy 
and documentation.  In Maison n.3 (see Figure 10), which was exhibited in Hila’s 2010 
exhibit “Transitional Landscapes” in France, we see an unfinished and abandoned 
apartment complex.  Structures like that one could be found anywhere in Albania, and the 
sparse backgrounds of Hila’s paintings only emphasize their ubiquity.  On the other hand, 
in Penthouse (see Figure 11), we see a structure that resembles the kulla, or stone high 
towers of Northern Albania, which are both dwelling spaces and fighting posts.  Whereas 
the title “Penthouse” suggests luxury, riches and modernization, the kulla-like appearance 
of the structure suggests isolation, backwardness and anxiety, a juxtaposition that many 
consider to be defining of Albania’s post-socialist reality. 
 





Figure 11: Edi Hila. Penthouse. 2013 (oil on canvas) 
 The unique and chaotic juxtapositions that make up the landscape of Albania in 
post-socialism have also been a frequent subject for Ardian Isufi’s (b.1973) work.  A 
Professor at the Arts Academy, he is a prolific art producer who has worked with a 
variety of media, including painting, installation, sculpture, performance and video and 
his work featured prominently as part of the two private art collections I visited.  Isufi 
frequently provides the curatorial vision of many student exhibits at FAB gallery.  
Thematically, his work is difficult to characterize as he has worked on many topics, 
ranging from sexuality and the body, to conspicuous consumption, to the state socialist 
past and its effects in the present, to the Albanian cityscape; however, in recent years he 
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has been increasingly honing in on the socialist past as well as the effect of postsocialist 
transformation.  For instance, in his 2010 solo show titled “Theater of Shadows,” which I 
attended, Isufi had presented large painting that depicted the unique juxtapositions in 
Albania’s cityscapes, which, as I have mentioned, tend to include, unfinished 
construction sites, omnipresent advertisements, punctuated by the materiality of the 
socialist past.   
 
Figure 12: Ardian Isufi. From Theater of Shadows. 2010 (oil on canvass) 
 
More recently, in 2012 Isufi presented his project “Unidentified Object UO” at 
Promenade Gallery, consisting of photographs and sketches of the chimney of a defunct, 
socialist-era glass factory in Kavaja -- an industrial town in mid-Albania – which has 
recently been appropriated by Kavaja Muslim residents into the minaret of a mosque.  
Not coincidentally, the title “Unidentified Object/ UO” references “Unidentified Flying 
Object/UFO” thus highlighting the strangeness of this object, which is striking for 
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Albanians and foreigners alike.  In his artist’s statement, Isufi also attempted to draw a 
connection between this local phenomenon and global events by referencing the debate 
about the controversial decision to build a mosque at Ground Zero in New York City, 
emphasizing also the purported peaceful coexistence of religions in Albania. 
 
Figure 13: Ardian Isufi. Unidentified Object. 2012 (photograph) 
 
 In the Introduction I discussed Edi Rama’s mayoral artistic-political work “Return 
to Identity” (beginning 2000) which entailed the demolition of illegally built buildings 
and painting over Tirana’s cityscape with pastel colors to depart from the drab colors of 
socialism.  These efforts, which according to Rama, were intended to give the citizens of 
Tirana a new visual reality, a fresh start, garnered the Mayor international fame and 
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renown.  At the local level however, this work was often criticized for prioritizing the 
cosmetic and aesthetic dimension of Tirana, as opposed the structural one such as 
building new roads, or better ones.  Soon after its beginnings, the painting of Tirana’s 
facades was incorporated in endeavors that are explicitly artistic, most notably the Tirana 
Biennale, as various artists, local and international, were commissioned to paint over 
various buildings, some of which are admittedly funky and unexpected.   
 
Fig. 14 An example of Tirana’s painted facades. 
Rama’s work has also been incorporated or reacted to in the work of several other 
artists, most of whom I have already discussed.  As early as 2003, just three years after 
Rama began the project, Anri Sala, Rama’s former student and his good friend, produced 
“Dammi i Colori” [Italian for, “Give me the Colors”], which featured a long stroll along 
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Tirana’s roads, mostly at night, and an interview with Rama, explaining the Mayor’s 
logic behind the endeavor.  This video was screened in major institutions of 
contemporary art such as the Tate Modern, London further promoting Rama’s work, 
which led to him being voted World Mayor in 2004.  
Gentian Shurti, on the other hand, took a more critical view of the situation.  His 
video “Color Blind” (2004) stages a conversation between a girl and a color blind person.  
The former tries to describe the painted facades to the man who had lost his ability to see 
color prior to Rama’s work and for whom everything looks the same.  This interaction 
ultimately questions the potential of this cosmetic intervention to produce real change for 
Tirana’s citizens.  Alban Hajdinaj, too, produced a shot video that engaged with Rama’s 
project, titled “Eye to Eye” (2004).  Alban’s work features a woman contemplating how 
this intervention ultimately does not do much to conceal the badly planned or ugly 
architecture of Tirana, sometimes even enhancing it, a commonly held view by many of 
Tirana’s citizens.69     
 In this section, I have discussed the work of a number of prolific artists who have 
grappled with Albania’s post-socialist landscape, characterized by unfinished or decaying 
buildings; strange appropriations of abandoned structures; jarring, unplanned 
juxtapositions; and pastel colors.  These elements of the landscape are the subject of 
much local lament and debate, as well as markers of Albania’s difference from the further 
emphasized by its artistic appropriations, which have the potential to circulate in 
transnational channels.   
                                                 
69 In 2010, Gentian, Alban, Sala and Rama represented Albania with these works in “Return to the Past,” at 
the Centre Pompidou, Paris an exhibit that featured the work of artists from Central and Eastern Europe 
since the end of WWII, also considering their influence on the flow of art history.  Rama himself presented 




The Allure of “the Real” and Its Implications 
The creative identity of the art producers whose work I have discussed thus far is 
shaped by the global-local dialectic in various ways.  While many of them have been 
formally educated in Albania and are based and work there, they are also subject to 
transnational encounters and trajectories, whether for schooling, residencies, exhibits, or 
symposia abroad.   As they employ the vernacular of contemporary art, the subjects of 
their work tend to be the experiences, histories, textures and energies of Albanian life.  
Numerous artists have relayed to me -- about their own work and that of others -- that 
they are conscious of the fact that Western galleries and audiences seek from them, as 
artists working in the margins of Europe, art that emphasizes cultural difference.  In 
response, their work has often presented a particular brand of the exotic that is framed 
visually and verbally as unusual, chaotic, decaying, or absurd.  Some of the authors 
whose work I have discussed have focused on topics that highlight Albania’s strangeness 
and that mirror and affirm long standing Western notions about the Balkans, generally, 
and Albania, specifically.  Yet other artists are engaging with “the real” of post-socialist 
life, the turmoil of the transition, in ways that create opportunities for audiences to 
engage more deeply with social, political or urban realities, treating these issues as more 
than a spectacle, the later offering only an imagistic surface of a given subject that 
prevents any depth of involvement.   
But what are the implications of art that emphasizes difference, while [art] being 
constantly enveloped in discourses of the important role that it can play in Albania’s 
integration in Europe?  Some of the examples I have discussed, emphasize difference in 
ways that deepen the distinction between “self” and “other,” ultimately presenting 
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Albania as “other” from the idealized and imagined European “self,” one that is stuck in 
the past, in limbo or in ruins, in need of developmental attention.  This is not a process 
that Albanian artists engage in passively: many of them engage with these themes so as to 
produce debate about said issues, to expose injustices, but also to gain recognition and 
marketability locally and particularly abroad.  In the section that follows, I contextualize 
this discussion into broader theories about the commodity potential of art and the 
commodification of culture and identity in modernity.  
Art as Commodity  
 The image of the artist as a “creative genius,” whose work is a product of pure 
inspiration, removed from the impact of the alienating forces of the market, is a myth that 
emerged out of specific social, historical and economic circumstances.  Specifically, it 
was a product of nineteenth century Europe, which was marked by the decline of art 
patronage by the aristocracy and the rise of industrial capitalism, resulting in the 
emergence of an art system governed predominantly by critics and dealers (Zolberg 
1990).  As artists lost direct contact with private patrons, they became increasingly 
dependent on the relatively impersonal forces of the market, which posed challenges to 
their subsistence (Svasek 2006).   
In turn, the image of the poor artist who tries relentlessly to make ends meet and 
whose talent is discovered only after their death, came to be encapsulated in the idealized 
notion of the “true artist” as a suffering but persistent creator (Wolff 1991).  Such an 
image, however, clearly denies the fact that most artists employ conscious strategies to 
ensure their success, and my argument in this chapter has centered on showing how 
Albanian art producers do capitalize on emphasizing local difference to ensure 
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recognition and marketability abroad.  As I have stated, not many of my informants make 
a living only from marketing their work.  However, the vast majority did make attempts 
to market their work, some more successfully than others; nobody resisted 
commodification, even though they were reluctant to talk about the process and the 
strategies they engaged in to make more money.     
Nothing is inherently a commodity i.e. be exchanged for goods, services or 
money, but most things have commodity potential and via various processes things may 
gain or lose the qualities needed to become a commodity (Appadurai 1986).  In Western 
modern and postmodern conceptions of art, conceptions that inform the actions of my 
informants, artworks certainly have commodity potential, a potential that can vary 
depending on different factors, such as the medium used.  For instance, painting, 
sculpture and photography have high commodity potential whereas installations or video 
have less so, if at all; these are, in fact, media that many art producers use as a means of 
critical commentary on commodification in the art world.   
On the other hand, art works are not considered simply as commodities neither by 
the producer nor the consumer.  Artworks are intended and expected to enchant, surprise, 
please, and provoke their audiences (Gell 1998); the “double existence” of art as both an 
economic and aesthetic product was the subject of Stuart Plattner’s study of the St. Louis 
art world (1996).  According to Plattner, art is sold like a commodity, but it is “produced 
like a religious calling, as an object of intense personal expression,” a position that his 
informants used various strategies to negotiate, such as developing long term, friendly 
relationships with their dealers (1996:23).    
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The Albanian art producers I worked with definitely saw their work as resultant 
from a calling, an inspiration as well as a platform for personal and social impact and 
change.  In our discussions of what motivated their work, its commodity potential was 
rarely, if ever, noted as being of primary importance.  Most artists noted that they always 
felt a profound sense of loss when they sold a piece, as though part of them was gone, 
which indicates that they saw their work as an extension of significant personal 
experiences or even themselves.  They did, however, welcome demands from collectors 
and commissioners, a process that was nevertheless met with ambivalence, due also to 
reluctance to deal directly with their work as a commodity.  Many of my informants 
lamented the lack of art dealing or marketing professionals in Albania.  Along with the 
absence of critics, this was noted as one of the most significant voids in the Albanian art 
world.  The process of making direct negotiations with those who were interested in 
buying their work deflated the work’s aura since the negotiations focused primarily on its 
commodity potential.70     
As I have argued in this chapter, my informants were aware that in the 
transnational art world, representations of cultural difference might make a work more 
noticeable and marketable, particularly if it also speaks to issues that Western audiences 
are already interested in. While I cannot speak about this with certainty since 
consumption of art was not a direct aspect of my research, I do know that the work of 
artists such as Shabani and Zonja is, indeed in high demand and marketed for significant 
sums.  Many theorists have argued that once culture, identity or ethnicity, become part of 
                                                 
70 From my pool of informants, there was one exception to this rule.  One informant in his mid-30s has 
profiled himself as a painter who is a craftsman but not an artist, somebody whose work responds entirely 
to demand. This was an isolated occurrence, however; most art producers talked about their work as 
emerging from a creative impulse, a desire to explore something further, in short, a process that was not a 
result of any calculated marketing strategies. 
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the impersonal forces of the market, they are necessarily voided of their meaning and 
significance (see. Adorno).  On the other hand, as John and Jean Comaroff, have argued 
the commodification of culture and identity need not always lead to self-parody and 
devaluation but can also, among other things, “(re)charge collective self-awareness” as 
well as “forge new patterns of sociality” (Comaroff and Comaroff 2009). 
For the Comaroffs, the commodification of culture is more than a manifestiation 
of the “march of the market”, where cultural difference – otherness – is merchandized to 
and by alienated actors.  The identity economy is an open ended dialectic where people 
and objects produce, reproduce and refashion each other.  While outside entrepreneurs do 
exploit marginal peoples and among insiders, the division of labor and distribution of 
profit often follows preexisting lines of inequality, the story need not always be one of 
exploitation or alienation (Comaroff and Comaroff 2009:24).  The commodification of 
culture also allows the opening up of unprecedented opportunities for creating value of 
various kinds, since the broadcasting of one’s identity not only evokes an enriched web 
of emotions, desires, passions and interests but it has also helped people enhance their 
political presence and the material circumstances.   
The Comaroffs are not talking about art production per se, but their analysis could 
certainly extend to an analysis of art production.  As I have illustrated in this chapter, 
Albanian art producers are participating in the objectification and commodification of 
local difference that emphasizes aspects of Albania’s tradition, socialism and the 
postsocialist real, which in a climate of multiculturalism, trade and globalization has 
become highly marketable.  Some of these artists are merely offering a spectacular brand 
of difference, further reifying long-standing prejudices about Albanians and profiteering 
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from its high prestige and commodity potential among some audiences.  Others, however, 
are simultaneously responding to external demands for artistic representations of 
difference and actively incorporating salient cultural critiques that are intended to 
provoke, stimulate and engender debate among its audiences as well as create webs of 
relatedness between local actors and those beyond.  As such, they are creating works that 
explore and express the subjectivities, identities, experiences and spaces rooted in the 





“THE RED KISS OF THE PAST THAT DOES NOT PASS” 
During a short visit to Albania in summer 2012, as I was traveling to Berat, a city 
in the southern part of the country, I discerned the world “NEVER,” painted in massive 
capital letters on the face of the mountain range on my left. It was a scorching summer 
day and initially I thought my eyes were playing tricks on me. But as the car moved to a 
different position, allowing me to get a better view, I was assured this was no optical 
illusion. The word NEVER, did indeed cross Mount Shpirag, recalling how significant 
dates, names or messages were written on prominent parts of Albania’s landscape during 
state socialism (1945-1991). Once ubiquitous, many state-sponsored landscape paintings, 
engravings and mosaics were destroyed in the immediate years of the postsocialist 
transition by Albanian citizens or the new government to erase them from the visual field 
and, in John Borneman’s words, to enact a “killing of the father,” in this case that of 
Enver Hoxha, the First Secretary of Albania’s Party of Labor between 1944 and 1985 
(2004). Other landscape paintings have simply worn off from environmental factors, but 
continue to be visible, especially to the eye that expects them. Had I seen ENVER on the 
face of the mountain, I would have not been surprised. NEVER, on the other hand, made 
for a puzzling and bizarre encounter. 
After leaving Berat and returning to Tirana, Albania’s capital city, cursory 
internet research revealed that NEVER had recently been painted across Mount Shpirag 
as part of a documentary film project by Armando Lulaj, an Albanian art producer in his 
early 30s who lives and works between Albania and Italy. But Shpirag’s history as 
canvass for landscape painting, it turned out, extended well into the past. Enver’s name 
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had once been painted across the mountain face, originally in 1968, remaining there until 
1994 when the right-wing government that succeeded the socialist regime used dynamite 
to efface it. Then, in 1997, Enver’s name was back up, reportedly commissioned by 
people sympathetic to his rule. In 2012, some of those who had painted the letters in 1968 
and 1997 were commissioned yet again, this time by an artist, transforming ENVER into 
its anagram: NEVER.   
The documentary film that resulted from this process, which Armando Lulaj titled 
Never (2012), is one among a growing body of work by Albanian artists born during the 
late socialist period who have been turning to socialist-era symbols and aesthetics in 
playful and ironic ways. The aim of this chapter is to explore their motivations as well as 
the critical potential of their work which often challenges mainstream discourses on the 
socialist experience and its legacy. Enagaing with Svetlana Boym’s notion of “reflective 
nostalgia,” (2001; 2007) I argue that the work of these artists mobilizes a productive form 
of [post]memory work which allows them and their audiences to remember and reflect on 
the socialist period in nuanced ways, while also grappling with the present predicaments 
of life in Albania.71 Ultimately, I wish to shed light on the political implication of these 
art works within a broader and ever-changing landscape of socialist commemoration in 
Albania. While numerous Albanian artists have dealt with socialism in isolated 
occurrences, my analysis hinges on the work of those artists for whom socialism is a 
                                                 
71 Ironic, playful and critical engagements with socialism after the fall of the Berlin Wall are not isolated to 
the work of Albanian visual artists, but have occurred elsewhere in late- and postsocialist societies. See for 
instance, Alexei Yurchak’s (2008) analysis of the work of some Russian artists and cultural producers – too 
young to remember the socialist experience - who approach Soviet themes and aesthetics playfully and with 
a certain kind of longing. According to Yurchak, these artists draw on the aesthetic core of the Socialist 
Realist aura – its idealism, sincerity and futurism -- seeking to separate them from the political agendas of 
the regime that manipulated them and reincorporate them in the present context of Russian life. The edited 
volume, Postmodernism and the Postsocialist Condition: Politicized Art under Socialism (2003) discusses 




significant focus and with whom I have developed close relationships: Enkelejd Zonja, 
Ledia Kostandini, Armando Lulaj and Ardian Isufi.72 
Postmemory and Reflective Nostalgia 
In 2006, when I first began ethnographic research on Albania’s art world, I 
encountered no playful reminiscences of socialism like those found in the cafes, bars and 
art spaces of Prague, Ljubljana, Sofia and Moscow, which had begun to emerge as early 
as the first decade of the postsocialist transformation (see for example, Boym 2001:51; 
Nadkarni and Shevchenko 2004). Instead, I found that the scarce landscape of socialist 
remembrance and commemoration in Albania, which I discuss in more detail below, 
focused on the oppressive dimension of the regime. Paradoxically, the socialist past was a 
chief topic of discussion among people of different generations, often used as a 
comparative frame of reference for discussing the disillusionments of the present. People 
I spoke to, especially those who had lived a substantial part of their lives during socialism 
did often express longing for select aspects of life during the period -- economic security, 
full employment, universal healthcare and education –  however, these longings did not 
take any public or commemorative manifestations.73  
Artists, too, spoke frequently of their experiences during socialism, about how 
things were “then,” often comparatively to how they are “now”: some better, others 
worse. Such discourses and concerns, however, did not make their way into artistic 
representation. On the contrary, especially during the early years of the transition, 
                                                 
72 Armando Lulaj is the only artist with whom I have yet to meet in person since he was not in Albania 
during the time I conducted fieldwork.  
 
73 This has also been the case in other postsocialist societies where positive attitudes toward socialism are 
scorned in public discourse and the media. As a result, these attitudes are subject to self-censorship and do 
not necessarily take on formal or commemorative expression. Maria Todorova discusses this phenomenon 
in the introduction of the edited volume Post-communist Nostalgia (2010). 
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informants from the generation of artists whose careers developed during state socialism, 
sought to make a clean departure with the aesthetic ideologies of the period, efforts which 
culminated in different acts: employing styles that were associated with Western modern 
art such as impressionism and abstractionism; selling their socialist-era artwork, often 
very cheaply; and even attempting to remove their signatures from artworks they had 
produced during socialism that were part of the archive of the National Art Gallery in 
Tirana. 
When I returned to Tirana in 2010, I found that a number of artists – who were 
emerging as central protagonists in Albania’s art world and who were all born during the 
late socialist period -- had been turning their attention precisely to the socialist past. It 
would be difficult to account conclusively for why this phenomenon began to occur at 
that time and the extent to which these artists (or other factors) might have influenced 
each other; however, I find Marianne Hirsch’s concept of postmemory useful in 
analyzing why socialism and its impact on Albanian society might have gained salience 
in the work of precisely this generation of artists (2008). Hirsch, who focuses on the 
remembrance of the Holocaust, uses the term postmemory to describe the relationship of 
the second generation to powerful experiences that preceded their births but that were 
nevertheless transmitted to them so deeply as to seem to constitute memories in their own 
right (2008:103). For her the postmemorial work of those who never lived through the 
powerful events they are recounting -- in the form of novels, artworks, films, novels, 
performances or memoirs -- strives to reactivate and re-embody distant memorial 




The artists whose work is the subject of this chapter were all born in the early 
1980s or the late 1970s and spent only a small part of their lives during the socialist 
regime. During our conversations and interviews they often described their own 
memories of the period as “hazy,” “very fragmented” or “without compass.” To cite 
Hirsch, their artworks constitute processes of “imaginative investment” and “creation” in 
an effort to “remember” a past that they did not experience directly but that but that was 
nevertheless transmitted to them in powerful ways, in their homes or in wider discourses 
within Albanian society, indeed, a past the vestiges of which continue to surround their 
daily existence.  
The artworks in question exhibit what Svetlana Boym has called the “reflective” 
properties of nostalgia (2001:41; 2007). To illuminate how nostalgia “manipulates and 
seduces,” Boym distinguishes between two types: “reflective” and “restorative” nostalgia 
(2001; 2007). Whereas restorative nostalgia attempts to reconstruct what has been lost 
and is at the core of national and religious revivals, reflective nostalgia “thrives on 
longing,” exploring ways of inhabiting many places at once and imagining different time 
zones (Boym 2007:13). For Boym, restorative nostalgia is about truth and tradition, 
whereas reflective nostalgia is ironic and ambivalent, calling absolute truth into doubt 
(2001). Inconclusive and humorous, reflective nostalgia cherishes fragmented memory, 
concerned as it is both with historical and individual time (Boym 2007). Numerous 
scholars have traced the micropractices, meganarratives and political implications of 
“reflective” nostalgia in postsocialism, especially following the disillusionment people 
experienced following the introduction of a market economy (Berdahl 1999; Bach 2001). 
Most would agree, however, that people living in postsocialist societies do not desire the 
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former regime’s restoration, and that their longings are tied to the past but to the needs 
and politics of the present. To return to Boym, reflective fantasies of the past are 
influenced by present needs, which can impact future realities.74   
This notion – that nostalgia is closely tied to the politics of the present and the 
future – is a core analytical anchor of this paper. The nostalgia that permeates the post-
memorial nature of some of my informants’ practice (Stewart 1988) I do not interpret as 
“an end reaction to longing, but as an attempt to provoke a secondary reaction” (Scalan in 
Todorova 2010). As I have noted, they are much too young to have direct memories of 
life during socialism and, for several of them, art production is the avenue to anchor and 
expand their own memories -- the fragmented nature of which they cherish -- onto books, 
photographs and material culture. Importantly, some of them look back not only to know 
more about the past, but because they wish to emphasize the legacies of socialism in the 
present, or “the red kiss of the past that does not pass,” as one informant put it, a 
formulation I have gratefully borrowed for this chapter’s title. Thus, looking back 
reflectively has productive political implications in and for the contemporary insofar it 
[the past] is being contrasted with and used to criticize the present.  
The Politics of Reflective Art in Albania 
As I have discussed, attributes of reflective nostalgia include an ambivalent but 
also critical engagement with the past, one that vacillates between personal and collective 
memory, between historical and individual time (Boym 2007). The work of Enkelejd 
Zonja embodies precisely these qualities. Zonja, who was born in 1979 and graduated 
from the Arts Academy in Tirana in 2007, made me aware of his burgeoning interest in 
                                                 
74 See for example: Bach 2002; Barme 1999; Berdahl 1999a; Berdahl 1999b; Boyer ; Boym 2001; Creed 
1999, 2010; Esbendshade 1995; Fritzche 2002; Ivy 1995; Lee 2000; Nadkarni 2004; Pine 2002; Roefel 
1999; Todorova 2010; and Yurchak 2008. 
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Albania’s socialist past during our first encounter in his studio, coincidentally located 
across Enver Hoxha’s former villa. I had been asking questions about his future plans, 
when he brought a thick book of photographs of Hoxha, he had just purchased from a 
street vendor – the street is where socialist era literature is sold nowadays. The book had 
been published in the late 80s for an anniversary of the former leader’s death. Leafing 
through it, Zonja explained this was just one out of the many books, newspapers, 
magazines and photographs from the period he had been gathering, in addition to 
interviewing older members of his family about life during the period. “I’m dying to see 
Enver in my studio,” he said while perusing the book, “I don’t know how or when, but 
it’s building up.”    
In less than one year after our first encounter, Zonja finished Ne Venat e Tua [In 
Your Veins] (see Figure 15), a large oil painting where Hoxha appears as Christ. This 
painting is the first one by an Albanian artist post-1991 which depicts the figure of Hoxha 
in such realistic terms. It references a painting by the Italian Baroque painter 
Michelangelo da Caravaggio, titled The Incredulity of Thomas (1601-1602), where 
Thomas, needing physical proof of Christ’s resurrection, is depicted inserting his finger 
into Christ’s chest wound. Replacing Christ with Hoxha, Zonja stated, was a way to draw 
a parallel between religion and state socialism, messiahs and dictators, adding that they 
could both employ charisma, propaganda and even violence to control subjects.  
Zonja is everywhere in this painting, which emphasizes the personal relevance of 
his foray into the socialist past. Hoxha’s body is modeled after Zonja’s, whereas the man 
inserting his finger into Hoxha’s wound is modeled after the artist’s father, representing 
the generation of Albanians who lived most of their lives during socialism. The younger 
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generation is implicated, too. Despite appearing disinterested and sporting a Western 
aesthetic – earrings, jeans, a Mohawk, Coca Cola in hand – the younger man, also 
modeled after Zonja, is by Hoxha’s side.75 “The past has a hold of people, they are a 
product of it,” said Zonja in response to my question on why Hoxha seemed both frail 
and strong enough to be firmly gripping the hand of one of the characters. “We can 
pretend there has been a total rupture, but that’s not the case. That is why I gave Enver 
that look, that cunning smile […] as though he’s saying: ‘I’m still here, in your veins’.”. 
In this piece, or the ones that follow, Zonja is not concerned with recovering any 
historical truths that are thought to be absolute, nor is he interested in making precise or 
judgmental statements about the past. Instead, his art-making process emphasizes 
research and posing questions, which lead him and his audiences to meditate on 
Albania’s history as well as its influence on the lives of people (including his own) today 
(Boym 2007). 
                                                 
75 The fourth character standing at the far right is modeled after a homeless man who hung out around 
Zonja’s studio. His presence in the piece was homage to Caravaggio, who was known to include beggars in 




Figure 15: Enkelejd Zonja. Ne Venat e Tua [In Your Veins]. 2010 (oil on canvas) 
In late 2010, Zonja got a full-time day job at a graphic design studio the 
demanding schedule of which left him with little time for the contemplative and drawn 
out process of oil painting, which until then had been his primary medium. It was during 
this period that he produced a series of 70 pencil drawings titled, Teshtima e se Kuqes 
[The Sneeze of Red] (2010), where the figure of the young pioneer -- the symbol of 
socialist youth, hope, idealism and futurity – is central. All 70 pieces were drawn in quick 
succession, a process Zonja described as trance-like, meditative. Zonja’s pioneer is 
always a boy who is suffering and who is helpless. He is an amputee (see Figure 16). He 
gets raped by a goat. He commits suicide by hanging in the presence of a wasp with a red 
stinger (see Figure 17). He aimlessly and endlessly pulls heavy objects he wants to 
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salvage. Admittedly, when I first looked at these drawings, I was puzzled. Zonja and I 
were born just a couple of years apart and we both went through the rite of passage of 
becoming pioneers. I remember this being a time filled with excitement as well as a sense 
of inclusion, community and belonging. And that is perhaps why the pioneer, at least for 
me, remains as the most sincere, pure but also naïve, of all state socialist symbols.  That 
is also perhaps why my immediate reaction when looking at these works was, “How 
could you do this to the pioneer?” a question which I did half-jokingly pose to Zonja. 
“That was socialism,” he said in response, “The drawings look like they were drawn by a 
child, they are naïve and playful, and yet the situations in which the pioneer finds himself 
are nightmarish. But that was socialism, contradictory, paradoxical. It had ideals, but it 
also had a nightmarish dimension. It caused suffering for many. The ideals, they might 
have been pure. But they failed.”  
While the subject matter of these paintings is horrendous, they are nevertheless a 
product of Zonja’s own longing to gaze back into the past and engage in process of 
reflection. In drawing out the paradoxes of the socialist past – its pure ideals and painful 
practices – Zonja offers nuanced understanding of the period seldom iterated in official, 
government sanctioned discourse on the period which, as I detail below, focused 




Fig.16: E. Zonja. Sneeze of Red. 2011 (pencil on paper) 
 
Figure 17: Enkelejd Zonja. Sneeze of Red. 2011 (pencil on paper) 
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Several drawings from Zonja’s The Sneeze of Red series were first exhibited as 
part of Rewind/Play/Forward, a group exhibit at Zeta Gallery, one of the very few private 
galleries in Tirana. This exhibit was the product of a seasonal residency program 
organized by Tirana Institute of Contemporary Art [TICA] in spring 2010, where the 
three participating artists were encouraged to engage with the [socialist] past (Rewind), 
its impact in the present (Play), and the future (Forward). While Zonja’s delicate, barely-
there drawings of the pioneer demanded close-up inspection, the works of Ledia 
Kostandini, another participating artist, were large-scale and lighthearted, presenting 
playful juxtapositions of characters from Albanian socialist-era films, with those from 
Western films like Willi Wonka and the Chocolate Factory (1971). The characters from 
socialist era films were painted in black and white, whereas the western ones in color, 
reflecting their original modes of representation while creating the impression of different 
temporal and spatial realities.76   
Ledia Kostandini was born in 1983 and was educated at the Artistic High School 
Jordan Misja and then the Academy of Arts, from where she graduated in 2006 with a 
degree in applied arts. Kostandini’s artwork tends to employ a colorful pop aesthetic to 
draw attention to issues she cares about, including sexism, consumerism, carelessness 
toward the environment, and the socialist past. During our interview, I found out that her 
“turn” to socialism was motivated by similar reasons to those of Zonja: a deep curiosity 
and longing to understand it better, a process that had also led her to represent it in terms 
                                                 
76 The third artist was Austrian art producer, Marlene Hausegger who had presented products of interviews 
she had conducted with citizens of Tirana following the liberalization of the visa regime in 2010, asking 
them where they wished to go now that visas were no longer necessary.  For the exhibit, she had rendered 
these answers and the portraits of the interviewees into unstructured drawings.   
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more complex than those offered by the demonizing rhetoric of the right-wing 
government at the time.  
The works presented at Rewind/Play/Forward were only a few instances of the 
large body of work Kostandini has produced reflecting on the socialist past. In 2011 she 
produced Çlirim [Liberation] (2010) (see Figure 18) and Drejt Evropes [Toward Europe] 
(2010) (see Figure 19), two pieces that were based on photographs of major events found 
in pre-1991 magazines which she had rendered into paintings, thoroughly transforming 
them by layering details from present social and political events. In Albania, 2010 was a 
year of political euphoria. The lifting of the visa regime which Albanian citizens had 
been subject to since the end of socialism was a landmark moment, one that was 
celebrated as a major accomplishment of the ruling, right-wing government led by Sali 
Berisha for having brought Albania “closer” to Europe. The streets of Tirana, particularly 
the center, were covered with symbols that celebrated a newly granted right to Albanian 
citizens, that of traveling abroad without the arduous, expensive and often humiliating 
process of getting visas. Central structures such as the National Museum and the Theater 
of Opera and Ballet, were draped with the EU flag, whereas Tirana’s streets were 
punctuated with blue signposts of the names of European cities, claiming that for the first 
time in almost six decades, they were now within everyone’s reach. 
These events played out prominently in Kostandini’s works.  In Çlirim, (Figure 3) 
a socialist-era photograph of a major parade was infused with symbols that citizens of 
Tirana were encountering forcefully in the streets. Pioneers perform in front of the EU 
flag which is situated between the number 2010 (the year of the visa regime was lifted) 
and the world Çlirim [Liberation], both of which recall socialist era banners in state-
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sponsored parades. The juxtaposition of red and blue, respectively symbolizing socialism 
and the EU, function to create a parallel between the socialist past and the so-called 
democratic present, as well as their common denominators: popular euphoria and the 
concealment of real-life problems, like poverty and corruption. On the other hand, 
Toward Europe depicts a smiling male figure that resembles Enver Hoxha, standing 
below a red star, a symbol of communism while displaying the victory sign, the staple 
gesture of then-Prime Minister Sali Berisha. Euphoric, anonymous figures are cheering 
on both sides of the train, surrounded by the blue arrow signs bearing the names of 
European cities found throughout Tirana. 
   




Figure 19: Ledia Kostandini. 2010. Drejt Evropes [Toward Europe]. Oil on Canvass. 
Layering different places, times and ideologies is a staple of Kostandini’s work, 
more generally, a process that is at the crux of her work’s reflective nature. As Boym has 
posited, reflective nostalgia does not follow a single plot but explores ways of inhabiting 
many places at once and imagining different time zones, something that allows people to 
tell a story, to narrate a relationship between the past the present and the future. The 
spatial, temporal and ideological layers in Kostandini’s paintings suggest that today’s 
government-sponsored euphoria is not all that different from that of socialist era 
demonstrations or parades, with their exaggerated displays of pride, optimism and 
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achievement. This sense of euphoria, constitutive of celebrations intended to glorify the 
government, was and is, a strategy, according to Kostandini, to deflect attention from 
pervasive poverty, isolation, fear, censorship. “Despite appearances the message of these 
paintings is melancholy,” she emphasized in our interview, “I have painted the arrows 
that shoot toward Athens, Prague, Berlin. People are smiling, they are energetic […] they 
are closer to Europe. But this idea [of being closer to Europe] is an illusion, since we 
continue to be surrounded by the same reality, the same problems.” 
By layering and juxtaposing ideological symbols from the socialist era with 
contemporary ones, Ledia draws parallels between how both political systems have used 
rituals and symbols to provoke popular euphoria to the end of emphasizing their 
supposed success and camouflaging their failures. But Kostandini’s playful and ironic 
juxtapositions of the socialist past and the present are not only critical. But her foray into 
the past is also motivated by what she described a nostalgic longing for the experiences 
of her youth -- which she spent during socialism – and the material and visual culture to 
which some of it is attached. Another project, of which she spoke to me but has yet to 
execute, would entail photographing monuments, landscapes and buildings of the 
socialist period, many of which have been destroyed or left to decay, with the ultimate 
aim of turning them into postcards. This desire to preserve them she articulated as being 
necessary for her generation as well as future ones to know Albania’s past. In her words, 
“There were good things about our life then, just like there are good things about our life 
now. But even the not-so-good-things about the past are part of our history, we shouldn’t 
destroy them. History that belongs to me and to you, and to future generations, and 
nobody has the right to destroy it. We need to think about the reasons why we should not 
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repeat the past. But we can’t do that if we don’t know what happened, if the past is not 
there.” In this statement, Kostandini is conscious of both her nostalgia and its reflective 
nature, also revealing that longing and critical thinking are not opposed to one another. 
The selective deployment of the socialist past to criticize the present, which lies at 
the core of Kostandini’s aims, is also a significant facet of the work of Armando Lulaj. 
Even before accidentally running into Lulaj’s Never, I had encountered one of his works 
in Feedback 1989, an exhibit organized by Tirana Art Lab, with the occasion of the 20th 
anniversary of the fall of the Berlin Wall. His video, titled Jeton ne Kujtese [Living in 
Memory], (see Figure 20) documents the incineration of a large star, instigated by the 
author, in one of the hills that surround Tirana. According to Lulaj, the use of fire was 
intended to purify the star – a main symbol of communism –of its history of “suppression 
and persecution,” with the residual ashes representing the memory of the terrors of 
socialism that still linger in the present realities of Albanians people and the power 





Figure 20. Armado Lulaj. Living in Memory. 2004 (video still) 
Lulaj was born in Tirana in 1980 and graduated from the Artistic High School 
Jordan Misja in 1998, following which he studied the arts in Florence and Bologna, Italy, 
which is where he continues to partially reside. Like Zonja and Kostandini, Lulaj’s recent 
artistic practice is research-oriented, thematically grappling with the socialist past and the 
predicaments of the postsocialist transition. For Never (see Figure 21), Lulaj did not 
simply switch the first two letters of Enver (see Figures 21 and 22). By speaking to those 
who had taken part in either painting or destroying the former leader’s name, he also shed 
light into the little-known biography of this landscape painting on Mount Shpirag, the 
history of which, marked by erasure, revival and transformation, speaks to the 
ambivalence with which many Albanians view socialism. By digging into the past, by 
bringing back a feature of the landscape transformed, Lulaj is propelling the audience to 
consider the mechanisms through which state socialist rule tried to reach and captivate 
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the masses as well as how this past has been contested by citizens or governments. In his 
formal statement on Never, Lulaj expressed that a message of this work is that Albania’s 
“authoritarian past must never be allowed to recur,” even though the state of 
governmental affairs often seem dangerously close to a dictatorship. Never is thus an 
intervention into the landscape and the visual field that is as much about the past as it is 
about the about the problematic potentials of the present and the future.  
 




Figure 22: Armando Lulaj. Never. 2011 (video still) 
While the form and message of the artworks of Enkelejd Zonja, Ledia Kostandini 
and Armando Lulaj differ, all three artists belong to the same generation and their artistic 
concerns with this past are, to some extent, efforts to expand or anchor their fragmented 
memories into historical documents or oral histories, only to then reconstruct them into 
critical messages about the present. In this respect, Adrian Isufi, the artist I will discuss 
next, is positioned differently. Isufi was born in 1973 and studied at the Academy of Arts 
during the early years of the socialist transition, graduating from the Department of 
Graphic Arts, where he is currently a professor. His work has been thematically versatile; 
however, in recent years, he has been assertively turning to the socialist past, which he 
has often approached from a personal and experiential standpoint.  
In December 2010, Isufi curated the exhibit titled Fjala [Word] which featured 
the work of Arts Academy professors, including his own, all of whom explored the lack 
of freedom of expression during socialism in Albania. Isufi piece was the triptych Zeri i 
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Popullit [The Voice of the People] (2010) (see Figure 23), a series of drawings on three 
copies of the same article of a 1987 edition of the only daily newspaper during socialism, 
Zeri i Popullit. Youth is the focus of the article, where Isufi had selectively outlined 
different quotations, which he described as the “pathetic” way in which people 
communicated during socialism. On another one of the copies, he had drawn images of 
young boys doing morning gymnastics which, for Isufi, exemplified how, “during 
communism we looked like remote controlled robots.” On the third, Isufi had drawn the 
silhouettes of marching children dressed like soldiers, pointing to the contradiction 
between the fragile beings and the authoritative clothes, also a statement on the nature of 
state socialism itself: a fragile system that presented itself as strong and solid. The three 
pieces were intended to emphasize the repetitive, uniform aspects of life and expression 
during socialism as well as the repression of human rights and freedoms. They were 
presided by a sculpture titled Hibrid [Hybrid] - a corn-cob constructed entirely of 
prosthetic teeth (see Figure 24), standing for the constant surveillance and threat of the 





Figure 23: Ardian Isufi. Untitled. 2010 (mixed media) 
 
Figure 24: Ardian Isufi. Hybrid. 2010 (porcelain)   
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In Zeri i Popullit and Hybrid, Isufi’s concern was the socialist past and its 
repressive dimension, particularly on expression. However, some of his other works, 
expose and highlight the chaotic and paradoxical juxtapositions of Albania’s present 
landscape as expressions of the chaotic juxtaposition of ideologies and beliefs in post-
socialism. For instance, in Isufi’s solo show, Teatri i Hijeve [Theater of Shadows], I 
attended in April 2010, large oil paintings presented socialist era landscapes, symbols and 
photographs juxtaposed with contemporary Albanian realities, such as unfinished 
buildings, churches, mosques or stores (see Figure 25). These images, which present 
different time zones and many places at once, highlight the complexity of history as well 
as its fragmentary nature in a context like Albania that has undergone radical change.  





 Some of the issues with which Zonja, Kostandini, Lulaj and Isufi are grappling 
are not isolated to artistic discourse and practice but exist within a wider context of 
popular and official discourses and practices on remembering state socialism and the fate 
of its materiality, a discussion I turn to next, arguing that these artists consider their work 
as a form of memory politics which complicates and challenges selective (official) 
formulations of the socialist past most often intended to support the status quo of those in 
power. 
After 1989, the citizens and the new governments of former socialist countries 
made systematic efforts to purge the material culture, symbols and products associated 
with socialism to signal their departure from the discredited system.77 In Albania 
practices of erasure included, among others, the destruction of monuments of former 
leaders and heroes; the removal of street names of people or events considered important 
by the regime, sometimes without replacement; and the erasure of ideologically loaded 
features of the landscape, such as Enver’s name on Mount Shpirag. City-scapes were also 
treated as canvasses of renewal and transformation. In an internationally acclaimed 
project, Edi Rama, an artist by training and Tirana’s Mayor from 2000 to 2011, painted 
over the capital city’s gray facades -- iconic of political repression during socialism – 
with pastel colors (Kramer 2005). Overall, Albania’s culture of commemoration has 
emphasized the terrors of the state socialist regime, such as its attack on religion, clergy, 
                                                 
77 For anthropological discussions on such practices of erasure see: Berdahl 1999a; Berdahl 1999b; 




intellectuals and artists, most notably at the, Pavilion of Genocide, inaugurated at the 
National History Museum in 1996.78  
These approaches to socialist era symbols and materialities has often been 
presented as a crucial means to liberating Albanians from the trauma of the socialist past, 
an argument that has been elaborated by different political figures at different points in 
time. One debate has concerned the large mosaic titled Shqiperia Marshon [Albania Goes 
Forward] (1981) on the façade of the centrally located National History Museum in 
Tirana. The mosaic, inaugurated in 1981 along with the museum, depicts important 
figures from various periods of Albanian history, including socialism. The central figure 
is a woman dressed in traditional clothes, holding the Albanian flag in her hand. The gold 
star that initially rested atop the two-headed eagle of the flag was ceremoniously removed 
from the mosaic by the artists who had originally built it. The star’s removal was 
followed by debate on the destruction of the entire mosaic. According to prominent 
political figures it is a piece that carries with it 50 years of terror and is thus an 
impediment to Albania’s democratization, an argument that has gone in and out of 
hibernation, despite then-PM Berisha’s decision to fund the reconstruction of the piece in 
2011.   
One of the most heated debates on the future of socialist materiality, which 
unfolded during my time in the field, has concerned the so-called Piramida [The 
Pyramid], a pyramid-shaped structure built in 1986 with the occasion of Hoxha’s 80th 
birthday, then two years deceased. Initially intended as Hoxha’s mausoleum, in 
                                                 
78 In late 2011, the National Art Gallery in Tirana and Polis University, a private university in Tirana, 
announced plans for a sister project to the Pavilion of Communist Genocide, with the tentative Dantesque 
name: the Park of Totalitarianism or Hell – Purgatory – Paradise in the premises of a now defunct military 
complex on the Dajti mountain, overlooking Tirana. These plans have yet to be executed. 
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postsocialism sections of the structure have gone through various stages of repurposing 
and resignification. Mumja [Mummy], one of the first nightclubs in Tirana, used to be 
located on the premises as were offices of private Television channels. The Pyramid also 
housed an International Cultural Center, defunct by the time I began fieldwork. By 2011, 
however, the Pyramid had been closed off to the general public whilst a state-of-the-art 
performance hall was being constructed on the premises. Then suddenly, PM Sali Berisha 
announced that the Pyramid would be demolished on January 21, 2012 to be replaced by 
a new House of Parliament. The date was not coincidental as twenty years prior, on that 
same date, Albanian students demonstrated in the streets of Tirana calling for the end of 
socialism. In his initial declarations, then-PM Berisha stated that the Pyramid’s 
destruction would be yet another “blow” to the horrific past, a statement he later 
withdrew, citing exuberant reconstruction costs as the main reason.   
Since 1991, the external premises of the Pyramid and the park that surrounds it, 
located alongside Tirana’s main boulevard, has been a popular tourist destination and a 
prime hang-out place for Tirana’s citizens of all ages. As a result, the sudden decision to 
demolish the structure was met with immense popular dissent, culminating in peaceful 
protests. Prominent public figures, including artists, articulated various reasons for its 
preservation, such as the importance of its architectural peculiarity to Albania’s 
architectural heritage.79 Still others argued that the Pyramid’s status as a prime tourist 
attraction had the potential to bring in revenue to Albania. Most, however, emphasized 
                                                 
79 Along with the Palace of Congress, the Pyramid is one of two large structures that were built during the 
late socialist period i.e. after Hoxha’s death in 1985. Both structures are unusually ornate and were 
expensive to construct, considering Albania’s dire economic state in the 80s. Architect Enver Faja has 
argued that as the socialist system was collapsing, leaders aimed to compensate its weakness architecturally 




the civic and personal meanings the structure had for the citizens of the capital, for whom 
it was no longer Hoxha’s museum but was invested with personal and social meanings.80 
This is precisely the context in which Zonja, Kostandini, Lulaj and Isufi have 
been working. In many ways, their work is convergent with these official discourses and 
practices on the legacy of socialism today. By emphasizing suffering, terror, torture, lack 
of freedom of speech and surveillance, these artists are highlighting the ominous aspects 
of socialism in Albania. Unlike some of their Moscow contemporaries, for instance, 
Albanian artists do not seek to rescue and redeem the ideals of the socialist project and 
reincorporate its ethical aspirations into the present (see Yurchak 2008:273). Lulaj wishes 
to burn the communist star in order to exorcise its past, which he considers painful: its 
ashes nevertheless remain. Lulaj’s “NEVER” is a warning sign that authoritarianism must 
not return. Zonja’s pioneer is always suffering; between rape, successful suicide attempts, 
and amputation, he is doomed. Kostandini juxtaposes socialist symbols with 
contemporary ones to show how propaganda then and now capitalizes on euphoria to 
conceal the daily problems that plague(d) Albanian citizens. And Ardian Isufi is 
concerned with highlighting the surveillance, threat and repetitiveness that, according to 
him, were constitutive of life during socialism.  
But the work of these artists is also different from state-sanctioned discourses on 
the period. Firstly, their work is motivated by myriad longings, not for the return of 
socialism, that much is certain, but a longing to know the past better; to reflect on and 
incorporate themselves in it; to complicate it; importantly, to provoke their audiences into 
further reflection, sometimes in playful or ironic ways. And for the most part, these artists 
are not invoking the socialist past benignly. Whereas state-sanctioned discourses and 
                                                 
80 The Pyramid was due to be demolished on January 21, 2012 but the plan has yet to be executed. 
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practices on socialism and its material culture focus on erasure as a way to “ease” 
Albanian people’s road to democratization, these artists are stating the opposite: that 
Albanians must work through undigested aspects of past, a process that can enable a 
more critical approach toward the social and political issues they face today. The 
productive political potential that their work offers lies precisely in these nuances and 
critiques.  
Between Artistic Agency, Donor Expectations and the Market 
 In this dissertation, I note how today’s visual art in Albania is produced at the 
intersection of different processes of local and global dimension.  These include the 
influence of international institutions and foundations and the pressures of the global art 
market, which Albanian art producers want to infiltrate. In chapter 2, I have discussed 
how international institutions tend to be major funders of the main art organizations that 
are in operation in Albania: TICA, Art Kontakt and Tirana Art Lab, which also serve as 
“bridge” institutions between the local and global art scenes.  Also in chapter 2, I have 
discussed how these organizations have tended to produce socially conscious art or art 
that can have relevance.  One important theme has been that of memory, particularly that 
concerning the socialist past, a theme that has been explored within the rubric of projects 
organized by TICA and Tirana Art Lab.  For instance, Lulaj’s “Never/Enver” was 
produced during a residency with TICA entitled, “Reenactment as Artistic Strategy” 
which sought to look at past events in light of the current situation.81 His “Living in 
                                                 
81 From the TICA website, “The strategy of re-enactment is an artistic approach that one encounters often 
in contemporary art. The idea of re-enactment one can say permeates to a certain extent the artistic 
operation all along the history of art, but a shift in perspective occurs in contemporary art: events are re-
enacted not for the mere sake of commemorance, but for the relevance of the past event for the current 
situation. Furthermore, we can encounter re-enactments of not only historical events, but also of art works 
and actions done by other artists in the past, or even artists re-enacting their own work or actions. Thus one 
can say that through reaching back to historical events that have left a trace, or to historical circumstances 
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Memory” was presented during “Feedback 1989” “Rewind/Play/Forward,” featuring the 
work of Zonaj and Kostandini I discussed earlier, was also organized by TICA as was 
“General Gramophone.” In my conversation with Tina Finnas, one of the directors of 
TICA, the need of Albanian artists to engage with their past was presented as necessarily 
related to the need to deal with the trauma of the past, with the trauma of socialism. In 
other words, an engagement with the socialist past is part of wider efforts of Western 
influence to help Albania and Albanians “get over” socialism. 
 It is also important to note that, as AlexeiYurchak has also pointed out, art that 
engages with the socialist past is a hot commodity in the global art market (2008). 
Whereas he argues that the work of certain Moscow artists is not motivated by its 
commodity potential and even predated its market success, Albanian artists have engaged 
with these topics and aesthetics after becoming cognizant of its market success, and the 
market success of cultural difference in the transnational art world, more generally, as 
Enkelejd Zonja also pointed it out in our interview. This is certainly not to say that they 
are motivated only by its marketability. While the incorporation of socialist themes and 
aesthetics might also involve a process of commodification of local differenceartists are 
clearly incorporating salient social critiques intended to provoke debate but also, in some 
instances, to provide narratives of socialism and its aftermath that are more nuanced than 




                                                                                                                                                 
that inspired creation of certain art works, artistic re-enactment is a way to question our present times 




“THEY DON’T EVEN KNOW HOW TO COPY” 
THE DISCOURSE ON ORIGINALITY  
 E Pershtatshme [Appropriate] is a bookstore and coffeehouse slightly removed 
from the hectic sections of Blloku, well-known for its selection of academic books, loose 
teas and its no alcohol and no smoking policy. Due to its proximity to Qyteti i Studentit 
[The Student City], it is frequented largely by university students; it is also the place I 
spent a great deal of my time in Tirana. Sometimes, I went there with friends to attend 
film screenings and other art-related events, which happened on a weekly basis.  In the 
late afternoons, when the weather was warm and the space quiet, I often set up interviews 
with informants; as a result, the sound of the espresso-maker is a constant backdrop to my 
recorded interviews. On a number of occasions I asked artists to join me for tea and to 
chat about issues related to my research. And because E Pershtatshme was so close to 
where I lived, I often went there to escape the extreme summer or winter temperatures of 
my apartment.  
When I began working with Art Kontakt on the Shkolla Krijuese [Creative 
School] project at the end of 2010, the organization had just lost its office. E 
Pershtatshme became a convenient place to plan the trajectory of the project, prepare 
presentations or brainstorm about fund-raising possibilities so as to extend the project 
beyond the six months that funds allowed. One late afternoon, as we were finessing a 
presentation to be delivered to high school students in Elbasan, a city in mid-Albania, one 
of the staff members received a call from a friend who insisted she check out a new 
website which also featured her boyfriend’s artwork, then an art student living between 
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Albania and Italy. We all became curious and gathered around the laptop computer to see 
what it was all about. The website, otherwise plain, featured the artwork of several 
Albanian artists alongside that of well-known, Western ones. The images, which were 
positioned parallel to each other in order to make the supposed similarities between the 
works come out more saliently, were headed by the inflammatory designation, “COPY,” 
written in red, capital letters.   
The authorship of the website was unclear and has not been revealed to date, 
despite much speculation as to who it might be. What was clear, however, was that 
whoever its author, he or she had at least a basic knowledge of the work of both 
renowned and emerging Albanian-born artists. Additionally, he or she seemed to be 
knowledgeable of the work of Western artists of different eras and of global renown. That 
day, consensus amongst my friends and colleagues -- who were completely distracted 
from the task at hand and just as intrigued as I was about the emergence of the website -- 
was that the website had been created by an “insider,” that is, a member of the art 
community in Albania or maybe even an Albanian living in the diaspora who was either 
an artist or, at the very least, interested in the arts.82 The claim of the site’s author was 
also clear: the Albanian artists in question had copied their work from Western art 
producers of different eras, that is, they were presenting publics with unacknowledged 
reproductions of other peoples’ work. The logical extension of these claims was that the 
former were incapable of exercising individual creativity and producing original artwork 
i.e. artwork which contains a quality of newness whose author is autonomously 
responsible for producing.   
                                                 
82 Nobody considered the possibility that the website might have been authored by a Westerner.  This is 
perhaps an expression of Albanian artists’ own sense of marginality on a global level.  
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The Copy website is only one among the scores of discursive instances I 
encountered which challenged the originality of the work of Albanian visual artists and 
this chapter analyzes the “social work” that the concept of originality is deployed to do in 
the context of post-socialist Albania. More specifically, I discuss how various members 
of the art world aim to discipline each other’s work, particularly by noting its lack of 
originality in relationship to that of well-known Western artists as well as their own.  I 
call these efforts the discourse on originality, emphasizing the social and organizational 
role it is intended to play within the Albanian art world and the kinds of subjects and 
worlds it is mobilized to construct (Foucault 1969). I argue that the discourse on 
originality -- most often expressed anonymously and informally -- has emerged due to 
various factors which have become salient after Albania’s transition from socialism to a 
market economy. These factors include the loss of a system of authority following the 
liberalization of art production from state support and oversight and the difficulties with 
developing a stable, modern art system after 1990 which includes the figure of the art 
critic.  In addition, I argue that the discourse on originality is stimulated by the desire of 
artists and other members of the art world to alter the course of practices that appear to be 
in continuity with a disagreeable aspect of art production during state socialism, namely 
an inability to exercise individual creativity and ongoing dependence on an external if 
authoritative source of influence for their work.  Ultimately, I argue that these efforts 
represent a longing for sincerity within the Albanian art world as well as for 
contemporaneity with what is happening beyond Albania’s borders, a longing that is 
precipitated by Albanian artists’ uncertain and marginal status in the transnational art 
world and their desire to transcend it. 
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The Changing Importance of Originality in Art 
Discussions on art and originality are certainly not limited to Albania.  Debates on 
what it means for artwork to be original, the conditions for its possibility and whether 
artistic originality is even possible, have produced much debate within the Western art 
world.  In my conversation with artist form the older generation, I found that being 
innovative and original work was also important to Albanian art producers working 
during socialism, this despite the state-enforced limitations they faced with expressing 
themselves.  Today, Albanian artists and other constituents of the art world are informed 
by these precepts and experiences, and in trying to analyze why they deploy the discourse 
on originality with such high frequency, a cursory consideration of the importance of this 
concept in the modern and postmodern eras of art production is important.   
The importance of the role of the individual producer whose personal agency and 
genius is directly responsible for their production is one of the basic ideas built into 
Western art history and theory (Alpers 1977:7).  The uniqueness of the individual work is 
another underlying assumption, with original imagery being produced through personal 
creativity, inspiration, and the special artistic vision of the artist (Alpers 1977:7).  The 
precept of artistic originality was particularly important during the Modernist period of 
Western art (circa mid-19th century – mid-20th century), when, broadly speaking, true art 
was thought to emerge from artists’ constant play with rules and their breaking away 
from the canonized ideas of the past.  This fostered the production of a great number of 
artistic movements, including Impressionism, Fauvism, Cubism, Futurism, Abstract 
Expressionism, et cetera (Arnason 1998). 
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Concerns with the originality and authenticity of the work of art were only 
heightened with the advent of mass and mechanical reproduction, as has been discussed 
by Walter Benjamin in his essay, “Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” (1935) 
where he traces the changes that art was undergoing in the modern age.  For Benjamin 
even the most perfect reproduction of a work of art would be lacking in one element: 
authenticity, that is, its unique, singular existence at the time and place where it happens 
to be.  A reproduced work of art is inauthentic because it has lost one fundamental 
element, its aura, which, according to Benjamin, is a kind of force that emanates from its 
originality.       
Originality and individual creativity were important precepts for artists working 
during socialism in Albania as well.  As was the case in other socialist states at different 
periods, but particularly in Albania, artistic production was highly regulated by the state 
and artists were surveilled by authorities, each other, friends or even family members.  
However, unlike in other former state socialist countries in Eastern Europe, an unofficial 
art scene never emerged in Albania (Groys 2003; Erjavec 2003).  Those artists who were 
seen as defiant of state-established expectations on the arts, intentionally or not, were 
criticized, reprimanded and even punished, particularly after the 4th Plenum of the Central 
Committee, in 1974, the landmark meeting that harshly criticized the surge of shfaqe te 
huaja [foreign shows] or Western influences in the work of a number of Albanian artists, 
some of whom were later sent off to prison or work camps.  Informants have emphasized 
that after 1974 the meetings of The League of Writers and Artists became highly 
disciplinary and formulaic.  And yet, art produced during state socialism was not uniform 
and artists strove to cultivate original and individuating creative trajectories in their work.  
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While the socialist state expected art producers to employ particular thematic and 
stylistic guidelines to the end of glorifying Albania’s heroic past, portraying the 
achievements of socialism, and projecting communist futures, my informants have 
repeatedly stated that this did not preclude them from expressing their agency as 
individual art producers, at times even circumventing authoritative expectations without 
any detrimental effects.  For instance, Qamil Prizreni, one of my informants from the 
older generation who is now in his 70s and who lives and works in Tirana, characterized 
his oeuvre during the period as expressly non-ideological -- that is, he did not develop 
themes that exalted the achievements of socialism, responding to suggestions from above 
-- while still being well-respected, as is evident by the fact that he assisted in a great 
number of the meetings of The League of Writers and Artists.  He opted instead to paint 
nature- or folk-related themes, also considered favorable during socialism, as they 
worked to foster national pride and distinguish Albania as an independent nation with 
ancient roots.  Qamil never sought to subvert Party-set expectations on art production; 
however, he also did not feel directly implicated in its ideological apparatus. “I did what I 
wanted to do,” he said during our interview, “and I was left alone.  I still work with those 
[themes], I still do what I want and I’m well,” suggesting that his practice has endured the 
transition well, since [certain] foreign audiences tend to buy artwork depicting elements 
of Albania’s tradition and folklore (see chapter 2).   
Even artists who worked predominantly with themes that were considered of 
ideological nature did not see themselves as passive vehicles of state propaganda.  Zef 
Shoshi told me (and illustrated through artworks and photographs) that in addition to 
working with themes such as industrialization; collective work at the factory; and even 
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Enver Hoxha’s portrait he did not feel that he lacked the freedom to venture into subjects 
that were of personal import.  For instance, the landscapes from the Zadrima region in 
northern Albania, which had fascinated him since adolescence, are a recurrent theme in 
his work.  For him, these idyllic landscapes were neither an escape from nor a negation of 
the principles of Socialist Realism but rather an expression of his own individual creative 
drives.   
Artists from the older generations have also stated they strove to produce original 
work.  For instance, one informant emphasized that while there were many boundaries 
that artists could not breach “during that time,” working within these boundaries did not 
entail a total lack of originality at the level of theme or style.  In his words:  
I couldn’t paint or exhibit a reclining nude [at the National Gallery], even if I had 
wanted to.  That could have gotten anybody in trouble, though some took the risks 
and did it, sometimes openly, sometimes behind closed doors, sure.  [The 
sculptor] Janaq Paco had done a cycle of small nude sculptures [of the female 
form].  They were similar and different, they completed each other.  Three of 
them were of natural dimensions.  Anyway, in the early 1970s, Kujtim Buza, the 
secretary of the League ‘suggested’ to him to destroy these works because they 
foster social degeneration.  He became very scared and destroyed them; this 
destroyed him, too, they were some of his most beautiful, achieved works.  He 
became very melancholy.  So, no, artists then couldn’t do what they wanted.  But 
we still did art, we were original and creative.  The way I mixed my colors, the 
nuances that I created, how I played with light and shadows in my landscapes, in 
my cliffs or waves, those were mine.  That was my way of being creative… 
original […] my choices of colors […] how I mixed the colors; where I placed the 
light.   
 
The sentiment behind these words was echoed by other informants who were 
trained and worked during socialism, and for whom the notion of originality was a 
necessary element of the value of their artwork and their status as artists.  However, as 
the informant I quoted above also reminds us, originality and a degree of artistic 
autonomy were endeavored and considered acceptable only if they were expressed within 
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the parameters expected by the Party-state at a given time, since the authentic art of the 
masses during state socialism was theoretically seen as incompatible with uninhibited 
individual creativity.   
Beginning in the very late 1980s, Albanian art producers have made efforts to 
gain recognition beyond Albania’s borders and produce contemporary art, which, 
beginning in the 1970s, has been dominated by the skepticism as to whether artistic 
originality is even possible (Crowther 1991).  During modernism the creation of original 
forms was a main trend, in postmodernism artists borrow and juxtapose already existing 
forms and ideas.  Whereas transcending preceding rules and a break with the past were 
the mantras of Modernism, reference and appropriation are important elements of 
contemporary art production.  As a result, reference, odd conjunctures, pastiches, and 
other playful and ironic values are what tend to govern contemporary, postmodern 
production and taste (Plattner 1996).  Developing original forms is no longer the driving 
aim of art production, but there is certainly a continuing importance placed on innovative 
and individuating artwork. 
As art producers who aim to or have already become active and relevant within 
the transnational art world, Albanian artists and other members of the art community are 
concerned with employing trends associated with contemporary art.  Many refer to and 
appropriate the work of Western artists, not passively and un-reflectively, but with 
strategic aims.  Indeed, such unexpected or smart juxtapositions and references are often 
seen as constitutive of their work’s novelty and impact.  For instance, in the performance 
“Death of the Artist,” (2011) which I discuss in greater depth in this chapter, Ardian Isufi 
referenced a 2009 piece of two North European artists, whose concern with the “death” 
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of the collector in the Western European art world, was appropriated and made relevant 
to the context of Albania, where, according to Isufi, the artist is stifled by societal, 
institutional and economic factors.  Enkelejd Zonja went even further back in time.  In his 
painting “In Your Veins,” (2011)  he refers to the work of Caravaggio, “The Disbelief of 
St Thomas” (1601), presenting Enver Hoxha as Jesus Christ, drawing parallels between 
how communist and religious ideology can work on the masses. Moreover, Albanian 
artists have come to refer to, appropriate and debate the local, often juxtaposing 
paradoxical elements in their work (for examples see chapter 3).  Such references and 
juxtapositions aim to offer critical analyses of contemporary or past issues, which artists 
present via a variety of media, characteristic of contemporary art, more generally (Belting 
2009; Stallabrass 2004:70).  Beyond employing the trends of contemporary art in their 
work, one of the biggest collective concerns amongst many constituents of the art world 
in Albania, continues to be whether or not they are kopjace, that is, capable of creating 
original work that is not a mere reproduction of what Western artists might have done.      
“They Don’t Even Know How to Copy” 
I will briefly return to the Copy website.  The Art Kontakt staff member who was 
initially informed of its existence was inflamed partially because she thought her 
boyfriend, whose work had been featured there, had been subject to a wrongful 
accusation. “How do they even know he copied this?” she said in an attempt to defend 
the integrity of his work, then exclaiming, “And they don’t even have the balls to put 
their name behind it?  What’s the point of ‘exposing’ something if you are not making 
yourself available to talk about it?”  Her frustration aside, I thought the questions she 
posed were pointed.  First, she highlighted the tensions between the processes of copy 
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and reference in artistic production, the former being the unacknowledged, un-reflective 
version of the latter.  Looking at the site, I could certainly see the similarities between the 
images, which, according to the site’s author, were supposed to speak for themselves.  All 
that the website contained were the images and the artists’ names, lacking any other 
material, such as artists’ statements on the works.  The lack of context and information 
inevitably left one wondering whether the Albanian artists under consideration might 
have been consciously referencing the works of the authors they were purportedly 
copying.  Or perhaps the resemblances were pure coincidence; that was also a feasible 
possibility which the author of the site had not considered.  And, like my friend whose 
anger was not showing signs of subsiding, we all wondered why the author had chosen to 
remain anonymous.  Some considered that whoever authored the site might have been 
friends with those he or she was criticizing and did not want to face the consequences of 
what was being interpreted as a grave offense.  Others guessed that it was done out of 
spite, to publically shame select Albanian art producers.  One jokingly considered the 
possibility that I might have done it, a doubt I put immediately to rest by reminding 
everybody how incompetent I am with web design. 
The purported offenders listed on this website ranged from globally renowned 
artists, such as Albanian-born Anri Sala, who, in 2013 represented France in the Berlin 
Biennale and whose work is part of the collections of hegemonic European art 
institutions, to up-and-coming artists, including the person who had phoned to alert us of 
the site’s existence, then an art student.  Anri Sala’s No Bargain, No Cry(2002)  – a color 
photograph of a white horse suspended on an aluminum rooftop post - had been posted 
alongside Mauricio Cattalan’s horse sculpture installation, Errotin Le Vrai Lapin (1994) 
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– which features a dark horse supsended on air from a high celing.  A photograph by 
Olson Lamaj, an Albanian-born artist, which featured his own reflection on his 
girlfriend’s eye was taken right out of his Facebook photo album and then compared to 
Escher’s much reproduced Skull in Eye (1946) drawing of the reflection of a skull in the 
pupil of an eye.  In a later conversation with Lamaj, I found out that this photograph was 
not even art by intention i.e. not an artifact created to represent and be regarded as art by 
galleries and museums or be bought and sold in the art market (Errington 1998).  To the 
author of the Copy website, however, the very fact that this was produced by someone 
who had formal art training in the arts and identified as an artist, necessarily gave the 
piece the aura of art.   
The list continued.  Endri Dani’s color photograph of abstract forms and colors 
captured through a misty camera lens had been placed next to an untitled and undated 
Gwenael Bollinger photograph, also colorful and misty.  When I talked to Dani about the 
website, I found out that, just like Lamaj’s, his photograph was not art by intention but a 
random photograph he had taken, posted on Facebook and forgotten about.  Then there 
was Adrian Isufi’s sculpture of a sizeable, red tongue leaping from a toilet bowl, which I 
vividly remembered as being the centerpiece of one of the very first art shows I had 
attended during exploratory research, titled “Red Art Lights,” (2006) dedicated to 
breaking sexual taboos in Albanian society.  On the website, the image of Isufi’s 
sculpture installation had been positioned alongside Marcel Duchamp’s, The Fountain 
(1917), the toilet which the latter signed and famously put in a Parisian museum to 
emphasize the role of context in art production.  I admitted to my friends that I had had 
similar thoughts when I first saw Isufi’s piece, then four years ago: it invoked Duchamp.  
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“But wouldn’t any urinal incorporated into art invoke Duchamp, considering how famous 
The Fountain is?” said a friend, in questioning agreement.   
The website disappeared just like it had appeared, suddenly.  But unlike the 
reasons for its appearance, those for its effacement are enigmatic.  I wrongly assumed its 
permanence and did not record the titles of the images and their authors in my fieldnotes, 
some of which, particularly the lesser-known authors, quickly escaped my memory.  I 
was, however, able to reconstruct its contents later as they were etched in the memories 
of my informants.  In my knowledge, the website was up for a couple of weeks, which 
was nevertheless long enough to engender much discussion and to be shared quite a bit 
on social media83.  Reactions to its main claim – that Albanian artists today are kopjace 
and do not produce original work - ranged from anger and frustration, to agreement and, 
less frequently, indifference.  Many people, including a few who did not even agree with 
the parallels that the author of the site had drawn, expressed enthusiasm that some kind of 
criticism was finally happening.  According to their view, the claims the website was 
making might not have been entirely valid, but the act of pointing out artists’ purportedly 
failed and insincere efforts, albeit anonymously, was seen as commendable and as a step 
in the right direction toward producing debate and a more critical atmosphere amongst 
constituents of the art world. 
I was surprised neither by the appearance of the website nor by the commotion 
that it caused, although its presentation was atypically flagrant.  I had frequently heard 
similar claims from artist friends, many of whom remarked that Albanian artists were 
kopjace and copied their work from their Western counterparts.  Such claims were 
                                                 
83 In fact, someone referred to this website as recently as 2014 during a discussion on Facebook about just 
how much Albanian artists copy and how nobody dares to point it out.   
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typically made in casual conversation, especially when confronted by works that might 
have resembled that of Western artists, but rarely during the interviews that I conducted.  
The only exception was Maks Velo who, whenever we talked about art-related topics, 
somehow managed to turn the path of discussion to the inability of the vast majority of 
Albanian artists, excluding himself and a few select others, to make original contributions 
or be worthy of any serious consideration locally or abroad.84  “Keta jane kopjace!  Keta 
s’dine asgje!” [They are copy-cats. They know nothing!], is a statement Velo exclaimed, 
in his characteristic high-pitched voice, more times than I can count, along with “Ti je 
tape topi!”85 [You are a ball plug!], a term he used to describe me, endearingly without a 
doubt, whenever my opinions differed from his, which was relatively often.   
On the several occasions that I took casual tours of the postsocialist art wing of 
the National Art Gallery with my informants, which features selected works by 
established Albanian artists and that I used as a backdrop to non-structured interviews 
and conversations, my companions frequently made comparisons between the works on 
display and that of well-known Western artists.86  With what my limited knowledge of 
                                                 
84 Velo is perhaps one of the most outspoken public figures in Albania.  He is frequently featured on TV 
shows to speak on or debate issues ranging from urban development and architecture, in which he is 
trained, to art production, politics, current events and religion.  Velo frequently publishes articles on 
newspapers on the abovementioned topics.  He is a polarizing public persona and while many admire his 
candor and passion, others are less appreciative of his often vitriolic remarks on issues and persons.  As a 
result, Velo has been assaulted on several occasions, even beaten as late as 2011, then in his 70s, the day 
after he reportedly made offensive comments on television.  The attack did not deter Velo from re-
appearing on television, with an unconcealed black eye and other bruises, to denounce and further criticize 
the perpetrators.  As Velo spent many years in Spac, the most notorious prison during state socialism for 
producing so-called degenerate art work, and was reportedly spied to the authorities by his then-wife, his 
critical and self-sacrificial public persona is also a statement that he has nothing more to lose. 
 
85 Tape topi is Albanian for “ball plug,” an idiomatic expression used to indicate that one does not know 
anything, i.e. a plug that holds only air. 
 
86 I am not claiming that drawing similarities between the works of different artists is specific to members 
of the art community in Albania.  Pointing to influences, differences and similarities is a practice in which 
artists across the board engage with regard to their own work as well as that of others.  However, in the 
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Western art history permitted, I often found myself in silent agreement: sure, there were 
similarities, depending on how one looked at things.  Comparisons informants made 
ranged from the convincing and specific e.g. “The way in which the colors diffuse is 
totally Rothko’s!” to the callous and general e.g. “These are not artists; they don’t even 
know how to copy.  They don’t even know how to hide that they are copying,” pointing 
to a purported lack of creativity and originality as main but also unfortunate 
characteristics of today’s Albanian art production.  According to these widely held views, 
whatever Albanian artists had done since the early 1990s, Western artists had been there, 
done that, frequently a very long time ago.  These remarks seemed to not only be aimed 
at corroding the merit of the artworks under discussion but, importantly, also the creative 
prowess and sincerity of their makers. 
At other times, the desire to expose Albanian artists’ “indiscretions,” i.e. their 
supposed copying of the work of Western counterparts, was expressed almost 
impulsively, based on expectedness.  For instance, in early 2011, Ardian Isufi did a 
performance piece where, dressed in a white gown, holding a paint brush and a color-
palette, he slowly submerged his body into a pool, ultimately floating in a drowning 
position for a few minutes.  This piece Isufi titled, “J’Accuse: Vdekja e Artistit” [I 
Accuse: Death of the Artist] (2011).  In his statement, which appeared in print and online, 
Isufi had clearly explained that the piece was inspired by a performance done just a few 
years prior by the artists Elmgreen and Dragseet for the 2009 edition of the Venice 
Biennale.  The performance piece of the two Northern European artists was titled, “The 
Death of the Collector,” where a male figure was mysteriously found dead in a pool.  
                                                                                                                                                 
case of members of the art community in Albania, these semblances are mostly aimed at discrediting the 
work of local artists and seen as examples of a situation that is endemic.   
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Isufi had taken the main premise of Elmgreen and Dragseet’s work and appropriated it to 
the context of Albania, acknowledging the work of the other two.  While the Northern 
European duo pointed to the lessening number of collectors in the European art world, in 
Isufi’s performance piece, it was the [Albanian] artist who was drowning from lack of 
social and institutional support.  The Albanian artist, Isufi noted in an interview related to 
this piece, “drowns and nobody comes to save him.”   
I was not able to attend Isufi’s performance as I did not find out about it on time.  
I did, however, read articles published on newspapers and social media, which is how I 
became aware of the event.  Isufi’s exhibits tend to be well-advertised and -attended, 
frequently also by high political figures.  He also tends to accompany shows with public 
discourse, although many Albanian artists agree that his writing is obtuse and difficult to 
comprehend, employing registers that span philosophy, history and social theory, typical 
of postmodern artwriting87, preoccupied as it is with hipness, showing the exclusivity of 
one’s own position and being inaccessible to others (Carrier 1987).   In this instance, Isufi 
also articulated the problematics that are causing the “death” of the artist in Albania, such 
as, “the absence of art institutions, scholarships, galleries, auction houses, art managers, 
art critics and scholars, and artist societies” while also clearly noting that he was 
referencing the work of others.  And yet, just a few days after Isufi’s performance, a short 
piece was posted on social media by an anonymous Facebook persona, who despite their 
anonymity had a wide following of members of the art community in Albania, including 
myself.  In this short piece, he was accusing Isufi of copying his performance from the 
                                                 
87 Artwriting is a term that is coined by Carrier to discuss a range of modern art criticism.  It encompasses 
the complex field of discursive practices that constitute the modern art world.  This field includes not only 




very authors Isufi was explicitly referencing.  It appeared as though the person behind the 
anonymous Facebook profile was so eager to point out the “unoriginality” of Isufi’s piece 
that he did not even take the time to read the author’s statement.   
The discourse on originality was not only deployed by members of the art 
community to comment on the work of Albanian artists relative to that of Western artists, 
but also their own.  Such accusations often resulted in enduring animosities which 
affected not only the relationship between the two parties but also that of others who 
might have been associated with them.  One much-discussed incident that happened 
during fieldwork, which seems to have had lasting ramifications, was when two well-
known art producers, also professors at the academy, had a dispute over who first thought 
of an idea they both represented artistically in quick succession.  The series of works in 
question dealt with Albania’s unruly and decaying urban landscape in post-socialism, and 
issue that has been taken up by various artists. The ensuring tension from the argument of 
who had ownership of the idea, has significantly strained the relationship between the 
two professors and people associated with them, including their [now former] students.  
For instance, the founders and directors of Miza Gallery have been disappointed at the 
fact that one of the professors has not visited their events and has tended make negative 
remarks on their activities, based on online representation.  Miza’s founders have 
interpreted this as animosity stemming from the fact that they are all former students of 
the professor who blamed him for allegedly ripping off the idea and who is a great 
supporter of Miza.  Speculative debates like this one, about an Albanian artist copying 
something from another Albanian artist, seemed to be in circulation quite frequently and, 
again, were extended predominantly in informal and intimate channels of 
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communication.  During interviews, having ideas “copied” or “taken” by others was 
relayed as a significant concern by many informants, although it was rarely presented as a 
concern the interlocutor personally had, but rather as a concern of Albanian art producers, 
more generally.   
As I have illustrated, some of the deliberations on the originality of the work of 
Albanian artists vis-à-vis that of Western artists or each other have been made by 
members of the art community in Albania and have occurred predominantly in private, 
intimate settings, during casual conversation.  Other instances, however, are public yet 
anonymous efforts, authored by people who appear to be highly knowledgeable of the 
work of Albanian artists and current art events.  Many of these discussions have 
flourished or even started on social media, particularly Facebook.  Indeed, a considerable 
amount of discourse on the arts is espoused and developed on these virtual spaces, which 
have become increasingly important for artists’ or art organizations’ self-promotion; 
making announcements for upcoming shows; re-posting relevant newspaper articles or 
Television clips on the arts; and articulating commentaries on people or events related to 
the arts.  The quick-paced and informal nature of communication these channels permit, 
has led for interested parties, including art professionals, art enthusiasts or the general 
public, to feel more at ease with articulating their concerns, which they would not 
otherwise articulate publically.   
As such, the relative lack of self-censorship exercised on Facebook discussions, 
has made it a fruitful site where to explore the more critical views of members of the 
Albanian art world.  This is especially the case given the lack of a permanent discursive 
platform on the arts i.e. an art magazine or journal as well as the infrequency of collective 
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discussion on the arts in the forms of meetings, conferences or symposia.  Art-related 
articles published in daily newspapers or general-interest magazines tend to be either 
descriptive accounts of the events at hand, which reiterate the curatorial or artists’ 
statements, or, more often than not, they are laudatory remarks by what are interpreted as, 
“friends praising friends” commentaries, a statement made by an artist from the older 
generation, as a way to indicate the relative absence of challenging or critical public 
discourse on the arts.  And yet, even though many art producers or people interested in 
the arts might feel comfortable expressing critical remarks on Facebook, two Facebook 
profiles or characters that have, on and off, posted art-related materials and criticism 
systematically and with relatively unrestrained frankness, including the one on Isufi’s 
“Death of the Artist,” are anonymous.88  Informality and anonymity are the chief modes 
of critical expression in the Albanian art world.  
A Modern Art System after Socialism 
At this juncture, I have discussed the discourse on originality, or the ways in 
which Albanian artists and other members of the art community attempt to discipline 
each other’s work, often by noting its lack of originality, both in relationship to that of 
well-known Western artists but also their own.  When I first encountered instances of this 
discourse, I was not sure what to make of it.  Were artists trying to glorify themselves by 
                                                 
88 The names of these profiles are not associated with a real person who anyone knows and yet they have a 
following by many.  As is the case with the authors of the “Copy” website and the short article on Ardian 
Isufi’s performance piece, these two characters are highly attuned to the happenings of current events in the 
art scene and appear to have some training in the arts.  Their anonymity and, consequently, a guessing-
game of their identity have become a topic of discussion on many a meeting I have had with my 
informants.  These two profiles have been deactivated or deleted several times; therefore, it has been 
difficult to consistently trace their input. A small number of Albanians living and working abroad, who are 
involved directly with the Albanian scene but are not professionally dependent on local structures of 
authority or influence, have tended to provide significant non-anonymous critique, efforts which are not 
infrequently attacked [in an effort to discredit them] by members of the local art community as being 
invalid because of the physical distance.   
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putting the work of others down?  Competition and conflict are, after all, not strangers to 
art worlds everywhere.  Was it because of personal feuds or animosities?  What could 
explain its pervasiveness?  In time, however, it became apparent that such comments 
were not necessarily self-serving, at least not immediately so, especially since, as some of 
the ethnographic vignettes I develop above illustrate, those who made them most 
forcefully, chose to remain anonymous.   
Instead, as I will proceed to argue, the discourse on originality is deployed by 
members of the local art community as a way to deal with issues that have emerged 
during Albania’s transition from state socialism to a market economy, in response the 
problematics Albanian artists’ face today and their aspirations for the future.  These 
problematics include the loss of a system of authority following the liberalization of art 
production from state support and oversight and the difficulties associated with 
developing a modern art system and market after 1991.  I argue that this discourse is not 
only intended to regulate the art product, but also the intent of their maker, namely their 
sincerity, which Lionel Trilling in his Sincerity and Authenticity, has defined as “the 
absence of dissimulation or feigning or pretence” (1971:13).  The discourse on originality 
is deployed to produce a more sincere subject.  Furthermore, I argue that the discourse on 
originality is stimulated by the desire of artists’ and that of other members of the art 
community to alter the course of practices that appear to be in direct continuation with a 
disagreeable aspect of art production during state socialism, namely the inability of art 
producers to exercise individual creativity and their ongoing dependence on an external 
source of influence for their work that is perceived as authoritative.  
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Between 1945 and 1991, the socialist state, represented by the Popular Party of 
Albania, was the only official consumer and critic of art in Albania, as was also the case 
in other former socialist countries (Groys).89  It was also the socialist state that had the 
power to make the distinction between good or acceptable art i.e. art that worked to 
educate the masses and imagine communist futures, and bad art i.e. decadent, formalist 
art that could “unravel society” (Hoxha 1978).  Furthermore, the socialist state had the 
power to regulate and discipline the activities of art producers, a power and responsibility 
that was delegated to the League of Writers and Artists as well as artists themselves, who 
were expected to expose the indiscretions of their contemporaries or to auto-critique their 
own work in front of League members, if [their work] was deemed problematic. The 
artist in question was expected to reposition him- or herself in the position of the Party-
state and the people, and to publically point out the problems of their work.  In all, the 
Party state was the official critic of artistic production, evaluating artists’ work against 
state-set criteria for what constituted good and socially significant art.   
After the liberalization of art production from state support and oversight, in 
1991, the state ceased its role as the sole, official authority on art production and the 
consumer and critic of art production.  As a result, artists faced the constraint of figuring 
out how to create a modern art system i.e. a critic, curator and dealer system (Plattner 
1996; Zolberg 1990).90  The three main, state-supported institutions on the arts that were 
founded during state socialism, namely, the Academy of Arts; the National Art Gallery; 
                                                 
89 This, however, did not preclude other exchanges; artists sometimes sold or gave paintings to their friends 
or other interested parties, but these unofficial transactions were not encouraged.  
 
90 According to Stuart Plattner, the exact beginnings of the transition from guild, to academy, to a market of 
a relatively few dealers and many independent artists is difficult to pin down, as this was a steady historical 
process. There is agreement, however, that the modern art dealer-critic-curator system developed in France 




and the Ministry of Culture, continue to exist.91  However, most of my informants, 
particularly those from the younger generation, view them as highly politicized structures 
and their will and action as dependent on the whims of whomever is politically powerful 
at a given moment.  As a result, they generally have little trust in government-supported 
and regulated structures to recognize and appreciate merit or hard work and are most 
often under the impression that nepotism is a main motivating factor behind any support 
that the National Art Gallery or the Ministry of Culture might grant.  Nevertheless, artists 
are not opposed to collaboration with these structures and wish for there to be more stable 
and structural support from the state.   
The lack of faith most art producers have on the main art institutions is amplified 
by the absence of the independent constituents of a modern art system, namely critics, 
dealers and curators.  There are no art dealers, as such, but most art producers have 
succeeded in creating personal networks with buyers or with entering independently into 
contract with clients for commissioned work; as I have already discussed, Albanian art 
producers have not resisted commoditization.  Furthermore, many of them succeed in 
selling work exhibited in galleries, during collective or personal shows.  Getting paid for 
their work is something that artists greatly desire, although many generally have also 
expressed regret for parting with a work, for treating it as a commodity.  As Stuart 
Plattner has argued in his ethnography on the art world in Saint Louis, this paradox is at 
the heart of art production: it is produced and discussed as a spiritual calling, as emerging 
from the soul of the artist, and yet it is exchanged as a commodity (1996).  One of the 
ways in which artists in Saint Louis negotiate this tension is precisely by creating good, 
friendly relationships with dealers.   
                                                 
91 The League of Writers and Artists exists only in the books.  
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In the absence of any professional art dealers, most of the Albanian artists I spoke 
with, described the process of exchange as one of the most arduous aspects of their work.  
The process of dealing with buyers personally was also often described as demeaning and 
embarrassing, particularly when buyers attempt to bargain or to lower the price of a 
piece, which puts focus not on its perceived aesthetic worth but on its reducibility as a 
commodity.  Even more demeaning is the process of artists having to “chase down” a 
promised sum of money, which a buyer might not have delivered in a timely manner, if at 
all, which tends to happen on a frequent basis.  By chance, I witnessed this process first-
hand during a short visit in Tirana in the summer of 2014, when Beni barged into the bar 
where I was having a drink and where one of his “buyers” works as a host and loudly 
threatened to punch him for not having yet paid for a painting that the former had already 
“bought” from the artist and given to a friend as a birthday gift.  In a later conversation 
with the artist, he revealed that incidents like that happen quite frequently and that are 
terribly unpleasant as sometimes he has had to resort to threats or public humiliation in 
order to receive what has been promised to him.   
In chapter 2, I discussed one of the first fieldwork instances upon my arrival in 
Albania in 2010, a symposium organized by Art Kontakt, titled “The State of 
Contemporary Art,” held at the main hall of the Ministry of Culture.  One of the topics 
messily discussed that evening was on the relationship between the artist, the exhibit and 
the curator.  The discussion was precipitated by the disappointment that many members 
of the art community had expressed with the 2009 installment of the yearly exhibit 
Onufri, held at the National Art Gallery, curated by the poet Parid Teferici, who did not 
orient the international exhibit-competition around a particular theme, but endeavored to 
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show work that, “had been brewing in the studios that year,” as he put it during the 
symposium.  The consensus between those who participated in the discussion, including 
the audience, seemed to be that a curator of a collective show should be able to offer a 
supra-artistic vision that precedes the selection of individual works and that transcend 
their individual meaning or significance.  According to these views, which are in 
alignment with how the role of the curator is conceived in a modern art system, the 
curator should be able to select, organize and interpret the works on display, serving as an 
interlocutor between the artists, their work and the public.  One artist stated that, via their 
interpretation, the curator has the crucial role of helping the individual artist rise above 
their work while also connecting it to that of others, which Onufri’s curator had not 
succeeded in doing.  The consensus also was that the Albanian art world lacked trained 
curators capable of performing these tasks who were also consistently present in the 
country.  
Many members of the art community in Albania have curated shows, most of 
whom do not profile themselves as curators and who do not have any formal training in 
the practice.  To my surprise and flattery, even I have been invited by individual artists 
and some institutions to curate shows or interpret art works.92  More generally, however, 
similar to the so-called critical practice of, “friends praising friends” I discussed above, 
citing the words of an informant who pointed to the absence of independent art critique, it 
is also friends who tend to curate the work of friends in the Albanian art world, a practice 
                                                 
92 I have generally rejected these invitations.  I have, however, curated “Pasolini, Prossimo Nostro,” at 
Miza Gallery, on the work of several Albanian artists who are inspired by the work of Italian film director 
and poet Pier Paolo Pasolini.  I decided to do this curatorial work because I have a relatively thorough 
knowledge of Pasolini’s filmic work and I admire his political views, which the founders of Miza had 




which was discussed by Eriola Pira in a newspaper article appropriately titled, “Friends 
Who Curate Friends” (2014).  Taking as a point of departure a particularly disappointing 
instance, Pira problematized the inadequate curatorial efforts that tend to transpire when 
artists feel compelled if obligated to be curated by their friends who might not be capable 
of doing justice to their work (cite 2014).  
The Academy of Arts in Albania does not offer any courses or training in 
curatorial studies.  There are, however, several individuals who have gained such 
specialization beyond Albania’s borders and who do work sporadically in Albania, 
though mostly abroad.  A prominent person is Edi Muka (b.1969 in Tirana), who in 1995, 
after studying painting at the Arts Academy in Tirana, participated in a curatorial training 
program funded by the Soros Foundation in Kyiv, Ukraine.  Muka curated the first 
international contemporary art event in Albania, Permanent Instability (1998) and co-
coordinated and curated the first installment of Tirana Biennale (2001), among many 
other endeavors in Albania and abroad.  Hailed as a forefront Albanian curator, he is 
based in Norway.  Adela Demetja (b. 1983) has also curated prominent shows in Albania, 
lately within the purview of the activities of Tirana Art Lab (see chapter 2), many of 
which I discuss in my dissertation.  After studying at the Arts Academy, she went on to 
get a Masters in Curatorial and Critical Studies in Frankfurt, Germany and later was a 
fellow of the Robert Bosch Foundation in the “Culture Manager from Central and Eastern 
Europe” program.  Lastly, Eriola Pira (b. 1982), who lives and works in New York City, 
has participated in the 2010 Curatorial Incentive program in NYC.  She currently heads 
the Young Visual Artists Awards, a network of artist awards in Central and Eastern 
Europe (including Ardhje in Albania) and residency program in New York, funded by the 
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Foundation for a Civil Society.  In addition, Pira has curated exhibits in Albania and New 
York City.   
Muka, Demetja and Pira, all of whom posses specialized training in curatorial 
practice, have helped generate momentous events in the Albanian art world, many of 
which I have discussed in some detail in this dissertation (see particularly chapter 2). But 
these specialists are not based in Albania. The curatorial vision of most shows that 
happened during the time I conducted dissertation research is resourcefully and 
sporadically provided by local artists themselves and by curators from abroad, who have 
been present due to the activities of “bridge institutions,” such as Tirana Art Lab, TICA 
and Art Kontakt.  For instance, Tina Finnas, one of the co-founders of TICA has curated 
many of its shows, is based in Stockholm, Sweden.  Similarly, Sonja Lau, who is trained 
in London and is based in Berlin, after being awarded a fellowship for Cultural 
Innovation in 2011, continues to works as Robert Bosch fellow in Tirana and has 
organized and curated several shows in this capacity. 
As this discussion reveals, amongst art producers working today in Albania, the 
concern regarding curators does not regard their nonexistence, but rather a series of 
“lacks” -- of training, permanence, refinement and ability.  For instance, the founders and 
directors of Miza Gallery -- with whom I had a long conversation in the summer of 2014 
about their activities -- equivocally expressed that as happy as they were with the 
outcome of their efforts this far, which self-reflexively they attributed to their 
collaboration93, the in situ absence of a specialist dedicated primarily to curatorial work 
and who has the vision and knowledge of what is happening in contemporary art, locally 
                                                 
93 Their case is the only instance in my knowledge where younger artists based in Albania are working 
together toward a common goal. 
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and abroad, hinders the [potential quality] of their activities.  As a result, they have all 
had to play a curatorial role, for which they might have not felt prepared, and have 
supplanted the absence of a specialist with the input of people from different profiles, 
including: psychologists; artists; and even students of anthropology like me. 
Of the three components of the modern art system – dealer, curator and critic -- 
the absence of the art critic is locally considered as the most detrimental to the 
development of the art world in Albania as well as the success of Albanian art producers 
on a global level.  As of now, there are no trained art critics in Albania, as the academy 
has never offered even one course in art criticism since 1991, although this seems to be 
due to the fact none of the professors have the adequate training or experience to teach 
such a course.  The absence of art critics is considered by my informants as the 
problematic in the Albanian art world for several reasons.  First, critics are idealized to be 
the arbiters of value in the art world or the authorities who have the educational, 
institutional and symbolic power to distinguish between good and bad art as well as the 
farsightedness to anticipate what artwork might cultivate value in time and vice versa.  
Second, through their analysis and criticism, they are seen as a bridge between the local 
and the global; by referring to an accepted set of aesthetic values that are salient beyond 
the local level, they may help artists working in Albania produce work that could be 
shown and marketed both locally and beyond.   By persuading the readers of the salience 
of his or her taste and judgment, they may also help informed local publics on what is 
worthwhile to appreciate or buy; furthermore, they may also help promote exemplary 
work outside Albania’s borders, helping to propel the work of Albanian artists on a 
global platform.    
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There are no individuals performing these tasks in the Albanian art world.  Artists 
write about their work or other artists write about the work of other artists, almost always 
in a laudatory manner.  Few members of the art scene have the confidence to pose 
critique through formal channels such as magazine or newspaper articles, but choose to 
do so anonymously.  Very frequently art producers stated that they were reluctant to be 
explicit with critiques for fear of offending their friends or “making enemies,” which 
could, in turn, affect their access to resources at a later time.  In a context where resources 
are often accessed due to personal networks and where critique is often seen as 
inseparable from acts of shaming or humiliation, critical remarks are not posed for fear 
that they could come back to haunt them later.94  As has been the case with curating, I 
was frequently urged by informants to critique art works or events, and as happy as I was 
to see that my informants thought I could do it all, I would just as frequently remind them 
that I did not have the training and probably no talent to perform such a role.    
Most artists from the older generation, who were trained and worked during 
socialism,95 discuss the absence of the critic today by making ambivalent remarks on the 
critical role of the League of Writers and Artists during state socialism.  For instance, 
during a conversation with Qamil, who was present during many of the meetings of the 
League, he cited a retrospectively hilarious instance from a meeting in 1974 (soon after 
the infamous 4th Plenum of the Central Committee discussed earlier) when Pandi Mele, a 
graphic artists called for all artists to become pregnant with the ideas of the Party and 
give birth with their brushes everywhere, on the mountains, the fields and the skies.  My 
                                                 
94 Paradoxically, the lack of public critique was also seen as one of factors that inhibited the development 
of the art scene.   
 
95 Younger artists also talk about the League, too, even without having experienced it. 
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informant was chuckling when talking about what he considered ridiculous words, adding 
that “absurd things like that were said frequently.”  Then Qamil went on to mention that 
whatever critique happened at the League, it was mostly based on directives coming from 
Party officials, but “such were the times,” he said, adding that “at least there was some 
collective debate, there were values that were applied.  Now there is nothing.  People 
have destroyed everything.”  Qamil was critical of many aspects of art production during 
socialism; however, his words echo sentiments that I encountered often from others: the 
disappointments of today have stimulated an appreciation and a revaluation of aspects of 
the art system during state socialism.   
I argue that the discourse on originality –the attempt of artists to note and 
therefore discipline the originality [or lack thereof] of each other’s work – is a way to 
deal with the lack of a coherent, stable modern art system in postsocialist Albania.  It is 
an attempt to supplant the role and authority of the art critic from the part of artists 
themselves when noting that fellow artists might be copying their work from that of 
others.  Further, I argue that the discourse of originality is an effort from the part of artists 
to transcend their marginal status, or the marginal status of the scene which they 
represent, in the global art scene and market.  Taking into account Albania’s geopolitical 
positioning following state socialism’s collapse - marked by a strict visa regime which 
persisted until 2010 and the failure of the Albanian state to gain candidacy status in the 
European Union until the summer of 2014- Albanian citizens and art producers continue 
to experience a lack of temporal contemporaneity with the rest of [Western] Europe.  In 
this context, the discourse on originality functions as a mechanism of inclusion which 
artists use to push each other’s work beyond the margins and into the mainstream of the 
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global art world.  As I have noted, more often than not, the comparisons that my 
informants make between the works of Albanian artists with that of Western ones are not 
made simply to discredit the work of the former.  Instead, these critiques are underlined 
by the supposition that the value and affect of such artwork, if any, is limited within the 
boundaries of Albania, which only reinforces and perpetuates Albania’s position as an 
isolated country and Albanian artists’ position as marginal artists.  The discourse on 
originality speaks to a longing to elevate the artistic production of Albania into something 
of the present. 
The artwork cannot be seen apart from its maker.  In western conceptions of art, 
the artwork is inextricably tied to the agency, or even genius, of the individual producer, 
conceptions that certainly influence the views and judgments of my informants.  Hence, I 
want to propose that the discourse on originality is not only deployed to regulate the 
form, content and perceived quality of artworks but also different aspects of their social 
lives, including the motivations of their makers and the reception audiences, which can 
influence Albanian artists’ potential success or lack thereof in the transnational art world 
and market (Appadurai 1986).  I argue that the discourse on originality expresses not only 
a longing for newness, movement and innovation on the level of artistic representation, 
but also a longing for sincerity, privileging the long-term reputation of the group i.e. the 
Albanian art community on a global level, as opposed to the momentary success of the 
individual artist.   
Departing from the Past 
As I have attempted to show throughout this dissertation, today’s artistic 
production in Albania exists in a social space where the experiences and resources of 
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socialism are selectively borrowed or negated in response to present concerns or even 
future aspirations.  On the one hand, elements of the socialist past are often selectively 
invoked in response to present predicaments.  For instance, as I have argued in chapter 2, 
today’s discourse on the social relevance of art – art’s social relevance being its main 
function during state socialism – has also been stimulated by the fact that artist and art 
organizations have encountered difficulties with creating a sustainable market for their 
work or supporting themselves in postsocialism. Thus, artists and art organizations 
invoke art’s importance for society – most notably its potential role in modernizing 
Albanian subjects and acting as a form of “cultural diplomacy,” thus furthering the 
project of the Albanian nation-state for European Union integration -- as a way to argue 
for art’s worth and garner more support from the Albanian state and other local or foreign 
institutions.   
On the other hand, certain apparent continuities between the conditions of art 
production during state socialism and that of today might be selectively repudiated by 
members of the Albanian art world, as a way to create distance from undesirable or 
painful aspects of that past.  For instance, my informants are cognizant that establishing 
positive connections with people who have political power could positively influence 
their chances for recognition or enhance the marketability of their work.  Most art 
producers, however, refused to do things that would directly associate them with a given 
political party, since an overt instrumentalization of art by politics recalled the direct 
relationship between the Party and the artist during socialism, which is considered by 
artists as one of the most disagreeable aspects of art production during that period.  
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Moreover, while most informants agreed that art had the potential to arouse 
debate about pertinent social or political issues, they shied away from producing 
“politicized” art i.e. art that either overtly supported or criticized the political status quo.  
This was both because art producers thought that such overt criticism might limit their 
chances of success, in the present or the future, but also because the felt that politicized 
art can blur the line between art and propaganda, a line that was extremely hazy during 
state socialism. In the next section I argue that the discourse on originality so pervasive in 
Albania’s art world, also aims to repudiate what some recognize as unpleasant 
continuities between art production during state socialism and today.   
What is perceived as the mindless or lazy imitation of famous Western works 
recalls one of the least savory aspects of art production during state socialism: the fact 
that there was little room for individual creativity and abstraction, where artists had to 
follow set directives from a higher authority. Today, the production of art work that refers 
so directly to that of West European artists shows a similar kind of dependence on yet 
another figure whose authority is presumed as absolute.  This is highly problematic and 
compromising to the way in which some artists see themselves, namely as creative, 
autonomous and self-determined individuals whose work is a product of these attributes.   
Copy – So What?! 
I have argued that the discourse on originality in Albania’s art world is an 
expression of longings that concern the past, the present and the future.  I have argued 
that it has been cultivated and deployed due to the difficulties with forming a coherent, 
modern art system in post-socialism, particularly the absence of people who have some 
capacity for engaging critically with local artwork; the currently marginal status of many 
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Albanian artists within the transnational art world and market; and the continuities with 
unsavory aspects of the socialist past.    
But not everybody longs for the same things.  In a conversation with Olson 
Lamaj, whose work was featured on the Copy website, I encountered a view that was 
radically different from that of other informants: he stated that copying has nothing to do 
with being fake or insincere, unless one is deliberately trying to fool their audiences.   
Instead, he likened the process of copying an artwork, particularly from a famous 
Western artist, to a sort of schooling that all artists have to go through.  In Olson’s words, 
“When we are in the artistic lyceum, we copy the work of the great masters.  When we’re 
in the art academy, we do the same.  Now we are going through a certain schooling too 
and we have to in order to reach the level of Western European art, because that is what 
we seem to want.  Later, we may even be able to contribute something unique to it.”  His 
logic convinced me; however, it did not change the fact that for some people this was 
precisely the problem, that it affirmed that Albanian artists are “behind” and that they are 













THE SOCIAL LIFE OF AN ART PROJECT 
This last chapter focuses on the social life of “Creative School,” a six-month-long 
art project designed and executed by Art Kontakt, one of the non-profit art organizations 
whose backgrounds and activities I introduced in chapter 2. “Creative School” – which 
engaged high school students from four cities in middle Albania (Elbasan, Tirana, Kruja 
and Durres) to use artistic media to articulate concerns endemic to their communities – 
presents a shift in my own engagement in the field, from participant observer to 
collaborator.  The project had been conceived years before being implemented with the 
help of a grant from Agjencia per Mbeshtetjen e Shoqerise Civile96 (AMSHC) [Agency 
for the Support of Civil Society] during its very first call for projects in October 2010. 
As I have explained in chapter 2, in Albania art organizations are frequently 
viewed with ambivalence, suspicion and even cynicism from many of the art producers I 
interviewed, even as artists often took part in the projects of the three organizations that 
were in operation in Tirana.  This suspicion was often based on the idea that relying on 
financial support from international institutions or the Albanian state, meant that the 
politics of the latter inevitably influenced what the organizations could or could not do, 
that is, the organizations’ creative freedom and autonomy, considered quintessential 
aspects of art production by informants, were inevitably jeopardized.  Another reason was 
the idea that organizations manipulated these resources in various ways according to 
                                                 
96
 AMSHC was founded in 2009.  It is a public agency, whose status is approved by the Council of 
Ministers of the Republic of Albania.  Its stated mission is to encourage via financial assistance the stable 
development of civil society and the creation of favorable conditions for civic endeavors which focus on 




personal interests.  In fact, as I have noted elsewhere, even though many of my 
informants, particularly those from the younger generation, sought to engage critically 
with social and political issues, they were weary of being seen as “activists,” for they 
associated this designation primarily with inauthentic intentions and abusing funds for 
personal gain.  Such impressions were in direct response to the operations of the strata of 
NGO activists many of my informants had seen emerge in the postsocialist period with 
the input, guidance and support of Western institution, a process that critical studies of 
NGOs have thoroughly documented (Hemment 2007; Sampson 1996).   
As I have also discussed in chapter 2, it was relatively easy to discern that 
international foundations and institutions did espouse specific cultural politics and that 
these cultural politics influenced the kinds of projects that were happening on the ground, 
which my informants problematized on a frequent basis.  Referring to the end results of 
particular art projects, written texts or visual materials, talking to the organizers and 
participating artists it was relatively clear that most international entities considered art as 
a terrain of development, democratization and strengthening civil society and often 
delineated specific guidelines for organizations to follow to achieve these aims.  What 
was significantly more difficult to discern was how this happened in the realm of art and 
culture, the kind of negotiations that took place in the process and the tensions that 
emerged as globally-aligned projects became part of the agendas of state agencies to then 
be executed by local administrators, officials, public servants and art producers.  What 
were international donors asking of Albanian art producers and how did they view the 
realm of art and culture?  What exactly did they want to achieve?  Were they really as 
inflexible and authoritative as many of my informants had described?  And what about 
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the Albanians?  Were they really as manipulative and profit-minded as some informants 
had described?  What did they want to achieve and how did these goals square with those 
of the donors?  Wanting to know more about the “process” dimension of art projects is 
one of the main reasons I decided to participate in “Creative School.”  The other reason 
was that I thought it was a really cool project that would take me to parts of Albania I had 
not seen before. 
In this chapter, by tracing Art Kontakt’s efforts to plan, execute and extend 
“Creative School,” my aim is to contemplate the appropriations and often tensioned 
negotiations that take place when Western-imported notions like “civil society,” become 
government-sponsored projects, in this case, an art project designed and executed by a 
local NGO (Sampson 1996).  I explore the conflictual role of international foundations 
and the Albanian state in promoting the development of civil society in Albania, arguing 
that while they both claim to support art production as an area of development, 
democratization and civil society promotion, art remains dependent on and limited by 
their politics and interests.   
In doing so, I am taking the insights from anthropological literature on Western 
democratizing interventions in postsocialist space and extending them to the realm of 
cultural and artistic production.  Since the early years of the transition, anthropologists 
have traced the intents and effects of these interventions as well as the surprising ways in 
which they were appropriated or manipulated via local resources and according to local 
needs; this research, however, has hardly focused on cultural production and the 
distinctive contribution of this aspect of my dissertation is to extend insights from 
literatures on NGOs and civil society to the arts.  Furthermore, examining the interactions 
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that took place between various actors -- Art Kontakt staff, school administrators, 
potential private and international donors and government officials -- and noting the 
power relations that move or inhibit art production once it is incorporated into discourses 
and practices of development, democratization and civil society promotion, I wish to 
point out the factors that thwart its purported efficacy.   
I took on this endeavor with trepidation and, admittedly, at particularly tense 
moments I reconsidered my participation.  I emerged from this experience with 
ambivalent feelings about art NGOs in postsocialist Albania.  I became aware that the 
cynicism I frequently encountered in the words of my informants was not entirely 
unfounded.  As much anthropological literature has argued, the postsocialist transition is 
a social space where different resources are manipulated and reconstituted by a variety of 
actors from the West and the East (Hemment 2006; Sampson 1996).  I found that 
resources and ideas were, indeed, constantly being transformed and manipulated, 
sometimes according to the interest of the organization, sometimes according to the 
expectations of donors, and importantly in the interest of those who this project was 
intended to empower: the high school students.  The students were social agents in their 
own right, and offered dimension and dynamism to the work that neither the donors, nor 
administrators, nor Art Kontakt could have thoroughly predicted or contained.  It is my 
impression that this was the case especially since art – with an emphasis on 




NGOs and Civil Society in Postsocialist Albania 
 Since the very early years of the transition, along with “privatization,” 
“agricultural reform,” “higher education restructuring,” “democratic institutions,” “legal 
reforms” international organizations sought to produce a “developed civil society,”97 that 
element of Western democracy that was supposedly missing98 from socialist and 
postsocialist life (Creed 2010; Sampson 1996:119).  Indeed, most social problems of the 
postsocialist transition were attributed to a deficit in the civil society sphere and efforts to 
strengthen it became a crucial part of Western efforts to democratize the East, efforts 
which have been subject to anthropological critique as part of a “civilizing process” 
intended to establish new forms of governmentality in post-socialist space (Sampson 
1996; Creed 2010).   
The notion of civil society is not new to Albania.  As has been discussed in an 
early but still relevant article by Steven Sampson, “The Social Life of Projects,” which 
has informed the title and some of the questions posed in this chapter, even though 
Albanian villages have a tradition of family and voluntary aid, Albania’s autonomous 
social organizations, “civil society” in the Western sense, began with the emergency aid 
given the country during the chaos of 1991, mainly directed by the Italian government 
and European NGOs (Sampson 1996:129-130).  These groups then established affiliates, 
                                                 
97 Most scholars trace the origins of the idea of civil society back to early modern European political 
thought, though the meanings that it has come to have today are very different from those it had in the 
eighteenth century (Hann 1996:3).  It is thought to have grown up with the rise of capitalism, around the 
free association of individuals in secularized, democratizing, pluralist capitalist states (Sampson 1996:137).  
The dominant meaning has come to be that which ties civil society to liberal individualism and sees it in 
opposition to the state, as a space between families and kin groups on the one hand, and the modern state 
on the other (Hann 1996:5).  Put differently, civil society is the collection of voluntary organizations and 
institutions in a society that are beyond the family but not part of the state apparatus (Creed 2010:109; 
Hann 1996:7).  
 
98 The thesis has been challenged by anthropologists, who have paid attention to local ways of expressing 
similar kinds of forms of organizations that are often associated with civil society (Creed 2010:110; Hann 
2006:162).   
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working with Albanian volunteers, women or students, which formed the nucleus of the 
first Albanian NGOs (Sampson 1996:130).  The latter were often poorly organized, 
profiteering and politicized, a view on NGOs that continues to have salience even today.   
As Sampson points out, foreign aid and civil society were inextricably linked in 
Albania, and this continues to some extent be the case (Sampson 1996:130).  However, 
foreign aid has been increasingly receding in the last few years, particularly after the 
global economic crisis of 2008.  Created in 2009, AMSHC, which granted money to 
“Creative School” is a government agency founded during Sali Berisha’s term as Prime 
Minister (also the leader of Albania’s right wing Democratic Party) to supplant dwindling 
foreign aid as well as to continue fulfilling the necessary steps for ending Albania’s visa 
regime and working toward EU candidacy status.  Its stated mission is to support the civil 
society sector and the non-profits that are expected to empower it.  Art Kontakt was one 
of the 53 NGOs that were granted funds during the agency’s very first “call for projects” 
in October 2009. 
As is the case with other non-profits and art organizations operating in Albania, 
Art Kontakt’s existence can be characterized by economic uncertainty, and as a result it 
operates with primarily non-permanent staff.  Andi Tepelena, one of its founders and its 
current Executive Director, has been its most consistent member.  With the exception of 
the international art festival at the Venetian fortress of Porto Palermo which has had three 
installments, most of the projects it organizes are short lived and unfold under the 
conditions of limited and tentative funds.  “Creative School” was a unique endeavor in 
Art Kontakt’s repertoire of activities as the organization’s first effort to operate within an 
educational platform and to carry out work that was relatively long term, spanning six 
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months.  It was also a singular effort to employ art production within a government-
designed rubric of civil society promotion and support.   
Before personally meeting Andi Tepelena, I had on several occasions witnessed 
café discussions amongst artists on Art Kontakt’s activities, most of which articulated 
ambivalent if suspicious impressions, centering on its project-oriented practice.  A 
prevailing view was that, despite their claim to be a non-profit organization, Art Kontakt 
oriented their work around available funds for profit, without pushing for a sincere, 
longsighted and demanding artistic agenda that took into account the development of the 
local art world.  As one art producer in his 30s who had worked with Art Kontakt on a 
couple of occassion put it rather discouragingly, “That [implying Art Kontakt] has done 
some damage here,” adding that the aim of most of the organization’s projects were 
oriented toward personal profit, ultimately cultivating an untrustworthy image of 
Albanian art producers and organizations for those with funding capacities.  Most of the 
time, however, impressions of this sort were invariably followed by remarks on the 
resourcefulness that artists and especially art organizations must exercise in order to 
simply stay afloat let alone flourish.  In the face of economic uncertainty, one must be 
ingenious.  Art Kontakt appeared to be resourceful indeed.  In addition to having 
organized major art events, the organization had also translated the bestseller Men Are 
from Mars, Women Are from Venus (which had apparently not sold well in Albania, 
judging from the large left-over stack of volumes I later saw in Andi’s apartment) and 
organized speed dating activities with live music on Valentine’s Day.    
Andi and I met for an interview not long after I attended the symposium, “The 
State of Contemporary Art,” (January 2010) organized by Art Kontakt.  Amicable and 
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open, he spent hours telling me about the beginnings of the organization, when he was 
still a student in Italy, and the main events he had since organized in Albania and abroad, 
which tend to fuse the contemporary (i.e. contemporary art by local artists and artists 
from abroad) with the past (i.e. Albania’s cultural heritage, such as Venetian 
fortifications).  As Andi and I shared many friends, we began to meet on a regular basis, 
in gallery openings or other art-related events.  Not infrequently we talked about his ideas 
and future plans for Art Kontakt.  Claiming that my ability to express myself in writing 
was superior to his, Andi sometimes asked me to proofread project proposals and 
statement exhibitions or to translate abridged versions into English.  Andi was also very 
helpful to me; I asked him frequently to put me in contact with art producers I was 
looking to interview and to help me find art catalogues from past exhibits.  He was one of 
the few people I went to with questions lacking any reservation because he was always 
willing to help.  I have come to consider him a friend, and I believe the sense was 
reciprocated. 
The Social Life of “Creative School” 
When early that October Andi asked me to read over a project proposal with a 
good chance of being funded, I was happy to help.  After receiving the proposal over e-
mail, I noted that its objectives were unlike those of projects Art Kontakt’s had 
previously implemented: 
Objective: The collective and individual development of high school youth, by 
encouraging creativity in a healthy educational and friendly setting in schools by 
realizing different socio-cultural activities which integrate the integrity of all the 
existing creative forms in the students, the creation of a friendly community 
setting for student youth, by encouraging cooperation with parents and other 
members of the community, as well as the local governance.99 
                                                 
99 “Qellimi: Rritja individuale dhe kolektive e te rinjve te shkollave te mesme duke nxitur krijimin e nje 




The proposal further stated that the project was to last from December 2010 to the end of 
May 2011, with the aim of, “enlivening peripheral settings, particularly informal 
ones,”100 for those students who, “were at a high risk for social delinquency, such as drug 
use or abandoning school, by encouraging them to engage in socio-cultural activities.”101  
The project aimed to engage 20 schools and more than 3000 students from the counties of 
Tirana and Durres, encouraging, “independent and creative thinking regarding social 
problems that affect students’ daily lives as well as self-organization by developing 
recreational niches in different socio-artistic fields.”102  
 Andi had sent me this proposal to help with proofreading and give feedback.  
While I was able to understand the gist of the project, I thought that it was written in 
confusing and unspecific language and also noted the lack of any specific activities in 
which the students would be engaging.  According to Andi, this relative lack of clarity 
was purposeful: it was a strategy used to lessen the organization’s accountability with 
regard to the project’s outcome.  The logic behind the strategy seemed to be that the 
clearer and more specific the aims, the more one can be held accountable to fulfill them 
at the end.  Offering further explanation Andi added that typically interaction with 
donors, the Albanian government and the various constituents involved in a given project, 
                                                                                                                                                 
aktiviteteve socio-kulturore qe kane si element te rendesishem integritetin e te gjitha formave creative 
ekzistuese te studentet, krijimin e nje mjedisi komunitar miqesor per te rinjte studente, duke nxitur ne te 
njejten kohe bashkepunimin me prinderit dhe vete anetaret e komunitetit, si dhe me pushtetin local.”  
Translation from the Albanian is my own. 
 
100 Shkembimet rinore ne periferi duke I dhene jete dhe gjalleri vete periferive sidomos ne zonat informale. 
 
101 Perfshirjen e te rinjve studente qe perbejne risk per devijacione sociale si delinkuencca, droga, braktisja 
e shkolles duke I anguazhuar ne aktivitete social-kulturore. 
 
102 Objektivi 5: Nxitja e pavaresise te mendimit te studenteve nepermjet perdorimit te kreativitetit dhe 




can be highly unpredictable.  One buffer to lessening the impact of unpredictability is to 
set relatively unspecific but sensible goals that fit funders’ agendas.  In any case, none of 
this really mattered, I was told, if one lacked a mik [friend], someone involved in the 
decision-making process within the structures of a given institution.  Indeed, it had been a 
mik of Andi’s who had alerted him of the opportunity and encouraged him to apply.103  
This instance emphasized an idea most Albanians consider common knowledge: that 
informal networks play a crucial role in procuring resources and that one positively needs 
miq to get anything done in Albania. This instance, however, was the most blatant I had 
encountered. 
Dilemmas of Participation 
Even before Art Kontakt had received a formal response from AMSHC about 
funding, Andi asked whether I would be available to join the staff of “Creative School” to 
help present the project aims and procedures to students, especially considering my 
teaching experience.  Andi’s work history included managing and coordinating art-
related projects and events, but he had no pedagogical experience and did not feel 
comfortable with instructing youth.  In addition, pending funding, Andi had in mind four 
to five other people as staff members which seemed like an impossibly low number to 
deal with 3000 students in twenty schools, as was initially proposed.  He clarified that 
these numbers, which were stated to make the project appear ambitious, were indeed 
disproportionate and would be reduced appropriately.   
Initially I was uncertain.  My reservations sprung from considering the potential 
ramifications of affiliating myself closely and in practice with an organization that was 
                                                 




viewed suspiciously by some.  I wondered about the effects this involvement might have 
on how I was perceived in the field or my relationships with current and future 
informants.  On the other hand, working with Art Kontakt would provide valuable 
insights I did not currently have.  After more than a year in the field, I had not had a 
chance to conduct long-term participant observation on the design and implementation of 
an art project that was geared toward the development of civil society.  Furthermore, the 
broader aims of the project were in line with my views: I see art as a powerful form of 
social critique and social change, and working with an organization that encouraged 
youth to make powerful statements about their lives and communities via art seemed 
absolutely worthwhile.  Ultimately, I decided to take an active role in the project. 104 
The Ideas Fair 
In late October 2010, upon receiving news that the project had passed the 
preliminary selection stage, along with Andi and Edrin, a friend and collaborator of Andi, 
we went to the luxurious and central Rogner Hotel Europark, to attend Panairi i Ideve 
[Ideas Fair] organized by AMSHC, where roughly two hundred NGOs would be 
presenting project proposals.  Surrounded by the lavish gardens, bars and pools of Rogner 
Hotel Europark, representatives of NGOs from all over Albania were advocating for the 
poor, the sick and the dispossessed.  Posters of proposals were lined up against the walls, 
along with ratings of each project by AMSHC board members, according to a general 
                                                 
104 At this point, Andi was well-aware of the general scope of my research and I informed him that I would 
like to incorporate this project into my ethnography, to which he agreed.  I informed him (and later all staff 
members) that I intended to conduct participant observation during all the stages of the project; review and 
analyze any grant project proposals written to granting agencies or institutions; review and analyze the 
materials produced by students or the organization; and interview Art Kontakt staff members.  Because of 
the large number of students, teachers and administrators that would be involved in each school, I would 
not formally interview them but my “other” role as ethnographic researcher would be announced to them 




point-rating system that was visible to all in attendance to the end of “full transparency” 
and “open competition.”   
Applicants discussed with each other busily, making the large, grey hall 
especially hectic and loud.  The range of project proposals was great.  NGOs were 
seeking funds to produce folklore festivals; promote women’s rights; support young 
orphans; strengthen Roma organizations in Tirana; help pensioners engage in recreational 
activities; build drug-rehabilitation offices.  Many of the proposals, as manifested in the 
posters, were expressed in project-speak similar to that employed by Art Kontakt, dense 
and convoluted, perhaps motivated by similar reasons.  Art Kontakt’s project was the 
only one implicitly proposing to employ artistic media with the aim of strengthening civil 
society in school settings, although the “art” element was not indicated in its title which 
at that stage was: Shkolla, një Ambient Komunitar Miqësor për të Rinjtë [School, a 
Friendly Community Setting for Youth].  In response to my surprise that the notion of art 
had not made it into the obscure title, Andi explained that since art is commonly seen as a 
frivolous or luxurious activity, not as a mode of empowerment or social change, 
highlighting its central role in the project, might not work to Art Kontakt’s advantage.  
As a result, the title and project emphasized community building, creating a friendly 
environment and doing socio-cultural activities.   
After more than one hour of everyone perusing project proposals, representatives 
from some of the NGO’s presented them publically for TV cameras.  Andi, too, chose to 
say a few words, noting that, “socio-cultural activities” can be great tools of community 
building, helping and empowering youth to cultivate a critical voice regarding problems 
that they and their communities are encountering and to develop self-organizational and 
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self-managing skills.  After the presentations were over, we were all invited into another 
hall of Rogner Hotel, where, over coffee and pastries, the director of AMSHC gave a 
presentation of the agency’s short history, highlighting the importance of a strong civil 
society to Albania’s process of EU accession. 
Initial Stages  
On November 15, 2010 Andi was formally informed of what he seemed to have 
anticipated all along: that Art Kontakt was one of the 52 organizations that were going to 
get financial support from AMSHC, a total of 7000 Euro.  For Art Kontakt, the majority 
of concrete project-planning happened only after this point.  Andi made the executive 
decision to work with four to five schools in the cities of Tirana, Elbasan, Durres and 
Kruja.  The title of the project was also changed to a shorter, catchier one: “Shkolla 
Krijuese” [Creative School].  Edrin, a tireless, eloquent and charismatic man in his mid-
20s, then a communications student at the European University in Tirana, would be in 
charge of coordinating the events at each school and documenting the process via film 
and photography.  He had superior problem-solving skills and, when presented with 
difficult choices, always made a case for the more just solutions.  Fioralba, Edrin’s friend, 
also in her 20s and a student at the Academy of Arts, was invited to guide and supervise 
the students as they undertook their artistic endeavors.  Quiet in social situations, she is a 
talented painter and photographer and has since acted in regionally acclaimed films.  
Ardita, an acquaintance of Andi, would create and update the “Creative School” web-
portal, allowing participating students, teachers, and students’ parents to trace each 
other’s work.  As Andi had previously suggested, my role would be to present aspects of 
the project to students and, when needed, translate materials into English.   
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Taking into account the pervasive lack of resources in most Albanian public 
schools, Edrin suggested mural painting as one medium students could employ, both 
because it involves collective work and it invokes graffiti, which is considered a 
subversive and creative way of relaying messages about popular or individual discontent 
in public space, particularly by youth.  Furthermore, having a colorful mural in school 
premises would grant permanence and visibility to the outcomes of the project to present 
and future students.  Andi and Fjoralba thought that photography, accompanied by text, 
would be another ideal medium for students to express aspects of their lives that were 
sources of discontent or community pride, especially since taking photos with digital 
cameras does not necessitate complicated equipment and technical knowledge.105  
Familiar with photovoice, a method that has been historically used in the fields of 
community development, education as well as anthropology,106 I suggested to the staff a 
couple of websites that explained the method and featured examples.  They loved the 
idea, particularly because it allowed for combining photography, text and social action, 
so they decided to use it as one of two media the students would be working with.  
The four high schools107 where the project was going to unfold were all located in 
cities dealing with considerable social and environmental problems.  Elbasan, for 
instance, is home to the Steel Mill Complex initially built with the help of the Republic of 
                                                 
105 Inexpensive digital cameras were provided by Art Kontakt.  They were later awarded to the best projects 
as prizes. 
 
106 Photovoice has been employed by many anthropologists as a participatory visual method to reach 
diverse audiences, as part of anthropologists’ efforts to speak with and alongside (Ruby 1990) with the 
communities they are studying and to challenge the notion that the written text is the central medium of 
anthropological knowledge. 
  
107 The first was Konstandin Kristoforidhi High School in Elbasan, a city in middle Albania, less than an 
hour outside of Tirana; the second, Naim Frasheri High School, is located in Durres, a coastal city about 20 
minutes outside of Tirana; Aleks Buda High School would be next, located in Lapraka, a peripheral 
neighborhood in Tirana; and lastly, Gjergj Kastriot Skenderbeu High School in Kruja, a mountain-side city 
about 30 minutes outside of Tirana.   
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China in 1974.  Part of it is defunct and other parts are now privatized; since its 
construction, it has been significant source of pollution and unsafe labor-related injuries.  
Durres, on the other hand, has gone through a poorly-planned construction boom in 
postsocialism, afflicted with overpopulation and pollution.  Kruja is home to a newly-
built cement complex of immense proportions, which has caused drastic increase in 
environmental pollution.  Lastly, Lapraka is a peripheral, drug and poverty stricken 
neighborhood of Tirana.   
In the following months, in all the schools, students focused principally on these 
problems, granting much depth and detail to the issues.  Less frequently, they also 
focused on issues that incited community pride such as historical landmarks on their 
towns.  Many of them ventured to treat issues of more general concern in Albania, such 
as the terrible condition of stray animals and the acts of abuse they endure from 
predominantly male citizens; the adolescent experience; the visibility of poverty on the 
streets; and the resurgence of the “blood feud” after the collapse of socialism. 
Work at the schools began on January 2011.  Participating students were 
preemptively selected by teachers, based primarily on students’ interest, scholastic 
aptitudes as recognized artistic ability.  In all schools there were at least several teachers 
who, along with Art Kontakt staff, supervised the process with great interest.  Art 
Kontakt staff generally spent two to three long days at each school.  The first day of 
entailed a short, general presentation on the project and its aims, though teachers and 
students were aware of these even prior to our arrival.  This was followed by Edrin’s 
presentation on mural painting, punctuated with examples of murals and graffiti and its 
social and political uses.  I would follow with a presentation on photovoice, also giving 
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the students examples found on the internet, to which they could refer when planning 
their own work.  After a question and answer session, the students –around forty in each 
school –were asked to choose their preferred medium, break into groups of three or four, 
and brainstorm.  During that week before our return, students were expected to further 
refine their ideas by meeting outside of class to thinking more concretely about their 
prospective projects or prepare sketches. 
On our second day at each school, participating students were excused from 
attending classes.  Art Kontakt supplied paint, brushes, pencils and sketch paper as well 
as simple digital cameras.  Students working on the mural remained on school grounds, 
often working in groups to create smaller though interconnected images that would 
finally constitute a large mural.  Students working with photovoice left school grounds in 
order to explore their respective themes.  Students forwarded their final photovoice 
projects to Edrin about two weeks after the project’s second day to upload on “Creative 
School’s” website.  The outstanding technological and artistic quality of the students’ 
projects, despite the technological shortcomings108 they faced, never failed to surprise us.   
My role as participant observer and staff assistant was not difficult to negotiate.  I 
attempted to spend part of each day on school grounds, observing the interaction between 
Art Kontakt staff, school staff and the students.  And because of my interest in 
photography, I often joined students working on photovoice.  They graciously, sometimes 
with pride, sometimes with sadness, told me a lot about life in their cities.  In the process, 
I got to witness first hand their excitement and total investment in this work.  In school 
                                                 
108 All the schools, with the exception of Aleks Buda in Tirana’s Lapraka neighborhood, which had a big 
computer lab with fairly modern machines, were poorly equipped with technology, with only a couple of 
computers available to all students.  The majority of students did not have personal computers, which made 
the process of constructing a photovoice project particularly arduous.   
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environments where the critical thinking of youth is not encouraged, where it tends to be 
shunned instead, and where there tends to be a reluctance to working with non-traditional 
artistic genres and media, the students appeared genuinely happy to be doing something 
that was not only methodologically out of the box but that also offered a way to highlight 
issues dealt by their communities.  Witnessing students’ investment in this project early 
on into the project, Art Kontakt staff agreed that it was worthwhile trying to elicit funds 
form other sources, so as to extend the project to other schools, potentially even trying to 
integrate these practices into the anemic arts curriculum of high school programs.   
In the following sections I bring in ethnographic detail, focusing on different 
occurrences that called for complex negotiations from the part of Art Kontakt staff, 
AMSHC, participating students, school administrators and potential funders, illustrating 
the ways in which actors strive to manipulate resources and ideas to achieve desired ends.  
Furthermore, I discuss the factors that inhibit art production once it is incorporated into 
discourses and practices of civil society promotion, namely the extent to which the 
politics and interests of those who are trying to strengthen [civil society] thwart its 
purported efficacy.   
Negotiating Uncertainty 
Aleks Buda, one of the four high schools Art Kontakt was working with is located 
in Lapraka, a sprawl in the northwestern side of Tirana, about 15 minutes outside of the 
city centre, vastly associated with pervasive poverty, high crime rates and drug traffic.  
When we went there in late January, 2011, however, I was not able to discern any 
evidence for such associations: the area seemed clean and calm, bearing some of the 
aesthetic markers of the capital’s center, particularly the vivid pastel colored buildings.  
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When we got to Aleks Buda we were greeted at locked entrance gate by the schools’ only 
sociology teacher, also a PhD student in Philosophy at the University of Tirana.  The 
students were already waiting for us at the computer lab, which was equipped with 
relatively new computers, a gift from the Republic of China, prominently announced via 
a big banner on the wall.   
Art Kontakt’s presentation was followed by a brainstorming session where the 
students working with photovoice suggested potential themes, overwhelmingly wanting 
to focus on the prominence and the effects of the resurgence of the blood feud on the 
community in recent years.  A number of students wished to capture the effects of drugs 
on the community, particularly youth, and yet others wished to focus on those of poverty 
or violence against women in Albanian society.  The dynamic conversation was disrupted 
by an intervention from the teacher, who suggested they work with more uplifting issues.  
Students disagreed: the bad overwhelmed the good in their community, and this was of 
importance to address.    
Exactly one week later, when we returned to Lapraka to guide the students as they 
worked on their group projects, Andi explained that he had arranged for a journalist from 
ABC Television channel – owned by the ABC telephone network company, one of the 
main telephone companies in Albania – to come and cover the project for a short special.  
Not particularly thrilled about being on TV, I was relieved to have already made plans to 
follow a group of students around Lapraka as they took photographs to capture the effects 
of violence against women.  As we were waiting at a local café for the sociology teacher 
to arrive and let us in the school, an unexpected discussion, involving layers of 
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negotiations, occurred between staff members who occupied different positions of power 
within the organization.   
That ABC was filming a segment of the project had apparently also opened the 
door for a potential funding opportunity from the telephone and TV company, and a staff 
member suggested that it might be a good idea for the students to incorporate a drawing 
of the massive ABC telephone tower that was coincidentally adjacent to and towering 
over the school.  In calmly-posed but firm disapproval, another staff member noted that it 
would be absurd to ask the students to include the image of an object that was evidently 
in sight, not particularly pleasing and a prime symbol of ripping people off (at the time 
Albania had the highest mobile telephone rates in the world).  Furthermore, the staff 
added, asking students to do something just because it could increase the likelihood of 
funding for Art Kontakt, contradicted the aims of the project to encourage students’ 
artistic and self-designed forms of social critique.  Ultimately, everybody agreed not to 
interfere with the students’ designs.  ABC TV did not even show up. 
This was not an isolated occurrence.  This scenario reflected recurring tensions 
that emerging from Art Kontakt staff having to negotiate economic uncertainty and the 
integrity of the project, as the following instance also illustrates.  When working with the 
students of Gjergj Kastrioti Skenderbeu high school, located in Kruja, a city in the 
vicinity of which a cement factory had recently been built, staff debated the potential for 
soliciting and receiving funding from the factory.  One staff member suggested that 
perhaps chances of getting funds would increase if students were to paint a mural 
depicting the silhouette of the cement factory complex with green fumes coming out of 
its pipes.  It was early in the morning and I was slow to understand that painting the 
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factory fumes green was intended to suggest non-existent efforts from the part of the 
factory to be environmentally sound.  The staff member who made the suggestion seemed 
to think that this effort would benefit both parties: the factory and Art Kontakt.  The 
building of this factory so close to several cities had been highly controversial due to the 
environmental and health costs of its operations.  Offering an artistic depiction of the 
factory as concerned with lowering its emissions and caring for the environment, would 
better the image of the factory, something that its administration was concerned with.  In 
reality, however, as the students and teachers living in Kruja had made clear, this was not 
the case.  On the contrary, environmental pollution in the area had increased drastically 
since the construction of the factory.  As had been the case with previous suggestions 
which veered toward compromising the aim of the project to the end of financial gain, 
other staff members pointed to the contradictions inherent in the idea, ultimately leading 
to its dismissal.  
An Encounter at the German Embassy 
As I have discussed, Art Kontakt staff considered soliciting funds from several 
private enterprises so as to extend “Creative School” to other schools in other cities; the 
compromises that this would have entailed with regard to the aim of the project 
ultimately deterred all staff from supporting such suggestions.  The goal to extend the 
project and even incorporate similar practices into the curricula of high schools’ art 
programs, however, remained salient.  The question was how to do it.  The nuanced work 
the students produced as well as their genuine excitement and investment in it, made it 
clear that this project was, indeed, an empowering and fun process.  In the early stages of 
the projects, when funds from AMSCH had not yet been confirmed, Andi had debated 
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whether to approach the several foreign embassies that had a history of supporting art and 
culture related project in Albania: the German, Dutch, Italian and Spanish Embassies.  
Ultimately, he decided against it convinced that in the absence of a mik or any prior 
history of working with any of the embassies, the chances of getting funds were 
extremely low.  Several months into the project, the idea came back up and staff decided 
to go ahead with it.   
Andi and I worked to craft an email that introduced the aims of the project and its 
website which contained some of the work of students from Elbasan and Lapraka.  
Several weeks passed without a response which seemed to confirm Andi’s earlier 
hypothesis that in the absence of a mik, merit or hard work mean nothing in Albania.  To 
our surprise, however, we did receive an encouraging email from the “cultural officer” of 
the German Embassy in Tirana.  “Creative School” seemed to fit the larger thematic of 
that year’s “German October,” a month-long series of art and culture events that the 
German Embassy organizes in Tirana on a yearly basis in October and he wished for us 
to meet and further discuss the possibilities.  Since nobody aside from me spoke fluent 
English or German, and the cultural officer did not know Albanian, I accompanied Andi 
in the capacities of translator and participant observer.   
The meeting took place in the office of the cultural officer which was lined with 
bookshelves and where I immediately spotted catalogues of art events supported by the 
German Embassy I had received from informants. 109  The official had prepared printouts 
of  our correspondence, Art Kontakt’s CV as well as the objectives of “Creative School,” 
all situated in front of him.  Speaking with a formal but friendly tone, he gave an 
overview of the role of the German Embassy in the art and culture field in Albania, 
                                                 
109 I informed him of my participatory and researcher position.  
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stating that culture entailed a form of soft power, which, in terms of development, was 
considered just as crucial as hard power, that is, political or economic policy.  In the view 
of the embassy, culture change takes longer and is more difficult to attain; which is one 
of the main reasons the institution has made it a point to support the arts on a yearly 
basis.  After these general remarks, he spoke specifically about German October, which 
for the past two years had dealt with the past, namely communism and the transition, 
which is something that Albania and Germany had in common.  This year, however, the 
topic in question was of universal concern, namely what could be done to reduce the 
factors that contribute to climate change such as environmental pollution, lack of green 
spaces, recycling, and so on.  “Creative School,” as had become apparent to him from the 
material on the project’s website, seemed like a project that could engage with issues and 
he was going to discuss the possibility of supporting it with the board of the embassy.110   
On our walk back, Andi seemed enthused.  Getting supported by the German 
Embassy as part of German October was highly desirable, not necessarily because of the 
financial award – from having talked with organizations that had been funded by the 
embassy before, the award never exceeded two or three thousand Euro – but because of 
the credibility and prestige that this would confer to Art Kontakt, potentially leading 
other donors to take interest.  Importantly, the progressive politics that this project 
entailed were aligned with the scope of “Creative School.”  In facts, many students had 
already dealt with the topics of environmental distress and pollution, as well as the 
absence of green space.  Other staff members seemed to agree, the only objection being 
that the students’ work would be limited to just one topic, which seemed like a minor  
                                                 
110 The official stressed that the embassy was not the only actor deciding the program of German October.  
He described the embassy’s role as that of a coordinator who pitches ideas to institutions and foundations 
that are part of its board.  However, the embassy cannot strongly influence their agendas. 
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negotiation especially in comparison to the ones some of the staff had been willing to 
make in the past.   
In two weeks, following a request for a project budget, Art Kontakt was notified 
by the German Embassy that the proposal was rejected, citing overlap between “Creative 
School” and a couple of other projects with lower budgets and more feasible time frames 
of completion.  This decision was disappointing as it made the possibility of extending 
the project highly unlikely.  In paradoxical fashion, however, the initial interest that the 
embassy bolstered staff’s beliefs that “Creative School” was a worthwhile project, 
renewing their desire to continue making efforts.  This was especially important, 
considering that our work was coming to a close.   
Art and Politics 
 When we began our work an the last of the four high schools, Gjergj Kastrioti 
Skederbeu in Kruja, in April, we found out that one of the literature teachers, which was 
also going to accompany the student participants in “Creative School,” was particularly 
excited about the project.  A couple of years ago, she had attempted at reformulating one 
of the literature exams into photographic essay (accompanied by text) assignment.  Her 
plan had not gone far, however, because the school’s principal did not think that what she 
had suggested was an effective method of expression.  She was hopeful that if Art 
Kontakt’s work pleased the principal, he would allow the teachers to continue similar 
more experimental endeavors in the future.  
Gjergj Kastrioti Skenderbeu High School -- named after the Albanian national 
hero who led local resistance to Ottoman Turks in the Middle Ages and who was born in 
Kruja -- was in poor shape.  There was garbage around the school premises and the glass 
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in many windowpanes was broken.  Perhaps anticipating that this had not escaped us, one 
of the teachers stated that the poor conditions of the school only reflected a lack of 
financial resources, not low educational standards.  This became clear soon enough: 
participating students were knowledgeable, sharp and argumentative, both in relationship 
to each other and to the teachers, with whom they seemed to have a laid back 
relationship.  Since I had never been in Kruja, I joined the group of students who were 
working on a photovoice about local artisans and their efforts to preserve traditional 
culture and heritage.  Unbeknownst to me, Kruja artisans had a long history of producing 
traditional crafts now marketed mostly to tourists who visited the city not only for the  
Skenderbeu’s museum, overseeing Kruja, but also to buy local craft and hunt the city’s 
famed bazaar for antiquities.  The colorful and well-composed photographs students took 
in the quaint studios of the artisanal quilt makers and basket weavers were perhaps some 
of the most memorable from the entire project.   
In the late afternoon, when I returned with the students to school grounds, I was 
surprised to find out that work on the mural had not yet started. Andi and Edrin were 
nowhere in sight whereas the students were hanging out around the area where they had 
earlier decided to paint the mural, which was now free of garbage.  Confused, I asked one 
of the literature teachers as to what was going on: she explained that the principal had 
adamantly objected to the painting of a mural on school premises.  Aware that Andi had 
gotten all necessary permissions from the school administrations and the Ministries of 
Culture and Education well in advance, the principal’s decision did not quite make sense.   
Andi and Edrin returned together, visibly frustrated.  I remembered correctly that 
the principal had given permission for this work a couple of months ago; however, at that 
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point, he had not been aware of the artistic media students would be using.  It appeared 
that he was not against our presence there or even the overall idea of “Creative School.”  
What he did not want was a mural on school grounds, which for him signified a political 
act from making a direct association between political leanings and [public] art especially 
art on walls.  Calling Rama an imbecile and his painting of Tirana’s facades “crazy 
tribal” acts, the principal did not want anything even remotely similar at the school.  As 
the teachers later explained, citizens of the city of Kruja tend to be staunch supporters of 
right-wing politics and the Democratic Party then headed by PM Sali Berisha.  Since Edi 
Rama, then the head of the Socialist Party, has had a history of incorporating art with 
politics, the principal did not wish to create an undesired association between the school, 
the city and the “left,” which he said could cost him his job and needed resources.  That 
2011 was an election year made this even more detrimental.   
The principal’s apprehension, which he expressed angrily, was perhaps not 
entirely unfounded.  Amongst most Albanians, including my informants, the caution, fear 
and passivity that seems to characterize the relationship between most Albanian citizens 
toward authority figures, is often interpreted as a legacy of socialism, when overtly 
criticizing the Party or associating with the West in any way, could have dire 
consequences on the lives of individuals and their families.  More than a legacy of the 
past, however, such apprehension in the recent present is fostered by the way the 
relationship of authority to the citizenry is now structured: by demanding and expecting 
partishmeri or belligerent and overt affiliation and support with a given party, something 
that greatly enhances or inhibits one’s access to resources.  Indeed, whenever there is a 
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regime change, the staff of state institutions is overhauled and replaced with people 
affiliated with the new regime.     
We finished our work in Kruja later than usual.  After a lengthy dispute with Andi 
and several calls to officials in ministries, the principal agreed to a small mural on the 
wall, which the students completed after school hours.  The principal, too, stayed with 
them giving specific guidelines about what he wanted: a banner stating “Miresevini 
Studente te Dashur,” [Welcome Dear Students] and the contours of a book.  For him, the 
notion of “civil society,” “youth empowerment” and “social critique” were irrelevant in 
light of what he thought was in the best interest of the school: not to tamper with the 
political status quo, even though, ironically the project was financed by an agency that 
Sali Berisha himself had brought to life.  On the other hand, these negotiations showed 
that in postsocialist Albania art production is a highly politicized terrain and as such, it 
bears the potential for transformative social and political struggle. 
Our work in Kruja marked the end of “Creative School” and staff began 
preparations for the final event, where the best work of students from all the schools 
would be exhibited to students, teachers and their parents.  For the exhibition and the 
small party that was going to follow, Andi was able to secure Qendra Multimedia Ten 
(Multimedia Ten Center) for free, a multimedia art center that had recently been 
inaugurated by Tirana City Hall and had all the necessary technical capacities for our 
purposes.  We imagined that students who were coming from out of town would 
particularly enjoy being there since it was located in a central part of Tirana, which would 
give them a chance to walk around the city centre and enjoy some of the cafes and the 
sights.   
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Edrin was quick to produce the invitations for the event, which we distributed to 
the schools, AMSHC and online.  However, just three days before the event, which was 
scheduled on April 17th, 2011, we found out that AMSHC did not approve of these plants 
and asked Art Kontakt to find another venue.  As Ten was founded and supported by 
Tirana City Hall, with then-Mayor Edi Rama, a project funded by AMSHC could not be 
associated with an opposition-funded center.  According to AMSHC officials, that would 
likely be perceived as a campaign in support of the Socialist Party during the upcoming 
elections.  This last twist of events further emphasized a continuing dependence of art 
production in postsocialist Albania on the politics of the moment, a dependence that is 
amplified when it is incorporated within state-sponsored endeavors, even those that seek 
to strengthen civil society.   
When I began dissertation fieldwork, I did not plan to collaborate with my 
informants by helping them design and realize an art project.  I was initially drawn into 
“Creative School” because I was intrigued by the cynicism with which many art 
producers approached the work of art organizations and their relationship to the Albanian 
state and international institutions and I wanted to see first hand the mechanics of this 
relationship.  By looking at the social life of “Creative School,” I have tried to address 
what happens when art becomes a state-sponsored civil society project that is also 
susceptible to private interests and the cultural politics of international foundations.   
The relationship between the Albanian state and the civil society sector that the 
state is expected to nurture so as to prove its westernization, is fragile and complex; as 
this data illustrates Art Kontakt’s work in “Creative School,” at moments, restricted 
based on the interests of the state.  The organization itself, existing in a state of economic 
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uncertaintly, was also embroiled in a series of tensioned negotiations with different 
global actors, which could have (at worst) threatened or (at least) limited the aim and 
integrity of the project.  These negotiations and the restrictions they could pose to artistic 
freedom and consequentially development were at the root of the cynicism with which 
many informants approached the work of art organizations.  And perhaps, yes, once art 
becomes part of developmental, democratization or civil society promotion efforts – be it 
from the part of the Albanian state or that of international donor institutions – it is 
inevitably restricted.  This data also suggests that these restrictions were constantly 
manipulated and challenged by the genuine efforts of Art Kontakt staff to help empower 
high school students with the little resources they had and despite the obstacles they 
faced.   
Art Kontakt was not able to extend “Creative School” beyond these four schools, 
primarily due to lack of funds, which is the typical fate of most art projects in the 
Albanian art world – they tend to have a short life-span, primarily dictated by the 
availability of funds.  The endeavor did not have any structural impact i.e. to incorporate 
artistic endeavors that also communicated messages related to social justice on high 
school curricula, which had been discussed as one of the goals, also in conversation with 
the supervising teachers in the schools.  Furthermore, the work of students did not 
circulate in the appropriate channels to have any impact on public policy, which would 
address the social problems the students were highlighting.   
But the students did accomplish thoughtful and powerful work, which was one of 
the main goals of the project.  The process of doing this work was also interesting and 
instructive to them.  In each school I had the opportunity to spend hours with one of the 
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groups working on photovoice, following them around their town and even helping them 
with taking photographs.  As a result, I got to see firsthand the excitement and dedication 
with which they approached their work, both because it was an unique experience but 
also because many described it as a rare chance to speak creatively and freely about 
issues that mattered to them.  In Lapraka, the girls I followed were trying to capture the 
pervasive violence against women in their community (and Albanian society, more 
generally) a problem that went hand in hand with the impoverished condition under 
which most residents were living.  It was satisfying to hear one of the girls discover how 
the process of trying to express something through photography, not only makes them see 
things “differently,” as she put it, but also allows for thoughts to expand.  I was 
impressed by the product of their work, too: given the sensitive subject matter, the girls 
were able to construct a sensitive narrative about violence against women almost entirely 
by photographing abstract images of shadows on the ground, which poetically suggested 
the silence that surrounds the issue.   
In Elbasan, the students I accompanied were working on the dire condition of 
stray animals in their city, a subject they were extremely passionate about.  The city of 
Elbasan (and other cities in Albania) has had numerous campaigns of mass-poisoning or 
killing stray animals, particularly dogs.  While many citizens are vehemently against the 
horrific treatment that stray animals endure, there is little they can do to prevent the 
atrocious acts from happening, which tend to take place at night with the direction of city 
officials.  The material for their photovoice was unfortunately abundant as all it took was 
a tour around the city centre, where strays hang in packs in the hope of getting food from 
countless cafes and restaurants also enduring horrible acts of abuse from predominantly 
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male customers who tend to throw stones and blows, instead of food.  As depressing as 
the process of collecting these photographs was – Elbasan had a huge number of strays 
despite the “killing campaigns,” perhaps more than I have seen in most other cities – 
work with this group of students was also fun.  After finishing with taking photographs 
the students took me on a long tour of the old section of Elbasan and having learning a 
little bit about anthropology from the questions they asked me, even treated me to a visit 
at the city’s ethnographic museum, which turned out to be unattended, prompting them to 
have a lot of fun trying on some of the objects on display, despite my discouragement not 
to do so.      
For the most part I was not present when the students were working on their 
murals, as these were supervised by Edrin and Fioralba.  The murals, typically painted in 
those areas of the school where students hung out during breaks between classes, added 
color and energy to otherwise rundown school premises.  In Durres, for instance, the 
students made a playful canvass of the relatively large bunker located in the middle of the 
school yard.  In Lapraka, when we returned to the school premises, the girls working on 
photovoice immediately noticed that some of the offensive and crude-looking graffiti that 
covered school walls had disappeared.  The students working on the mural had painted 
over it and, with the help of Edrin and Fioralba, had added new, eye-catching images.  
Talents, too, were discovered.  Also in Lapraka, the supervising teacher was in awe with 
the talent of some of the students, as were the students themselves: some of them had no 
idea they could draw and paint so well.  My impression, however, is that if the students 
had had more than the day Art Kontakt was present to work with them, they would have 




In summer 2015, as I was reading Albanian online news sources, I ran across an 
especially provocative title, stating “Prime Minister Edi Rama tries to “tempt” Chancellor 
Angela Merkel with a painting.” The article was published in MAPO, a leading right-
wing newspaper, on the first day of the much anticipated visit of Angela Merkel in 
Tirana, and while brief in narrative, it was accompanied by an image of Rama and 
Merkel giving a press conference in front of what appeared to be the image of an abstract 
art piece. Reading other sources, I found out that the image was indeed that of an artwork 
by German artist Thomas Demand who, along with two other world-renowned artists, 
had donated art to be displayed in Edi Rama’s office –the government building of Prime 
Ministers. Marquee Tirana, an illuminated honing-like installation by Philippe Parreno 
was placed over the front entrance of the Prime Minister’s office, whereas Giant Triple 
Mushroom, by Carsten Holler, was placed on its lawn.  
All the pieces were unveiled the day before Merkel’s visit when Rama also 
announced that the first floor of his own office was going to be transformed into the 
Center for Openness and Dialogue [COD]. This multi-functional space would house a 
library, an art exhibition hall and a digital research space, which according to the 
brochure published by Rama’s office, would offer Albanians “a place where critical 
thinking informs art, and culture enlightens politics, where together they can emancipate 
the politics that will lead to tomorrow’s progress.”111 This statement not only suggests 
that within these premises, art is charged with the productive potential of social and 
cultural critique but also with that of political emancipation – presumably the 
                                                 
111 The mission statement of the center is also stated (only in English) here: http://cod.al/en/?page_id=7. 
Emphasis is my own. 
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emancipation of what is happening in the second and third floor above it, where Rama is 
conducting his political business.  
In these concluding paragraphs, I discuss recent events in Albania’s art world all 
of which have taken place after Edi Rama’s electoral victory as Albania’s Prime Minister 
in October 2013. In the two years Rama has been in office as Prime Minister, discourses 
on art’s social relevance have gained significant momentum all the while the socialist 
past is being treated as a prime commodity that can increase revenue and help Albanians 
understand and deal with their past. Indeed, in quick succession, Rama has put up 
exhibits, found institutions, and opened up art-related spaces where the arts and/or the 
socialist past are often presented in a spectacular way, with Rama himself as the central 
agent of their orchestration. While these efforts are presented in terms of their relevance 
for Albanian society, I interpret them as attempts of the Albanian state – of Rama and 
other actors -- to make political use of art and the legacy of the socialist past while using 
spectacle as an important technique of communication, enchantment and concealment. 
By discussing how political elite status has been recalibrated in postsocialism – focusing 
specifically on the course of Edi Rama’s career - I suggest that such endeavors manifest 
familiar socialist-era techniques of rule, namely the merging of cultural and intellectual 
work with political work, which are intersected by new and distinctly neoliberal practices 
of the commodification of culture and heritage.  
More than give any conclusive analyses – this is after all an evolving story -- this 
concluding chapter is intended to raise questions about what may happen when the 
political relevance of art and the interpretation of the past become part of explicit state-
endorsed projects. What is the political potential of Edi Rama’s esthetics, as he endeavors 
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to reappropriate and commodify state socialist spaces and materiality the presentation of 
which is often mediated by contemporary art? How are artists reacting to the ever-
changing landscape of the art world as it intersects with practices of socialist nostalgia 
and commemoration? How are they receiving state influence on the arts?   
I should note that my analysis does not derive principally from ethnographic 
research, since the events in question have unfolded after I finished dissertation fieldwork 
in 2011. My analysis is based on digital and textual media accounts; Edi Rama’s 
speeches and interviews; correspondence with artist informants; and limited direct 
observations in some of the spaces during a brief visit to Albania on the summer of 2015. 
Thus this paper offers preliminary analyses which I hope to follow with fieldwork in the 
future. But to begin my discussion will give some background on how Rama achieved 
elite status in Albania’s political landscape, information which helps explain why he has 
come to rely on art and other forms of cultural production as a technique of rule. 
Rama is an artist by training. He graduated from the Academy of Arts in Tirana in 
1986, where he then worked as Assistant Professor. Rama did not enter the political field 
until 1990, when he played a leading and organizational role in the student-led opposition 
movements that sought the end of the socialist regime, when he also organized several 
landmark meetings at the Academy, featuring talks primarily by individuals who had 
been persecuted due to real or perceived opposition to the socialist regime. Soon after, 
however, he extricated himself from the movement because of ideological differences, as 
he has put it, and immigrated first to Greece and then to France, where he worked as an 
artists. After a few years abroad, in 1998, Rama returned to Tirana to serve as Albania’s 
Minister of Culture, a political post he maintained until 2000.  
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The course of Rama’s early political career illustrates a distinct kind of status 
recalibration. Indeed, Rama embodies what Katherine Verdery has called the 
“teleological elites” of state socialist and postsocialist societies. According to Verdery, 
during the socialist period, the lack of a private economic sector and a plural political 
system ensured that there were no independent economic or political elites apart from the 
Party-State. In addition, the subjection of cultural production to ideological prescription 
ensured that only intellectuals loyal to the Party could benefit from elite status in society. 
In such a social arrangement elites were “teleological,” that is they achieved their status 
primarily by virtue of upholding certain ideological values, not necessarily by mastering 
specific techniques. In Verdery’s words: 
“People of elite status in the eastern part of Europe moved back and forth between 
intellectual and political work while participating in a common discourse; thus, a 
single individual might hold both roles several times over. The Communist Party 
– ostensibly a political formation – blurred the lines further by claiming a 
monopoly on truth and knowledge, the standard claim of intellectuals.” 
 
The end of party rule in Eastern Europe, including Albania, opened up a struggle for re-
legitimation, while also changing the definition of what could count as political resource. 
For instance, having had a position in the party apparatus, ceased to provide political 
capital, whereas having opposed the Party-state and especially having suffered as a result 
of the opposition, enhanced one’s moral capital, which many transformed into political 
capital. In contrast with other East European countries, Albania had little effective 
opposition which erupted only in December 1990, one year after the fall of the Berlin 
Wall. Despite no former political power and experience, Rama’s acquired politically 
salient authority precisely through his opposition to the Party-state and by aligning 
himself with people who acquired political capital from opposing the socialist regime.  
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After serving as Albania’s Minister a Culture for two years, in the year 2000 
Rama entered and won the mayoral race of Tirana, when he came to international 
attention with an artistic-political project that involved the painting over of Tirana’s grey 
facades with pastel colors. As I have noted in previous chapters, the value of the project 
was cast exclusively in terms of its social relevance – to energize the citizens of Tirana by 
offering the perception of a new start. As Mayor, and then as leader of Albania’s Socialist 
Party, a role Rama assumed in 2005, he continued interfering directly into the visual and 
artistic realties of Tirana’s citizens, while also promoting his work in talks and art shows 
abroad, continuously moving between intellectual-artistic and political work something 
that has only intensified after he assumed his role as Prime Minister.112  
In chapter 4, I discussed local debates on the fate of the so-called Pyramid, a most 
iconic symbol of Albania’s socialist era, built in the late 1980s as Enver Hoxha’s 
museum. The structure has been repurposed toward different ends throughout its 
existence. Some sections were turned into TV channel offices; another wing was a 
nightclub and one part once served as an international cultural centre. A major touristic 
site, the Pyramd had undergone extensive renovations starting in 2009 to the end of 
transforming it into a state of the art cultural and performance center. However, in 2011, 
then-PM Sali Berisha announced that the Pyramid would be demolished so as to remove 
yet another remnant of the socialist past that was inhibiting Albania’s road to 
democratization, a rhetoric which changed soon after when he cited high costs of 
                                                 
112 One of Rama’s [expected] first moves after becoming PM was to overhaul the staff of public 
institutions, including those related to arts and culture. For instance, the staff of NAG and the Ministry of 
Culture was radically transformed primarily along party lines i.e. some of the new appointees were vocal 
supporters of Rama during his campaign which he coined “Rilindja” [Rebirth] invoking the Rilindja 
Kombetare [National Reawakening] period of the early 20th century where Albanians proclaimed their 




renovation. The initial demolition date was set for January 20, 2011, but that passed 
uneventfully; in fact, only the marble plaques that covered its facade were removed. The 
structure itself remained closed off to the public, as it had been for the past several years.  
In December 2013 – only a few months after Rama became Prime Minister -- the 
Albanian Ministry of Social Welfare and Youth announced that it would open the doors 
of the Pyramid to artists and the public. While I was not present, many informants 
attended the event, which in addition to the exhibition of different art works, included a 
presentation by a German scholar on the importance of national heritage.113 In the span of 
months, the Pyramid was transformed an object “that could inhibit Albania’s road to 
democratization” into an example of Albania’s “national heritage,” a transformation that 
speaks to the contested and changing meaning of socialism and its legacy in postsocialist 
Albania.   
The motivations for the decision to open the pyramid to the public were not fully 
articulated, at least not immediately. However, a February 2014 interview Rama gave to 
ArtForum, entitled “Elected Affinites,” shed some light onto this move. PM Rama, who 
was accompanied by his good friend and frequent collaborator, artist Anri Sala, mused at 
the idea of giving socialist era spaces a “blood transfusion” (Obrist 2004). The Pyramid 
might become a museum, Rama said, whereas Enver Hoxha’s former residence in Blloku 
would make good sense as a neighborhood hostel, presumably for artists. “Enver would 
have hated the idea of contemporary artists there,” he proclaimed. But more than 
expressing Rama’s desire to offend Hoxha’s sensibilities, his idea at transforming these 
                                                 
113 Since being made available to the public, the Pyramid has been the site for several other art shows, one 




spaces into revenue generating ones -- hostels and museums – was one of his first explicit 
efforts since becoming PM to bringing together art, money and the legacy of socialism. 
Rama kept his promise. Soon after this interview, a group of artists were invited 
to momentarily “take over” Vila 31, Enver Hoxha’s former residence, and one of the only 
structures in Blloku that had remained unchanged, guarded and closed off to the public. 
The event, which was supported by the Ministry of Culture and presented the work of 
several artists, including some of my informants, was titled “Perdja e Hekurt” [Iron 
Curtain] and, according to the media, aimed to repurpose Hoxha’s villa into a site of 
artistic experimentation where the socialist past could be reconsidered via in-situ art 
making, thus directly interfering in the interiors of the villa. The event was both highly 
publicized and controversial. Many informants who visited the show and especially those 
who could not, dismayed at the fact that it was accessible only by special invitation. In 
their view making the event accessible only to select audiences rendered it exclusive and 
accessible to a privileged few who had the right political connections to get invitations.  
This event was followed by others also preoccupied with Albania’s socialist 
legacy and supported by the Ministry of Culture. However, the project which was most 
publicized was Bunk’Art, a museum and contemporary art exhibit, housed at the 
premises of a massive, underground bunker in the outskirts of Tirana. As I have noted, 
bunkers are ubiquitous in Albania’s landscape, as Enver Hoxha ordered the building of 
750,000 of concrete structures to defend the country against an invasion, turning it into a 
space that Paul Virilio described in his Bunker Archaeology as symbolically prepared for 
a continuous state of exception (1994). Not many people, however, were aware of the 
existence of this huge bunker – consisting of more than 100 rooms -- constructed in 1978 
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as shelter for Albania’s socialist elites in the event of a nuclear attack. In a ceremonial 
inaugural event, Edi Rama gave a lengthy speech in front of little bunkers, prompts that 
were covered with naïve drawings and pastel colors, recalling Rama’s own work over 
Tirana’s facades during his time as mayor. In his speech, he once again reiterated the 
social relevance of a space like Bunk’Art, calling it “a treasure of our collective memory 
and only a part of the historic and touristic itinerary of the communist underground that 
will be transformed into an itinerary of the creative imagination aiming its liberation, on 
the one hand, and the productiveness of our collective memory, on the other” (Rama 
2014). According to Rama, within this site of memory, contemporary art had a privileged 
position insofar as it was called to create “new spaces for imagining, thinking and living 
together through its power.” Rama concluded by emphasizing that Bunk’Art was a 
treasure in yet another, more literal way: due to its exotic factor, it had great potential to 
entice tourists and increase economic revenue.114   
At the time of its inauguration, Bunk’Art was presented as a permanent exhibition 
space. It remained open for just one month and a half, however, giving way to the 
inauguration of yet another museum in January 2015. “Shtepia e Gjetheve,” or “The 
House of Leaves,” would be housed at the headquarters of Albania’s former Secret 
Service during socialism. During his inaugural speech Rama reiterated a now familiar 
                                                 
114 “Sot, ne jemi dëshmitarë se kemi çelur derën e një thesari të kujtesës sonë kolektive. Një thesari ku, pa 
as më të voglin dyshim, mund të zbulohen në vijimësi qindra mijëra copëza të një mozaiku të madh 
ngjarjesh, personazhesh, kontradiktash.  Të një mozaiku ku gjakderdhja ka bërë rëndom lëndën lidhëse dhe 
të cilin historianët dhe historia nuk na e kthjellojnë dot ende sot, kështu siç jemi ne, të ngërthyer nga 
memoria kolektive e ngarkuar majtas dhe djathtas, por edhe kështu siç janë vetë historianët të ngarkuar 
majtas e djathtas, nga një kujtesë që rëndom bëhet selektive.” Padyshim, si një mundësi për të inspiruar 
imagjinatën krijuese, pasi pa as më të voglin dyshim instalacionet që pamë bashkë me dhomat autentike të 
shefave të regjimit të vjetër janë një dëshmi kuptimplotë e mundësisë që të krijon kjo hapësirë për të krijuar 
hapësira të reja. Hapësira të reja të të imagjinuarit, të të menduarit, të të bashkëjetuarit përmes fuqisë së 
artit.” Translation and emphasis is my own.Full transcript of Rama’s speech can be found on: 
http://shqiptarja.com/skedat/2724/fjala-e-kryeministrit-edi-rama-254354.html#sthash.BRZuDbcA.dpuf 




rhetoric about the need for persistent efforts to expose Albania’s labyrinthine socialist 
underground to Albanians and foreigners alike. The inauguration ceremony proved to be 
a dead end, as the House of Leaves has not been opened to the public.  
The story of Rama’s political and artistic work continues to unfold – all of which 
emphasizes the relevance of art as a form of social critique and/or is concerned with the 
exhbition or commodification of the legacy of socialism. The construction of a large 
bunker in a central part of Tirana began only in September 2015. The new bunker 
reportedly marks the entrance of yet another massive socialist-era underground bunker 
which is conceivably yet another node of the phantom socialist historical itinerary and 
memory economy that Rama has endeavored to create. The Center for Openess and 
Dialogue, the art and research space housed in the first floor of Rama’s office, has 
announced upcoming exhibits, although is difficult to conceive of any unmediated social 
and political critique happeneing within the PM’s very office.  
What are we to make of all of this? Positioning himself as a visionary who pushes 
forward an agenda of helping Albanian citizens deal with the socialist past often via 
contemporary art – Rama’s strategy replicates how socialist elites moved between 
intellectual and political work while also incorporating practices that are distinctly 
neoliberal in nature. Through endeavors such as Bunk’art, House of Leaves and very 
likely in the centrally-located and newly-built bunker in Tirana, Rama is proposing 
Albania’s “communist underground” as a prime commodity-in-the-making, one that can 
be exploited by the Albanian state for economic revenue, making a case for both the 
commodification of Albania’s cultural and historical legacy and its monopolization by 
the state. Preceded by two decades of official practices primarily aimed at demonizing 
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and erasing the socialist past, which I have discussed in detail in this dissertation, these 
endeavors show that socialism in Albania -- as well as people’s memory and perception 
of it -- is entering a new era, where it is mediated by the politics of the state, artistic 
representation and processes of commodification. These instances attempts from the part 
of the Albanian state to incorporate socialism into the consumer economy by turning it 
into a commodity, one whose worth depends on its increasing exotic factor: from the 
Pyramid, to the Villa, to the nuclear protective bunker, to the headquarters of Secret 
Service during socialism.   
What is also clear is that there are attempts from Rama and other elites who are 
working within the purview of his governance, to monopolize cultural production. While 
it is unlikely that PM Rama is entirely responsible for the planning and development of 
all these spaces – especially as they are populated by the work of artists and other cultural 
producers who might be critical of his governance -- he has indeed played an important 
supervising and curatorial role. I have already argued that as leader of the Socialist Party 
-- a political formation -- and as Albania’s Prime Minister – a political role – Rama is 
continuously blurring the lines between political and intellectual work in the style of what 
Verdery has called socialist-era “teleological elites.” And it appears that he is also doing 
so by employing a technique integral to rule in state socialist regimes: that of spectacle. 
As Laura Adams has argued in her work on the politics of culture in post-Soviet 
Uzbekistan, spectacle at the level of the state, "strategically appropriates ceremony and 
expressive culture as a means of communication and control, thus monopolizing 
discourse by privileging the definition of reality belonging to the elites. Spectacle creates 
a one-way flow of communication and closes opportunities for input from below, 
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without, however making the masses feel left out. Spectacle enchants and persuades, and 
its audiences feel included without feeling responsible for action” (2010:12). 
As I hope has become apparent from my discussion, all the spaces or projects I 
have discussed have been surrounded by elaborate and well-publicized inaugural 
ceremonies, which have brought forth not only impressive forms of cultural production 
but also a lot of promises. Little, however, has been delivered in their aftermath. With the 
exception of the Center for Openness and Dialogue – where Parreno’s marquee is still 
illuminating the entrance of Rama’s office -- all the other spaces have been short-lived. 
Bunk’art is still closed, whereas the House of Leaves never even opened. I thus suggest 
that the inauguration of spaces within which cultural production is presented as having 
high social relevance, serve as spectacular platforms from where Prime Minister Edi 
Rama can communicate a message of change and progress all the while engaging in a 
process of monopolizing cultural production and taking political actions that do 
disservice to the Albanian people – be it supporting the privatization of higher education 
and that of the prison complex, or, more recently, proposing an anti-defamation law 
toward high officials, something that has the potential to do the exact opposite of what he 
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